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Preface

This Monograph is a result of an almost 10 years stay among the Mongwande in Bas-Uélé, the northern part of the Democratic Republic of Congo
(Kinshasa). Shortly after his arrival as a missionary in 1953, Sveinung J.
Moen became fascinated by the snake cult, which he studied thoroughly,
empathetically and with great devotion throughout his long stay and often
under difficult conditions.
Moen gives us a vivid and rich description of the Mongwande attitude
towards the snakes and all the knowledge and beliefs associated with it. He
shows how the snake permeates culture, society and cosmology. The cult is
particularly actualized in connection with the birth of twins. When this
occurs, it has consequences for the whole village. Specific rites must be executed and both the twins and their parents get a special ritual status, that
would last throughout their lives, and subject them to certain taboos and
requirements. The word for snake and twin is the same. Twins are snakes
and are identified with snakes, and they regard snakes as their brothers. On
account of this identification they are shown great respect.
Snake cult is an interesting feature of religion and cosmology in many societies, and the Mongwande variant of the snake cult has been described
and discussed by earlier researchers as P. B. Tanghe, whose studies go back
to 1912, and Louis Molet who did his field studies in the period of 1959 1970. These researchers contradict each other to a certain degree as regards
the interpretation of the snake cult. These two contributions have carefully
been taken into account by Moen.
His partly critical analysis based on observations of the Mongwande rituals and in dialogue with knowledgeable performers of the cult, intimate
studies of the utilised physical symbols, represent not only a considerable
advancement of his predecessors' efforts, but gives a new and deeper comprehension of this tradition. Moen's work is one in a succession of recent
studies of African traditions of knowledge, facing today's process of modernisation. The mongwande snake cult is an example of how such traditions have survived intense influence from the modern schools and Christian mission. In the problematic situation of today it seems that these traditions are going through a revitalisation. The snake cult of the Mongwande
is not a vanishing tradition, everything indicates that it has preserved its
vitality and is continuing to be an important part of their belief, along with
new Christian ideas and practises.
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Studies like the one made by Moen contributes greatly to increase the respect for African religion, philosophy and view of the world in general and
of what we learn about the Mongwande in particular. Sveinung J. Moen's
Monograph is a valuable contribution to the ethnography of the Congo.
Axel Sommerfelt
Professor Emeritus
University of Oslo
January 28, 2003

Sveinung Johnson Moen with four of his informants on Mongwande history, culture and religion.
Standing: Head nurse Gaspard Boya and pastor Dundaloma.
Sitting: Sveinung Johnson Moen, parish worker Elisabeth and leader of
Sveinung
Johnson
Moen with four of his informants on Mongwande hisChurch Council
Yanzere.
tory, culture and religion.
Standing: Head nurse Gaspard Boya and pastor Dundaloma.
Sitting: Sveinung Johnson Moen, parish worker Elisabeth and leader of
Church Council Yanzere.
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Introduction

Is there a snake cult of some kind in the Mongwande tribe in the Upper
Congo? Two researchers have laid down an immense amount of work in an
attempt to answer this question. One of them is P. Basile Tanghe in his
book "Le cult du serpent chez les Ngbandi"1 and the other is Louis Molet in
his work "Aspect de l'organisation du monde des Ngbandi".2 I have used
both of these two researchers work as basis of discussion in my final analysis of the snake cult (Chapter 11). The translation is in full my own. Tanghe,
who spent his whole life as a missionary and researcher in Mongwandeland, answered the question with an unequivocal "yes". The anthropologist
Louis Molet is more reserved in his position. Both agree that the ngbò (m),
snake, phenomenon exists. But, while Tanghe asserts that the Mongwande
felt that the ngbò concept was real and lived accordingly, Molet argues that
the ngbò, snake, beliefs, which are connected with twins and birth of twins,
cannot be identified as a cult, at least not within the usual interpretation of
the meaning of that word, especially since it is so closely associated with
magic and mysticism. He wants to place the ngbò phenomenon as part of a
total idea in which the Mongwande interpret the world around them; for
example, such as their animistic way of interpreting "la brousse" that is to
say the rain forest, rivers and waterfalls. This is the basis for his book
"Views on The Mongwande's way of organizing the world". He argues furthermore that the noun ngbò, snake, cannot be interpreted as the reptile
alone. For him the concept of ngbò, snake revolves around the birth of
twins.3 Ngbò is a mongwande (m) word.
There are a number of other researchers who have made anthropological
and linguistic contributions to the understanding of the people that in the
course of the passed few hundred years have made their home in the Upper Congo, or to be more specific, the area which extends from Mobaye in
the Central African Republic across the Oubangi River and then south to
the Ebola River. The border runs in northeasterly direction towards Abumombazi, Monga, Ndu and Bangassou where it turns and passes around
Ouango and takes a westwardly direction back towards Mobaye (Map p.
7). H. Burssens has rounded up the essence of these researcher's work in a
large, impressive ethnografic monograph .4 Burssens mentions the mateP. Basile Tanghe, Le cult du serpent chez les Ngbandi, 1926.
Louis Molet, Aspect de l'organisation du monde des Ngbandi, 1970.
3 L.Molet 1970:56.
4 H. Burssens, Les Peuplades de l'entre Congo–Ubangi, Tervuren 1958.
1
2
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rial concerning the snake cult as one of the many facts of information he
has obtained from his sources, without placing the issue of the cult under
debate. Since his work is a descriptive monograph and does not delve into
the matters concerning interpretation of the topics at hand, a debate on the
issue will naturally fall outside the parameters of this work. I think P. Benjamin Lekens should also be mentioned who with his "Dictionnaire
Ngbandi", has made it possible to study the Ngbandi/mongwande language more systematically.5 Likewise, Walter H. Stapleton who published
his work "Une grammaire de Bangala" and "Vocabulaire Francais-BangalaSwahili".6 E. E. Evans-Pritchard concentrated his famous work mainly on
the Azandes. We know that the Azande tribe, who by the Belgian anthropologists is called Das Hernvolk, shares the area of Uélé with the Mongwande. There is no doubt that there has been an intermingling by marriages, exchanging of merchandise, as well as other cultural activities between these two tribes. The Azande tribe extends eastwards into the territories of southern Sudan.
The snake cult was a well known phenomenon in the antique world, such
as the Middle-East and Egypt and was with certainty being practised
among Indian tribes in America. We know that twins and birth of twins
caused fear in various societies, and perhaps still does, for exemple among
the Mundurucu people in the Amazon area. Peggy Reeves Sanday tells us
in her work: "Female Power and Male Dominance" that they killed their
twins.7 But, as far as I know, the combination twin and snake was not
known. Judging by what P. B. Tanghe writes, it seems that the phenomenon was unknown to him when he came to the district of Abumombazi.
Nevertheless, he was the one who became the pioneer by bringing the
knowledge of the snake cult amongst the Mongwande to Europe.
The snake cult among the Mongwande was unknown to me when I came to
Monga as a young missionary in 1953. I am quite sure that I would have
remained ignorant of this fascinating aspect of the Mongwande religious
and cultural activity until this day, had it not been for the many personal
contacts I had with the phenomenon. Having had the privilege for several
years to study the ngbò phenomenon closely, my personal opinion is that
the concept of the supreme snake, that dominates the lives of the Mongwande day by day, is a pregnant and real phenomenon.
After thorough research and interviews it became clear to me that the
practising of rites and ceremonies in connection with the birth of twins,
with the appearance of the new moon, with grief and death, with the magic
5

P. Benjamin Lekens, Dictionnaire Ngbandi, 1952.

6

Walter H. Stapleton, Une grammaire de Bangala and Vocabulaire Francais-Bangala-Swahili, 1911.

7

Peggy Reeves Sanday, Female Power and Male Dominance, New York, 1981:64.
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ashes (Chapter 5), the rites of passage (Chapter 7), hunting and fishing,
were expressions of an abstract reality which they otherwise could not apprehend (Chapter 6).
One could pose many questions in pursuit of uncovering the original core
of the cult. Why the adoration of a snake? Why the combination of twin
and snake? How can the snake be associated with twins and twins with the
snake? How does one explain the twins influences on the daily life of the
village? Which motives lie behind the cult? Who is the main figure in executing the ceremonies of the cult?
P. B. Tanghe insists that the ngbò, snake phenomenon is a cult and means,
by saying so, as I understand him, that the word is charged with belief,
magic, mysticism and fear. I share his definition of the word and will apply
it accordingly. My studies in the field revealed however that the ceremonies consisted of certain rules and a normative core that had to be followed
when the situation demanded, for example at the name giving festivity of
the twins. The roots of the cult run deep in an exuberant and religious tradition. They go way back. How far lies outside the scope of this work.
Why did the Mongwande practise a cult that was unknown to other
tribes? Was the Mongwande tribe's version of the snake cult simply a local
one? A little different from other mongwande groups practise of the same
snake cult? It looks like it, because, for example, the box containing the relics of the ancestors i.e. their souls or tolo (m), was smaller than the boxes
from the district of Yakoma. Besides, the elements being used in connection
with celebration of the twins and the placement of the placenta were much
bigger in Yakoma/Mobaye areas than in the territory of Bas-Uélé. And
when I talk about elements, I mean that the snake sticks, placenta sticks and
even the snake songs seem to be shorter and simpler (Chapter 5). Furthermore, I noted that the snake cult was more generally observed in these areas. This was not the case in Monga. There, the adoration of the snake was
more sporadic. The reason for this, that the snake cult had gone under
ground, was probably the heavy influence of the church over people in the
centre of Monga. Observing old customs and beliefs were regarded as a
demonstration against the church. The church and its adherents condemned all local religions. As a consequence of this attitude the snake cult
became a closed and almost inaccessible field of the cultural life among the
Mongwande deliberately hidden from common people. It took a great deal
of energy to penetrate this unknown world of ideas and to acquire the
knowledge of this religious phenomenon.
How was the Mongwande perception of the world in which they lived?
Did they have a cosmology?8 Did the snake and the worshipping of the
snake play a role in this context? When I asked them, they replied all right,
8

L. Molet 1970:60.
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but the answers were not always affirmative. Sometimes they were even
evasive. The examples presented in this work are based on my own notes,
indicating time, place, where, when, how and why. I saw no need for arranging seances. I did that only once together with the medicine man of
whom I write in Chapter 10. I have encountered all the incidences I am
writing about, experiences and episodes, in the daily life of the village. The
number of cases could very easily have been increased, but I do not see any
need for that, as the examples I present are sufficient to create a framework
for the ngbò, snake cult.
In order to introduce, as clearly as possible, my readers to the phenomenon of the snake cult and to explain the ethnographical photo material, I
have arranged my material in the following way.
I start, in Chapter 1, with the story of the capita, the leader of the workers.
It was the meeting with him that really opened up my eyes for the hidden
forces in the heart of the mongwande or Ngbandi people.
In Chapter 2 I describe the social and economic life of the Mongwande
tribe. In reference to the works of H. Burssens, P .Basile Tanghe and my
own observations I ask where the Mongwande came from? Where did the
language originate? What about the villages, the economy and property
rights? Furthermore, I delve into the social structure of the House of Bela.
The placement of the house in the village indicates people of prominence:
chef and subject, male and female, bride price, marriage and arranged marriages. The relationship between the Bela house and the snake cult is dealt
with. These are some of the questions which I find important in order to
show the social and cultural framework of the ngbò cult.
Chapter 3 deals with the religious life of the Mongwande. As in all religions, faith is the basic compound in the ngbò cult. We may posit that the
essence of faith is the same for all human beings all over the world. The
object of the faith may be different, but not the essence. According to E.
Durkheim there are no false religions.9 Every human being is subjectively
honest in his religious quest. There can only be a discussion about disbelief,
superstition and going astray, when one is confronted with a well established, dogmatic religious system, which is sustained by a clergy that insists that they are in possession of the only truth. If the religious world of
ideas and faith of the Mongwandes is ignored, it would be very difficult to
understand the immanent dynamic of the cult. This is the reason why I
have incorporated the story of the death of Yoyo and the circumstances
around it in this work. In order to put the ngbò concept in the right context,
it is necessary to study more closely the multiplicity of the supply and demand which forms the basis for the snake cult. The thing is, that this cult,
9

E. Durkheim 1915.
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worshipping the snake, is only one of a variety of gods and goddesses on
the religious market in Mongwandeland. We find the supreme being Nzapa
(m) or Nzambe (li), the river gods Kilima (li), the gods of the forest Kaina (li),
Yenda (li) and Gazoroma (li), the spirits of Banga (li), the ancestor worship Tolo
(m) and the worship of animals, zoolatri, the latter explicitly in the snake
cult.
The story about Ngbò in the first chapter and the story in Chapter 4 are
similar. Therefore in my analysis I connect them with each other in order to
show the extension of the cult. I will discuss thoroughly the ideas of the
twin's relationship with the serpent, the consequences of that kind of relationship and the conception of ngbò.
In Chapter 5 we meet the entire village of Lundu dancing in the night.
The reason for this dancing was the apparition of the new moon in the sky.
The dancers formed a ring like a snake, writhing in the courtyard. You will
find interwoven in this chapter P. B. Tanghe's collection of snake songs
with commentaries.
In Chapter 6 we find almost all the elements of the snake cult: the name
giving festivity, the mother snake sticks, the snake rods, the dancing, music, gifts and apparel, such as twigs and leaves on the parents. What I describe in this chapter are the most impressive and most comprehensive of
all my experiences with the cult. We are witnesses to a cultural collision
between local beliefs and tradition and the newly arrived christian faith.
African religion wins the duel. The tension between Nature and Culture
increases. I discuss with reference to P. Basile Tanghe the myth of
twin/snake and snake/twin, man/snake and snake/man. Why is it that
only the twins are identified as children of the snake? Has it to do with the
cloven tongue?
The questions in Chapter 7 are about the rite of passages and the notions
of passages such as: threshold, border, borderland or grey zone. In the region of Monga circumcision of boys was a common rite of passage. The
mongwande society seems to have difficulties with betwixt and between
situations.
The great trial, the pastors report in Chapter 8, shows how the snake cult
affects the verdict in court. It appears that the snake and the ancestors soul,
tolo, exercise great power on people. Public order is maintained in the village. The honour of the accused is jeopardized. The confrontation of the
belief of the pastor versus the belief of the village. By means of old judicial
practise the judges think they will get the truth out in the open. I also explain the elements in the trial, the head of a serpent etc.
In Chapter 9 the snake is presented as a magical emblem or a sign of protection. A person has made a rather fragile fence of sticks which he has
partly peeled to look like the skin of a serpent. He has put up the fence
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around an orange tree. By doing so, he has assured himself that none of the
villagers would pick the fruit from the tree, as it was protected by the
snake.
In Chapter 10 I delve into the many functions of the medicine man. His
medicine and method of treating sick people. He plays an important role as
master of ceremonies. This is illustrated by a photos of his equipment as a
village doctor.
Lastly, in Chapter 11, I pick up the threads and attempt to come to a conclusion. P.B. Tanghe and L. Molet look at the snake cult from their own
individual perspectives. My experiences and studies bring me to a somewhat different view. But it is not a question of right or wrong. I would
rather apply the conclusion of the Mongwande that the cult is not either –
or but rather both reality and imagination.
In an Appendix I have commented on pictures of artifacts from a dying
culture. Sad to say, and the truth can not be hidden, both the old way of
living and the snake cult are vanishing in todays society.
Two african languages are delt with in this monograph – Mongwande and
Lingala. To distinguish between the two I have inserted, where necessary,
(m) for Mongwande and (li) for Lingala after words and phrases.
The second number (1/1) in the photo numbering alludes to the numbers
in the original Norwegian manuscript.
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CHAPTER 1

I descend from the snake people

When I came to Monga, by the river Uélé, in the Democratic Republic of
Congo (the then Belgian Congo) in 1953, I had an experience I will never
forget.
We were about to clear a piece of land where we were going to build a
school and we had called upon some new workers to help us with the task.
We employed a man from a nearby village as capita (leader) of the workers.
They called him Nzama, because he was from the Nzama village. I assumed that it was his proper name.
It came to pass on one of these beautiful African days when I was out on
an inspection tour, that I found the entire gang of workmen sitting idle and
chattering. I asked them what was going on. They answered me rather
cryptically that Mr. Capita had disappeared.
"Disappeared! Why?"
"Well, the thing is," people have plenty of time in Bas-Uélé and the men were
silent for a while, "that while we were clearing the land lot, a snake appeared,
and crept over the capita's shoe, the capita raised his hands over his head and
ran away. Even though, we were ready to crush the head of the serpent."
"Really. But why?"
"You see, he is snake child!"
"A snake child?" I wasn't completely ignorant about what I heard, but had not
experienced anything concrete. " But his name is Nzama. Is it not?"
"No. His name is Ngbo."

This called for a more thorough investigation and I told one of his friends
to get hold of him for me. Ngbò alias Nzama came to me that very evening.
I asked him about the incident with the serpent and why he ran away. He
replied:
You see, I am born a twin and therefore I carry the name Ngbò, which means
snake. When we are out in the field or in the jungle and stumble upon snakes,
we meet our family. I descend from the snake people, because I am born a
twin. We can never kill snakes or cause them any harm. You understand, it is
rather seldom that a person kills a member of his own family, isn't?
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I agreed of course.
Ngbò was a very amicable person, but I could not make him return to
his job as capita. Nevertheless, he became one of my most important
sources in my pursuit of learning about the snake cult.

Photo 1/1. Workers clearing the woodland. Capita Ngbò in the middle left (dark clothing).
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CHAPTER 2

The Social and Economic Life of the Mongwande

A great number of ethnologists and linguists have tried to construct a history for the groups of peoples who live in the Congo - Ubangi region. They
have studied traditions, legends and languages. It is, however, rather difficult, knowing that the peoples in question do not possess any written language, no documents of significance or monuments and are even in want
of simple epitaph. It goes without saying that presentation of a real, true
history must be at the very best hypothetical. With some certainty one
could say that the Mongwande or the Ngbandi originated in Sudan, in the
Darfur or Kordofan area. With pride they exclaimed: "We are Sudanese!"
This is supported by research made by P. B. Tanghe, H. Burssens and L.
Molet.10

The Mongwande
The Mongwande live in the northern part of the Democratic Republic of
Congo and in a narrow strip in the southern part of the neighbouring state,
the Central African Republic. If we draw a line from Mobaye in the Central
African Republic, crossing the river Oubangui towards Banzyville, and
from there go strait south to Businga by the river Ebola, which has given
name to the terrible Ebola virus, and continue in northeasterly direction
towards Abumombazi, Monga, Ndu and Bangassou, where we turn again
and take the westwardly route via Ouango back to Mobaye, we have encircled Mongwandeland (Map p. 8). Into this area, the Bas-Uélé, the Mongwande/Ngbandi moved, probably in the beginning of the 18th century. The
arrival of the Europeans in these regions at the end of the 18th century put
an end to the mongwande conquest.
Part of the territory was most likely occupied by the Azandes who belong
to the same language family as the Mongwande, the Adamawa-Eastern
subgroup.

10

Tanghe 1929; Burssens 1958:43-45; Molet 1970:1.
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The term Mongwande
Ngbandi is possibly the root of the mongwande name. The Belgian ethnologists prefer the term mongwande, while their french colleagues support the name ngbandi and include the Mongwande into the Ubanguian
family, that is, together with the Banziri, Nzakara, Sango and Yakoma
group. The term Ngbandi stems probably from the big chief Kola Ngbandi
(the big Ngbandi) comprising several smaller groups that by aculturation
have been assimilated into this one main mongwande group. In the Upper
Congo where I lived and worked I never heard another name for these
people but Mongwande. How this term has come about, I do not know. It
could be that the Ngbandi had to use Lingala in their contact with the Belgian Civil Service men, who did not understand the Mongwande language.
The Ngbandi use therefore the prefix mo (1 pers. class singular) meaning
"one" and say: mo Ngbandi which means "one Ngbandi". But it could also be
that some Belgian service men knew the Mongwande tongue and spoke to
the locals in that language. He then said: Mo Ngbandi? “You Ngbandi?” In
this phrase the mo is the second personal pronoun, meaning "you". Whatever the reason is, either the Lingala way or the Mongwande way, it seems
as if the result turns out to be the same; phonetically speaking: Mo-ngbandi,
mongbandi, mongwande. It is hard even today to detect any phonetical difference between ngba and ngwa, a fact you meet almost daily in the Mongwande pronunciation and the writing of the root of the word: mo-ngba-ndi,
mo-ngwa-ndi.
In the beginning of the 19th century the mongwande name was written
differently by almost every researcher. There are a lot of variations. Notice,
that the word mo emerges in most of them : Mogwandi, Mongbandi, Mongwandi, Wangandi and Gbandi. P. B. Tanghe writes that in a conversation he
had with Henri De Clercq in Lépoldville/Kinshasa in 1911, they both used
the name mongwande without any discussion.11 Henri De Clercq uses the
name mongwande in his work "Les Légendes des Mongwandi".12
It seems most likely that the name mongwande was already at that early
time established and accepted as tribe name for the Mongwandes.13

The language
The Mongwande in the Uélé territory speak two languages fluently. One is
mongwande, their mother tongue, with roots in the Sudanese dialects.14

Tanghe 1940:110-112
Henri De Clercq, Les Légendes des Mongwandi, 1912:331-353.
13 Burssens 1958:19.
14
Molet 1970:35; Burssens 1958:22
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According to H. Greenberg's classification of the African languages15
mongwande belongs to the so-called Adamawa, Eastern subgroup of the
Niger-Congo language family. The other language is Bangala, which is a
grammatically well constructed commercial language and is today called
Lingala. Mongwande is not a Bantu language. The mongwande language is
quite different from the Bantu languages in its vocabulary and syntax.
Mongwande has for exemple a prefix only in plural which is marked with
an -a.
Example:
Singular: keke – tree
Singular: gwa – slave

Plural: akeke – trees/sticks
Plural: agwa – slaves

Some substantives change from singular to plural .
Example:
Singular: dzo – man
Plural: adzi – men
The adjectives are generally at the head of the substantives, but sometimes
behind. The diphthongs are obsolete and if two vowels come together, they
are pronounced each one separately. The core of the syllable consists of
vowels. The names and the substantives generally end in vowels. The
preterit is obtained by the auxiliary word ngo, and the future by the auxiliary word ande. The length of time in the past perfect is expressed by the
auxiliary word ndo. The word ne indicates aorist (sort of) in the language.16
According to P. B. Tanghe there are a lot of particularities in the Sudan
languages which he uses in order to explain the snake cult. He points out
the double function of the chief, being a private person at the same time as
he is an official person. Two functions in one person. This ability to differentiate and cleave the action with several verbs more than we do, for example in the hunting situation, I describe below which has an appearance
of movie sequences. This, he says, is a way of Sudanese thinking that could
very well lie behind the concept of the connection between twins and
snakes, the doubleness of the twins and the double-tongued snake.
I am not sure about this argumentation, but I will not by-pass it. Here at
any rate is the hunting scene.17
The sentence: "We have been out hunting and killed an elephant", is
clearly worded by the mongwandes in the following way: Ala gwé yá ndo,
àho dóli, ádolo, áwòsa, ágà ni ka kódolo, áto átè. While we at the most use three
verbs, kill, carry and eat, the Mongwande use seven verbs: go, kill, portion,
carry, return (to the village), boil and eat in order to explain clearly and
distinctly what has happened.
15

H. Greenberg's classification of the African languages, 1955, 1963.
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Tanghe writes, that this is a specific mongwande way of saying things.
And as we know, the mongwande language is a branch of the Sudan language family. Tanghe sees here an expression of complexity where other
researchers see nothing but simplicity.
Mongwande is relatively rich in words with for example an array of
names for snakes. Ngbò is the group name for the snakes. Then they have
names for each species such as: kongo, longa, mbito, siri, pembe and masi
kodoro. Ngbò is furthermore a name that covers other subjects. I will return
to this question when I discuss the idea of Ngbò.
The second language is Lingala. The Mongwandes are eminent users of this
language as well. Lingala is a Lingua Franca that joins the different folk
groups together. Especially those who live along the rivers Ubangi, Mbomu, Uélé and Congo. Lingala is therefore also called the language of the
riparians. Lingala comes from a Bantu language -ngala, which has then
grown with additional words from other Bantu languages and from
French.18
Church and school people have contributed greatly to the construction of
a grammar and collection of words, building up a vocabulary. Lingala has
only one name for the snake, nyoka, which covers all different kind of
snakes and also the contents of the snake cult. The soul of the ancestors is
tolo in mongwande and molimo in lingala. Both words mean spirit (page 97).
I will use both languages in my specification of words and other expressions, and also when identifying objects that are relevant in the snake cult.

The village
Village in mongwande is kodoro and in lingala mboka. The Mongwande live
in villages in the number of 20 to 50 families, in smaller enclosures, or in
real big compounds accommodating several thousand. This is especially
the case for the so-called river-people whose villages are situated on the
bank of a river.
There is always an open space or a market-place in the middle of the village. If the village is big enough roads might be seen, but smaller paths
between the houses are more common. Each house is regarded as an entity
or a cell in a living organism. The well known anthropologist Levi Strauss
has pointed out the importance of the house (mongwande nda and lingala
ndako) not only as a physical construction, but also as carrier of its own
identity.

18

Walter H. Stapleton and René Van Everbroeck, Maloba ma lokola – Dictionnaire Lingala,
Kinshasa, Congo Belge 1911.
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Ordinarily there are two types of house or hut constructions in the Monga
district. One is the round type with a conic roof, and the other is the rectangular house/hut type. The round ones are the most common among the
Mongwande but they build rectangular houses as well , mostly used as
dwellings for the chiefs. A closer study showed that the social status was
revealed by the shape of the house one chose. The round one expressed
simplicity in grade and means, while the rectangular represented higher
social status and better economy: the chiefs and high class families. In regard to house material there is no special difference, except for the very
rich who could afford to provide for themselves durable materials, such as
brick, cement and well cut wooden planks.

Photo 2/5. Village by the river. Kodoro (m). Mboka (li).

For the common man the materials were leaves, branches, bamboo stems,
sticks, rods, grass and clay. All these ingredients were interlaced and intertwined, bound together, forming walls and roof and finally the walls were
covered with clay. This was the womens work, one standing outside the
wall and another one inside. With clay in their hands they struck the wall
both at the same time on the same spot and in that way the clay was glued
to the wall.
The roof was placed on middlesized timbers that were raised and stood
at a distance from the walls (20-30 cm) in order to support the roof. They
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extended beyond the wall and thus created an opening between the roof
and the walls. In this way ventilation of the house was assured.
Some adorned their houses with beautiful decor, such as plants, flowers,
geometrical circles, men and animals. The decorations showed a rather
vivid fantasy with pictures of writhing snakes, painted in different colors.
The inhabitants move in as soon as the house is built. Anthropologists
Janet Carsten and Stephen Hugh-Jones point out the importance of this
move.19 The house has become a "dwelling". An agreement arises between
the inhabitants and the house. The house is a prolongation of the people
inside it. It has become a "topography" of the inner self. The world of the
Mongwande is a living, real and eternal presence. Time does not play any
important role to them as it is divided into morning, noon and evening.
They lift a hand towards the rising sun signifying morning, they lower the
hand towards the sun at its zenith and it is noon, and by stretching the
hand, pointing downward, they indicate evening. This is important, but not
as important in mongwande philosophy as being alive, being a being. The
ego lives by the super ego of the village. And this super ego is represented
by the chief. The chief is the core of the village. The village is situated in an
open space in the middle of the rain forest. The village is the center of the
cultural life.20 The prepared and cultivated soil for raising of crops turns
holy by the sweat of the workers. By cultivation of the earth and organising
house constructions in the cleared space, the village is civilised and stands
out as in opposition to the unorganised forest. This will be further discussed in Chapter 6, page 116.
A mongwande village is much more a community than is a western village. The village has soul. This was illustrated by a schoolboy who helped
us in our kitchen. He asked permission to go and assist at his mothers funeral. When we pointed out that he had recently been at his mothers funeral, he replied: "There are many mothers in my village". What he meant
was that his mothers sisters also were his mothers. The parents are not
alone in raising the children in a mongwande village. All adults are mothers and fathers to those who are born into the community. This goes especially for the aunts and uncles. The village and the individual are very intimately bound together. The entire village is responsible for the wellbeing
of its inhabitants. The responsibility of the villagers for one another
strengthens the morality of the community. This attitude produces practical
consequences for work cooperation in the field, the building of houses,
militarily defence if threatened and in keeping up a social wellfare system.
You very often hear them say: ndako na ngai (li) / nda te mbi (m) "my house",
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but more often you hear the outcry: mboka na ngai (li) /kódoro te mbi
village" and ngbia te mbi (m) /mokonzi na ngai (li) "my chief".

(m)

"my

The economy
The primary economy in the Uélé and Yakoma districts is agriculture,
hunting, fishing and collecting insects. The men are busy cutting trees and
clearing the fields for raising of crops. The cutting of trees is done by simple means. They cut the tree at knee hight, and leave the trunk lying on the
ground to dry. The underwood is cut down and burned after a while. After
this operation the women enter the field, clearing it and breaking up the
soil for raising crops. Each family is in possession of its own property –
elanga na ngai (li). Pea nuts, rice and cotton are sown together with other
plants in the same field. Large amounts of banana, maize, maniok, cotton,
oranges, avocado, grapefruit, papaya, melon and mango are cultivated.
Mainly pea nuts, cotton and coffe are put up for sale.
The old-time occupation was hunting but as the game successively disappeared in the forests, this activity declined. To go out hunting with the Mongwande is an experience never forgotten. They carry their nets, spears,
arrows, bows and home made guns, which ordinarily were made of water
pipes and pieces of wood. The worlds oldest dog race, the bazinzi, was part
of the hunting team. However, I never saw the necessity of these dogs as
they were not able to stand up against the animals. The prey was seldom
enough for sale, so we devoured it in the mboka (li), village.
Special hunting and fishing raids were arranged if twins were born in the
village. Such arrangements were made by the intervention of the twins
mediator. Hoping to obtain the big catch the entire village participated in
this arrangement. Men and women went to the river where they formed a
ring, a sort of dam with their nets and threw dawa (li), Dawa makasi, a very
strong drug into the water. This drug was so strong that the fish got unconscious and floated to the surface. The people believed the fish to be dead.
Tying up their nets so the aperture got smaller, they scooped up the fish
with their bare hands and threw the catch in baskets and buckets.
According to Tanghe both fishing and picking up ants were done under
the protection of the snake. Singing and dancing to the honour of the snake
were performed before and after the capture.21 I am personally in want of
this type of observation, but I have heard about it. On the other hand,
catching fish with dawa makasi, a strong drug was almost commonplace to
me. As mentioned earlier, the Monga people kept the secret of their local
religious notions very much to themselves, and if possible out of reach of
the Europeans.
21
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The production of iron, woodwork, basket-work, copper, fibre, skin and
ceramics was done according to the simplest method possible. But even so
the items were well done. The Mongwandes are clever in all sort of basketwork. In the olden days they made shields that were artistically interwoven. Nowadays, the most common products are mats, baskets, sifters,
cooking pots and vessels. They also master a variety of diagonal, square,
double and reinforced plaiting. When it came to cutting out boats, canoes,
they surpass their neighbours. As smiths they excel and are real artists.
They like to state that they were smiths long before they entered the regions of Monga and Yakoma in the 18th century and they got good prices
for their commodities on the market.

Property rights. Rights to land and movable property
In the Mongwande society t here are different kinds of property rights. No
one had personal right to a property i. e. right to possess a piece of land at
all times though an individual Mongwande could have the right to own
goats, chickens and other domestic animals. No one, in the Mongwande
family, could refuse their brothers, sisters or other relatives to utilise the
clothing they had bought or acquired through their work. This habit was
condemned from a medical point of view as being one of the reasons for
the spreading of leprosy. The personal right of movable properties was
rather floating. Under the mongwande laws no man could ever get a deed
i. e. personal ownership over a piece of land, transferred to his name. When
a man and his family started digging a parcel of land which had been portioned out to him by the chief, they were regarded only as temporary owners. No everlasting ownership ever existed. They did not own a field, but
their claim to the products was never contested. Their right was usufruct
(usus et fructus, use and enjoyment) the right to use the land and eat its
fruits i. e. enjoy the result of their toil, but not property right. This type of
usufruct lasted as long as they occupied and cultivated a field. Their usufruct rights ceased as soon as they left the landlot. According to Paul and
Laura Bohannan in Tiv Economy it would be more appropriate to talk about
common rights than property rights.22 TIV is a tribe living on both banks of
the Benue River in Nigeria. Reading Paul and Laura Bohannan's work, I see
similarities in the TIV economy and the economy of the Mongwande.
I asked many times, as Paul and Laura Bohannan did,23 the mongwande
women if they owned the field they were tilling. As the custom dictates,
they replied with a question: Azi elanga na ngai te? (li) "The field is mine, isn't
it?" Their husbands gave the same answer, but if you ask the chief himself
22
23
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his answer would be: "It belongs to me." One chief looked at me and said:
Bilanga baso azi na ngai. "All the fields around here belong to me." Sometimes though, the attitude towards property rights was somewhat ambiguous. They claimed the property right to the land they cultivated and at the
same time disavowed it. In my opinion this problem arose when the field
was used by a family year upon year. Thus, it might become a little difficult
to distinguish between the usufruct and the property right.
The usufruct system gives everybody right to a piece of land from the
chief of the village. This system is profitable both for the user as well as the
chief. Both enjoyed the produce of the land. The chief in the name of the
village is obligated to parcel out a piece of land to each one who submits a
petition. And everybody, men -women, widow-widower, family-single and
poor, has the right of petition. The elders of the village decided the size of
the parcel which should be according to need.

The social structure of the house
I have thus far dealt with huts and house building. We are now going to
look at another aspect of the social distinction we observe in house construction. The round huts were an expression of being on a lower level of
life, while those belonging to a higher class were more fashionable, rectangular houses. But the houses had one thing in common, the kitchen, ndako
na kuku (li). This house, more like a shelter, was situated at a distance from
the dwelling itself, and constituted the main quarter for the women. Here
she spent most of her time, prepared food on the fire place, moto (li), and
here the children were born and brought up. Most of her own meals, the
meals of her children and friends were served here. Her husband stayed in
the main house where he spent most of his life time, separated from the
house of women or kitchen. The food was brought to him by his wife. Already in this context we observe the difference, a social order that is more
than visible. Even though husband and wife lived together in the same
house, they did not sleep together, unless they were intimate. Each of them
had their own bed, kitipala (li). The rich men always had one house for each
of their wives. The poor could not afford another wife, nor another house.
Besides, the Belgian authorities introduced extra taxes on every extra wife,
taken into the household after the first one. This was deliberately done in
order to put an end to polygamy. There was no prohibition against polygamy but it disappeared successively as a consequence of the taxes imposed
by the authorities. This was deplored by many, because they lost the possibility of providing a man with labourers in the fields, as this was, in particular, the work of women. Nani akata elanga na ngai? (li) "Who shall take
care of my field?", was a melancholy blues you heard sung over and over
again, expressing distress over a new situation in the Congo. Those who
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could afford to pay their taxes for the wives they needed continued to do
so. Furthermore, the oppression of an old custom, like the polygamy, created difficulties for the Mongwande men who in conformity with old tradition in the Mongwande society, were supposed to observe sexual abstinence in relation to the mother of the child, until the moment when the
child slid down from the back of its mother and started crawling. That is
why the Mongwande women almost regularly gave birth to a child every
second year.
New laws, introduced by the Belgians caused social changes. In question
of installing new leaders and chiefs, old chief families were bypassed and
others were put in their positions. For example the Lundu chief family was
dethroned and the Belgians invested their authority instead in chief Bela.
In addition to the houses, already mentioned, a smaller house or shelter
was put up and consecrated to the spirits of the ancestors, ndako na molimo
(li) – nda tolo (m). These small huts were looked upon as sacred. The elderly
people of the family were in charge of this little hut. Elders were always
held in high esteem in the Mongwande community. Their rights and obligations were seldom subject to debate. They took care of the social and religious functions within the family. The elders in a village constituted the
tribunal of the village. There were not many of these small sanctuaries in
Monga. But they could still be seen in numbers in the villages of the Yakoma district.
Moreover, when twins were born, a third house was raised in a hurry.
This one too was very small, but a little bigger than a shelter. It had a
thatched roof and grass walls and stood firmly on timbers about one meter
above the ground. Usually a fence was built around it. The family of the
twins was in charge of the maintenance and the shelter was torn down as
soon as the twins started crawling around.

The Bela house
The chief is the sole executor of law and order in a Mongwande village.
Although there is a town council, the notables, he is the head of the family
and the village. The family structure among the Mongwande is patrilinear.
"He is the big man."24 Describing the house as a social institution, I have
chosen the Bela house as an example of the bigger Mongwande houses,
because his house reflects clearly, as far as I know, the particularities of
family dynasties in Monga. The house itself is built of durable materials:
bricks, cement and wood. It appears quite outstanding in comparison with
the other houses and huts. Bela belonged to an old clan of chiefs without
descending in direct line from the big chiefs, dynasties, as did the Mo24

Jan Vansina, Paths in the rainforest, 1990:84-91.
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nga/Lundu family. The big chief Monga Monene, "the big Monga", had a
son by name Lundu. He was installed as capita (a degradation) in the village of Lundu (see Chapter 5 snake dance in the village of Lundu). The
house of Bela radiated with power and authority. Giving an impression of
unity and harmony which, however, could not hide the fact that the house
was somewhat weakened, due to alliances and marriages. In order to maintain his dignity and authority in the eyes of the Belgian administration he
divorced and sent away his 30 wives all but one, some of whom were inherited from his father. He absolved 29 of them from the ties of marriage
and let them go. He kept the youngest one.

Photo 3/4. Bela and his wife.

Bela's first wife was probably as old as Bela's father, as she was inherited
together with several others, and the last one was young. This procedure
was probably one of the reasons why he was chosen by the Belgian authorities to ascend the throne of Monga. Bela's access to the throne was a guarantee of continuation of the chief tradition in the Mongwande society.
Through arranged marriages Bela tried to strengthen his position as a
ruler. But not all of these arrangements were successful. The house was a
central institution which combined several social factors: marriages, blood
pacts, adoptions and social conditions. The blood pact concerned first of all
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the persons involved, but the pact might also be proclaimed to others
within the family and thus be the concern of the entire house.
The Bela house gave the impression of unity, while there was in fact a
struggle inside. A wife for instance, who ought to be a centre of the house,
often turned out to be an apple of contention between the giving house (the
wife’s family) and the receiving house (the husbands family).25 I observed
many times, as judge in the village court, that most of the cases were quarrels of bride-prices and marriage troubles that sometimes became a lasting
state of hostility and family feuds.

Bride price – Vò-Wali
The Mongwandes had several methods of acquiring a wife. Negotiations
and the results thereof depended very much on the social status of the
giver house (bride's family) and the receiver house (husband's family). If
the family of the bride to be was socially inferior or even belonging to a
slave clan, the discussion was how to exact a price for the woman. So it was
especially in the olden days. But if the two families were socially equal and
even belonged to the same tribe, which was normally the case, or the wife
descended from another tribe of equal birth it was not a case of buying or
selling a wife, vò-wali (m), even though the expression "purchase of wife", vòwali was used. In those cases it was a mere symbolic affair.
The verb vò means both buying and selling and the word wali is wife or
woman. Because of the egalitarian status between the two families the acquisition of the woman is not strictly a business affair but is, as mentioned,
more a symbolic sign of friendship.
She is more a loan than merchandise. However, the exchange in kind or
money was considered as substitution for lost manpower within the bride's
family, and loss of rights in her fertility. The husband and the wife's new
family had only a sort of usufruct i. e. right of the produce.26 Hoping that
"the produce", in the shape of children, working in the kitchen and the
field, may pay off, the bride price must be seen as an investment. This idea
is not that farfetched since we know that the woman in a sense still belonged to her father's family after the marriage. But her children and her
working ability belong to her new family. Actually, she would always be
regarded as foreign in the eyes of her in-laws.27 The exchange of equivalent
values was a guarantee of social stability and very often the woman/bride
stood behind the claims of values from the receiver house either in kind or
in money.

Janet Carsten & Stephen Hugh-Jones 1993:12 quoting Levi Strauss.
Burssens 1958:101.
27 Tanghe 1926:42-48.
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If there were several wives in a house, one of them was selected keeper,
Mboli (azande), of the house.28 She was equipped with the keys and surveyed
the properties of the house. This authority was invested on the first wife
who generally executed her tasks with style and dignity.

The house of Bela's attitude towards the snake cult
What was the Bela's house attitude towards the snake cult? Although Bela
was a gentleman who exercised his service to the people with grandeur,
his attitude towards the snake cult was rather strained. First of all, he was a
member of the church which in itself was a hindrance to seeing any advantage for his people in the local religion. Secondly, the birth of twins always
created trouble and instability in the village for a shorter period of time.29
Thirdly, the chief lost control of the village and for a while was dethroned.
This happened particularly in the olden days.30 Taking it all into account,
he was rather aloof to the snake cult activities that took place in his chiefdom. I think this was the reason why his wife expressed herself in the way
she did when she once visited our home in Monga. At the moment she entered our house and got sight of the snake god (Photo 4/6 p. 34) hanging
on the wall, she cried out loud, hid her eyes behind the palm of her hand
and ran out of the house. I wondered why she acted in this manner, especially because she was a member of the church. As soon as I got an opportunity, I asked her about her behaviour. She looked at me and answered:
Nyoka, nyoka (li), "The snake, the snake!" Batu na zámba azi kusepela ye kusepela
(li), "The people of the forests venerate the snake" (p. 97). The house of Bela
knew very well the circumstances surrounding the snake cult. But they
were eager to show that they had nothing to do with the cult, and they expected the same reaction from their people. In their social quest for acceptance from the Church and the State Authority they had no need for the
snake cult. If the Bela house had other motives, it could be that Bela and his
wife knew too well the forces behind the veneration of the snake. She replied in the affirmative to these questions. The Bela house was on its way
towards a new era.

Tanghe 1929:49.
Molet 1970:55.
30 Tanghe 1926:83-86.
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Photo 4/6. Yenda. Gazoroma. (li) The snake god. Length 0.50 m. Ngoma 1957. Page 33.

Photo 5/7. Artifacts from the ancestors. Ngbu (m), Monungu (li), urn or earthen pot, ancestors
altar. Two roots, left and right, mbatana (m). In this context Kokoro wa mbatana (m), are medicine roots to be used in production of drugs. In the middle two “truth-saying” pieces of
wood adorned with signs and crosses known only to the medicine man. Ndangbe 1955.
Page 37.
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CHAPTER 3

The religious life of the Mongwande

Religion

penetrates the daily life of the Mongwandes in the CongoOubangui territories. Religious ideas dominate social, political and economic life. They guide and regulate the life of the people.

The Supreme Being
"A Mongwande believes in the supreme God. […] He looks at you with
awe if you insist that God does not exists. Their God on High is Nzapa or
Nzambe."31 The overshadowing idea though is that he is an impersonal,
supreme power who reigns according to his own will. He has created the
World i. e. he has brought forth all the things and objects the Mongwande
observe in their surroundings. But the Mongwande have no cosmology.
Nzapa, Nzambe is the sole creator of all phenomena in this world. He sustains the entire Universe. He is the source of life and the cause of fertility of
women. He has created the big spirits who are the origin of the Mongwande people.
In spite of this knowledge of the Supreme Being, he is not an object of direct cultic veneration. He can be reached by supplication, for example at the
morning prayers but, all that happens, happens because God wants it that
way. Nga ó Nzapá (m) /paka Nzambe te (li), "It 's all the will of God." Their fundamental belief is that this metaphysical being possesses authority and
power to accomplish his divine resolutions. He is not to be tampered with.
Nzapa (m) or Nzambe (li) has no representative on earth, because there is in
the Mongwande theology no need for a mediator. No one knows where he
lives, what he looks like or his shape. Therefore, there is no logical reason
for constructing a temple for a God who nobody knows anything about.

The Spirits
Although the Mongwande had a sort of aloof relationship to this Supreme
God, their observance of the many spirits was more direct. The characters
31
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of these spirits were both good and bad. They were quite receptive to all
kinds of supplications and offerings which were given with the intention of
getting them to yield to the person's moods and whims. Some of the spirits
were of great importance others of lesser significance. There were spirits
that were bound to special areas and named thereafter, as spirits of woods,
spirits of rivers, spirits of trees, spirits of hills, like Bagboli in Monga. The
second syllable, Mboli, is also, strangely enough, god in the azande language and C. G. Seligman says in the Foreword of Witchcraft, Oracles and
Magic Among The Azande by E. E. Evans-Pritchard, that Mboli surely is an
intruder into the Azande language of late years.32 Driving to Monga from
Bondo, halfway you will find a village by the name Mboli, the village of
God. The village is situated in the Azande territory. We lived on a hill in
Monga, named Bagboli, the hills of God which is a Mongwande territory. E.
E. Evans-Pritchard himself describes Mboli as a supreme being who has
created the World. The Mongwande and the Azande agreed that Nzapa and
Mboli were identical, having the same attributes, but with different names.
In the translation of the Bible into the Mongwande and Azande languages
both Nzapa and Mboli are used respectively for God. In addition to these
local spirits there are spirits connected to persons, for example motu na likundu, the person with evil spirit, medicine man, but ordinary men in the
village could also be carriers of good or bad spirits and so also of good or
bad power.33
The special great spirit was Ketua. This was the most popular spirit after
Nzapa. Then came Yayu, heaven, Sese, earth, Gegi, atmosphere and Gogo,
Mbongo and Banga.34 The spirits of the river were great in the eyes of the
Mongwande. Mbomba or Sangu were the spirits of the streams. Bekpwa was
the spirit of the waterfalls and he revealed himself from time to time as a
rainbow, and was called Congo. There are also traces of two vengeful spirits
Yangba and Banda. Yangba causes sickness in men and Banda poisons fish so
it becomes inedible. The spirits are everywhere in the woods and the field,
in the rivers and trees, in other word: animism.
Kilima (m), motu na mai (li), was the real big spirit and the lord over the rivers, according to my informants Pierre Geru and Ernst Yanzere. Kilima was
one of the great spirits in the area of Monga, and so was Kaina (m), the devil,
in the forest. People say that if some one had drowned in the river, he was
taken by Kilima. If some one disappeared in the forest, he had been enticed
by Kaina and just vanished. Other spirits were Banga (m), Gazoroma (m) and
Yenda (m). Sometimes the Mongwande took their names after the Banga
E. E. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic Among The Azande, Oxford University
Press, 1963:11.
33 Burssens 1958:135
34 Burssens 1958:132
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spirits, as Ge-banga, Ya-banga, Li-banga and Ke-banga. Tanghe writes
about the two words Mbongo and Banga as having their etymological origin
from the rivers Mbomu and Uélé that flow into the river Ubangi.35 On the
Belgian side the water looks black and is named Mbongo, while on the
French side the river takes on a rather white colour and is called Banga.
These two names, Tanghe says,36 after questioning the river people, are the
origin of the two above mentioned spirits Mbongo and Banga. He speaks
about them as being the spirits of the ancestors. I personally never heard
Mbongo mentioned in Monga where Banga on the other hand reigned powerfully.
In Photo no 5/7 (p. 34) you see the Banga spirit. Detecting these objects,
da-tolo, ancestral altars, in the rain forest was not difficult. The earthen pot
was used as a store place for tolo and snake objects. Only the chief of the
house had access to the pot. He and he alone had the right to touch the relics which were inherited from the distant past. If the father as head of the
family was dead and there was no son to take care of the cultic life, the
mother was chosen as keeper of the family relics and to look after the inheritance from the dead ones. The altar shown is an altar from the Ndangbe
village.

Ancestor worship. Tolo.
The deceased play an important role among the Mongwande. They are the
objects of prayers and supplications. The living do what ever they can in
order to obtain the favours of the dead. They expect help from their ancestors whenever life gets hard on them. For this reason they build a small
house for them, which they call nda - tolo, the house of the souls of the ancestors. The eldest in the family (for want of the father) conducts the ceremonies outside the house. The soul house was extremely important in the
life of the Mongwande. All decisions are taken in front of that house. Before
going out hunting or fishing they call upon their ancestors in front of the
house, thus assuring a good result.

The Rainbow
In the eyes of the Mongwandes the rainbow was both a snake and a
dragon. It was identical with the twin/snake children, and was looked
upon as a kind of aquatic serpent with a red coloured belly and black coloured back. According to Mongwande way of thinking this colouring gives
the rainbow-snake a two pronged appearance like the twins. Jean Leyder
interprets this as mythology that has passed from generation to genera35
36
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tion.37 He asserts, as I understand him, that there is a string of associations
and ideas, leading up to rites and liturgy at the snake cult performances.
There is, as a matter of fact, a collection of myths among the Mongwande
that are more or less co-ordinated within a religious framework. My good
friend, Yanzere, said once: "Don't you see the rainbow sinking down in the
wood and vanishing as a snake through the branches of the tree?" No, I
didn't. But he did.

Photo 6/13. The skin of the moon, mica. Box: Lid diam. 0,08, depth 0,07 m. Lundu 1956. See
pages 54-55.

Photo 7/14. Horn filled with poisonous ashes, yolo (m), dawa (li). Opening diam. 0,10 m, the
bend 0.30 m. Village Nzama. See pages 55-58.
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Animal worship. Zoolatry
This phenomenon is well known among the Mongwande. There are traces
of worship of both leopard and crocodile.38 There was a common belief that
the soul of the chief and the soul of the elders dwelt among these animals,
especially among the leopards, koi.39 This animal of prey is also feared
elsewhere in equatorial Africa. In this cult, like in the snake cult, the chiefs
and the elders were displaced by a stronger authority than themselves.
However, these cults were surpassed by the greatness of the snake that was
worshipped and venerated on all occasions.

Yoyo's death
I have tried to describe the outer frame of religious life of the Mongwande.
We will now take a closer look at the religious nerve itself and the power of
it. First of all we find, as in all religion, faith as an inner force. The story
about Yoyo gives evidence of the deep faith among the Mongwande.
Yoyo was a smith by profession and a very good one. Everything went
well with Yoyo until his wife passed away. He got a new wife and life was
good. But all of a sudden he fell ill, and word spread that no medicine neither African nor European could help him. He sort of withered away. I was
asked to go and see him. Upon entering his house I noticed that he was
lying with his head in the lap of his new wife. I talked to him and he answered, telling me that he was prepared to go to his ancestors. Very shortly
thereafter he died. The epicrisis stated: The cause of illness and death unknown. I felt that there was more than that to the passing away of Yoyo and
started inquiring.
My little inquiry was not in vain. The new wife he had acquired was another man's wife. This man lived deep in the woods by a little lake named
mai na molimo (li), the lake of the spirits. The man had demanded his wife
back. But she wouldn't leave Yoyo. Yoyo came up with several solutions to
the problem. But no! In order to put an end to it once and for all, he bought
a red piece of clothing, wrapped a certain amount of money in it and sent it
to the woman's husband. The former husband turned furious and asked the
elders in the town counsel for advise. They came up with the following
recommendation: "Go and throw the money and the cloth into the lake of
the spirits, mai na molimo." The man accepted their advice and did what
they told him to do. Yoyo died!
Revenge is not unknown to humanity, and of course is not unknown to
the Mongwande and Azande either.40 How shall we explain the death of
Molet 1965:158.
Tanghe 1930:78-82.
40 Evans-Pritchard 1963:107-119.
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Yoyo? From the Mongwande cosmological point of view there are many
reasons for his death, not only physical ones. They could be social, psychological as well as down right ideological reasons or faith. For what is faith
but the substance of things hoped for, evidence of things not seen.41 Faith is
an information or a message of something we hold to be true and we act
accordingly. Yoyo was in no doubt about the message. His money and
clothing were going to rot in the lake of spirits. And what happened to the
cloth would happen to him. And so it did! The Monga people had clear
ideas in this matter. They were not to be moved from their belief. His death
was an act of revenge from his wife's former husband (see snake song no.
17, page 78).

Death and Burial Ceremonies
In the Mongwande philosophy there is no distinction between the material
and immaterial world.42 One can not differentiate the real world from
God's world. They are one world. The Mongwande is part of this world
and is therefore also a part of God's world. Azi nyoso paka Nzambe te? (li)
"Isn't all the work of God?"
However, the message of death is always heavy when it comes to a
Mongwande family, as it is for all of us. The announcement of death is sent
to relatives and friends. The messenger is not always well received, as if it
should be his fault. Especially if the messenger is of lower status. Strangely
enough the receiving people transfer their grief on the messenger who in
silence has to accept the outbursts of grievance and anger. The messenger
kills a hen with his bare hands.43 A sign of death.
The corpse is washed and taken care of. The closest family sees to it that
the deceased is clothed with his best clothes, hat and shoes. The men dress
in fibre dressing and the women put on banana leaves and partially paint
their bodies with black colour. The funeral usually takes place the same day
as the decomposition of the body starts immediately after death in the
tropic climate. A coffin is seldom used in Monga, but as a rule the kitipala,
local bed, was used in order to make the lowering of the body into the
grave a little easier. Often though the deceased was placed on mats. In
some cases, I noticed, food was placed at the head of the body. Ritual singing and dancing always accompanied funeral ceremonies.
If the deceased was an adult twin, the body was placed between the roots
of a big tree, a false cotton tree. Once, while clearing the school ground, we
found a skeleton sitting in between roots of such a tree. There was no doubt

Hebrew chap. 11.1.
Molet 1958:63.
43 Burssens 1958:160.
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about it. A twin had been buried there.44 The digging stopped and the workers stood spellbound. I was called upon and their fascination could only
be broken by a church ceremony.
If we take a closer look at what I have described above, there are some
features characterising a ritual pattern:
-

-

The messenger's mission and the way the family and friends treat him
has become a ceremony that has to be executed.
The washing of the deceased. This had to be done by the women and
their lamentations were heard all over the village.
The dead were dressed in their best clothes thus rendering them more
prepared or equipped for the long journey.
In certitude of the coming journey food was given, placed close to the
mouth of the deceased.
The people in grief put on clothing of fibre and leaves of banana. This
was done in identification with the deceased who had to capitulate to
the power of nature. We encountered the same pattern at the snake and
twin festivals
Singing and dancing terminated the festival. In old days only dignitaries and big chiefs got companionship on their last journey.

The diagram on page 44 shows graphically the religious life of the Mongwande:
A Faith in the Supreme Being is fundamental. B The vertical line indicates
the belief in the spirits of the ancestors, Tolo, i. e. objects infused by the
power of the ancestors. They have become relics which are objects associated with ancestors, martyrs or saints. C Yenda, D Gazoroma and E the spirit
of Banga are all different, but radiate from the same fundamental root, the
Tolo, the spirits of the ancestors. The snake cult F is a direct continuation of
the Tolo, spirits of the ancestors. I agree with P. B. Tanghe that the snake
cult is most prevalent among the Mongwande.45 There is no doubt that it is
the most dominant religious power in the world of animism in Mongwande. The river god Kilima G, the god in the forest, Kaina H, and other
nature spirits I all emerge from the same source, the Tolo base, but they
play a minor role in comparison with the snake cult in the religious gallery
of the Mongwandes.
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Photo 8/53. Stool. Mbara (m), Kiti (li). Length 0.26 m. Width 0.23 m. Hieght 0.15 m. Monga
1961. See page 181 for comments.

Photo 9/54. Stool. Mbara (m), Kiti (li). Diam. 0. 34 m. Height 0.20 m. Monga 1961. This type of
stool, tripod, is utilised daily in the villages. It is made of strips from lianes. See page 181.
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Photo 10/55. Pitcher. Gbu (m), Monungu (li). Diam. 0.20 m. Depth 0.15 m. Monga 1957.
This pitcher was made in Monga. Usually the women were employed in the pottery industry. In Monga this kind of home industry was very old. The procedure of making pottery:
no potter's wheel, only the hands, sitting, turning and twining the clay round in circles until
the appropriate size is obtained. You can do nothing but admire this work of art and the
pattern. See page 181.
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Diagram
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Mongwande religion
Tolo / spirits of ancestors
Yenda
Gazoroma
The spirit of Banga
Snake cult
The river god Kilima
The spirit of the woods Kaina
Spirits of nature.

F
E

G

D

H

C

I

B
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CHAPTER 4

The influence of the snake in daily life

My

two encounters with the snake cult mentioned in Capter 1 I descend
from the snake people and the incident with the young schoolboy Ngbo who
ran away when his friends were going to kill a snake are very similar both
in form and contents. I will therefore analyse them simultaneously. First of
all a small remark on when I first observed this cult.
On that day in September 1953 when the incident with the capita of the
workers occurred I had already earlier been in contact with the snake cult
and the name giving festivals or initiation of twins into society. But this
happening was as a revelation to me. My conversation with the capita
Ngbò opened my eyes for a concealed secret among the Mongwande. All of
a sudden I understood the meaning of the different objects and artifacts I
had received during the years. I understood in the light of what capita
Ngbo told me, what the small boy, helping us in the house, had tried to say
with the words: "I kill no snake! I kill my brother?" The boy's name was
Ngbò which is snake in Mongwande or Nyoka which is snake in Lingala.
I was then working in Monga where chief Bela exercised his authority.
Monga was situated on the bank of the river Mbili lying somewhat to the
east in the periphery of the Mongwande land.

How it all happened
I have already explained how I came to know capita Ngbò and his relationship with the snake cult. For the sake of clarity I will however arrange the
main features a little more orderly.
I hired Ngbò as capita, leader of my workers. As they were clearing the
school ground, a snake suddenly appeared. When his fellow-workers tried
to kill the snake, Ngbò started running away. I asked him to come and talk
about it. He came and we had a very long and informative conversation
about the impact of the cult on the mongwande society. We also talked
about the boy Ngbò/Nyoka, the boy's outburst and the circumstance that
he was unable to kill a serpent. I didn't then know that this could have anything to do with snake worship. The conversation with Ngbò changed all
45

that. He opened my eyes to a new Mongwande world. The conditions surrounding these two occurrences were not the best ones. They, the big Ngbo
and the small Ngbo/Nyoka, lived in the midst of a christian congregation.
Religious ideas other than christian were banned. The practising of snake
veneration in Monga itself was rather sporadic, except at the Lundu village.
The chief Lundu, who gave name to the village, was in opposition to the
big chief Bela. The capita Ngbo and the boy Ngbo/Nyoka were living in
separate villages. How was it that a boy at the age of 10-12 years resisted to
yield to his christian school mates? Capita Ngbo's answer to such a question was that the boy Ngbo/Nyoka couldn't and wouldn't run away from
his identity as child of a snake family.

Photo 11/58. Spears. Kondoro (m), Likonga (li). Length 1.42 m. Lundu 1961. See page 181.

Photo 12/59. Handcuffs. Nkanga (li). Length 0.57 m. Faka 1959. Comments see page 181.

Photo 13/63. Universal knife. Goyo (m), Mbeli (li). Length 0.30 m. Monga 1956. See page 182.
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Phot 14/61. Cast knife. Zama (m), Mbeli (li). Length 0.44 m. Monga 1959. See page 181.

Phot 15/60. Jungle knife. Ba (m), Masetti (li). Length 0.48 m. Yakoma 1961. See page 181.

Photo 16/62. Bow & Arrow. Tálè na Mbanza (m), Danga mpe Gwanza (li). Monga 1957. Page
181.
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Where did capita Ngbò and the boy Ngbò/Nyoka come from?
Their names were Ngbò, meaning snake and they came from different parts
of Mongwande land. The boy Ngbò came from the area round Yakoma.
Capita Ngbò came from Nzama, where the big chief Bela resided. When
Ngbò came to Monga, he was named Nyoka, which means snake in Lingala, and he was mobbed by fellow pupils. Lingala is a language used in
the region as a main language beside French. His civil name was Kosso. I
will here use the name Ngbò for the capita and the name Nyoka for the boy
in order to distinguish one from the other. Ngbò came from Nzama a village where the church held sway. He was married and had children. He
might therefore have been interested in keeping his "kinship" with the
snake hidden. Nyoka came from the Yakoma district, around 100 miles
North west of Monga. Tradition and local religious activities were strong in
these areas. So Nyoka was not in want of support and understanding in his
home region. In this brief view we see that there are two different attitudes
towards the snake cult. The attitude in Yakoma was positive and accepting,
indicating their own practise of the cult. The attitude in Monga was negative and condemning, indicating their own defence of Christianity. I often
encountered these two main attitudes when I was trying to explore the role
of the snake cult in the mongwande community. We will discuss the attitudes of the villagers closer in Chapters 6 and 8.

The Ngbò concept
It is to be understood that Ngbò from Nzama and Ngbò/Nyoka from Yakoma are two different sets of twins. But, they had one thing in common,
they both belonged to big families, the Ngbò family. All parents and all
twins, if they knew each other or they had heard about each other, felt
strong family ties and organised as often as possible big festivals for each
other.46 The word ngbò covers several concepts in the mongwande language. In order to show these variations I quote from P. Benjamins Lekens:
Ngbò
Ngbò
Lala Ngbò
Poso ngbò
Kózò Ngbò
Ngambi Ngbó

snake, intestinal worms
twin(s) something which is glued together
young snake
empty snake skin/cast-off skin
the first born of twins
the second born of twins.47

Ngbó is the radical word or stem and is translated respectively either as
snake or twin, providing that the accent is right. But Ngbò may indicate a
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lot of other words and meanings, not only the meaning of twin and serpent,
as I have tried to clarify above.
In some connections it even refers to colours, like red, brown and yellow
or expressions as height, depth, width, enclosure or the entrance and outskirt of a village. The word is therefore open to interpretations. Sometimes
it might be difficult to settle a dispute concerning the right expounding of
the word. It depends among other thing on its place in the syntax and its
tonality.
Ngbò is a collective word for serpents in mongwande. The meaning of
Ngbò as serpent is revealed by the accent. The Ngbandi/Mongwande language has many names for serpents: konga, longa, mbito, yanga, siri,
mpembe.48 These names are given specifically to serpents and are never applied as names for twins.
The twins are identified according to their special situation, being two
and not one, as normally is the case for human children, and therefore they
are Ngbò. P. B. Lekens suggests that they are called Ngbò because they are
born one after the other, or as he puts it in his vocabulary: "entwined,
bound together or double fruit".49 The closed area round the house of the
chief is also called Ngbò. This area is usually thought of as sacred, distinguishing the village from the hostile world. Ngbò also implies the red colour. Red is originally negative and bad, but may sometimes be praised as
positive. Blood is an integral part in a ritual offering as metaphor for cleansing. The word Ngbò is therefore, put in the right context and tone, exponent for a series of situations in the daily life of the Mongwande. The ambiguous aspect of the theme at hand when using the word ngbo can not be
denied, says L. Molet and refers as evidence to the following quotation:
Ya mbi adu angbò ose (m) "My wife has laid two snakes".50 Instead of saying:
Ya mbi adu ngbò (m) "My wife has born two twins".
The husband was so disappointed with his wife and the newly born twins
that he did not call it a birth but laying of eggs. An expression of contempt.
This feeling of contempt is a recurrent theme in the snake songs. In the two
above mentioned strophes joy is mixed with contempt. Why is it that all the
snake names, mentioned earlier, are not applied to the twins and other
children? The reason for this is that the word stands for something very
special in the mongwande culture, when twins are born. According to my
informants, Yanzere and Ngbò from Nzama, Ngbò is a cultic word. This is
affirmed by the fact that the twins are Ngbò at the moment of their birth,
but do not carry this name after their initiation into the society. They then
receive a civilian name at the name giving festival. That the inhabitants of
Lekens 1952:158.
Lekens 1952:282.
50 Molet 1970:45.
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the village may still call the twins Ngbò and regard them as descendants of
the snake, seems to be of long tradition. Ngbo from Nzama, Ngbo/Nyoka
from Yakoma and all the rest of the ngbo/snake children do that themselves. The capita Ngbò, said: "I descend from the snake family." This was
his first utterance when we met. He felt guilty, no doubt, and wanted to tell
me why he had run away. This was his way of excusing himself. The words
came spontaneously.
Ngbò is not only an animal, but the word is also a designation of a powerful sphere. Ngbò is a concept that covers an area of spiritual power and authority, which can be compared with the greek word he exousia meaning
power and authority in a religious concept. Ngbò is an ontological notion.
Ngbò is held by its believers to be a living, powerful sphere, characterised
by its ontos/being (pres. part. of the greek verb einai). He is what he is, a
reality, a being and an existence. Ngbò exercises its power within a certain
framework and that framework emerges each time twins are born. Ngbò
signifies an identity. Those who are born in the name of the snake are
twins, nobody else, and are momentarily identified with Ngbò. They live
and act within the sphere of Ngbò, and remain there until the name giving
celebration. This classification was affirmed by the young Ngbò/Nyoka
when he cried out that he could not kill the snake which was on its way
into the house. His name before the passing of the rites of initiations, was
Kózò Ngbò meaning the first born. This name was altered to Kozo during the
name giving festival, dropping the name Ngbò, thus indicating that he was
out of the sphere and released from the power of Ngbò. The snake is equal
and even above the ancestors and since worship of the ancestors are commonplace, worship of the snake follows suit.51 The twins are already when
they are born intertwined in a mystical magnetic power center. They are
from the very beginning object of an intense attention.52 The connection
between the head of the family, that at the same time may be the head of
the village and Tolo, the soul of the ancestors dwelling in the house of the
soul (Chapter 3, p. 37) is interrupted for a shorter or longer period of time.
This situation has to be repaired as soon as possible and there is only one
way for the Mongwande to proceed and that is by the veneration of the
snake. As a mythological creature the snake is well known in Africa, as
ancestral symbol for instance, or incarnation of the deceased. This reparation is done by offerings, singing and dancing. The birth of twins is a biological mystery which cannot be explained by the Mongwande as anything
else than an act of the snake. The visible snake is interpreted as a symbol of
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something they do not understand. The snake cult is therefore a way of
explaining the world around them, a sort of cosmology.53 Molet writes:
Ngbò/snake – ngbò/twins are anomalies. The snake and other reptiles living in
the forest are dangerous. Even though they are in want of wings and legs, their
ability to move is formidable and they are poisonous creatures that hit their victims with great precision. They represent the powers of the Nature over which
the inhabitants of the village have no control. […] The twins are abnormal because they are two instead of one. They stand outside of the normal order of the
world. The birth of twins causes trouble and confuses the right order of inheritance. The right of the first born, being one of the basic elements in history of
man, is in jeopardy. […] The twins compromise the balance of the society. The
birth of twins is a danger as great inside the village as the menacing snake outside the premises. Ngbò is a monster , a materialisation of disorder and concretion of things abnormal. Therefore, when twins are born one ought to react with
repulsion and disdain, or at least be careful.

In my opinion, Molet emphasises something very important in this passage
of L'identité jumeaux = serpents. As far as the comprehension of the snake
cult goes, he is not sure. The ambiguity of the entire cult is obvious, he says,
both in the rites of birth and in the songs Tanghe has collected. There seems
to be equivocal nuances in the veneration of the snake, which is difficult to
circumvent. The songs, for example, may as well be one thing, as another. It
could be just twins they are singing about, as it could be a snake or vice
versa! The parents are both happy and distressed about the birth. Molet
then renders a song he himself has recorded:
Mbi du ma ngbò
Mbi no ye ma ele
E we ngbò
Ngbò aga siolo
Ngbò aga tapere
Ngbò aga nzolo
Ngbò aga pasa

I have brought forth twins
I can not any longer go to the field
let us go out scolding the snakes
twins bring unhappiness
twins bring annoyances
twins bring joy
twins bring fortune54

The attitude of the parents towards their children in this birth-song is
clearly ambivalent. The song contains both homage and chicanery. The
happiness of being parents is mixed with remorse of having brought such
monsters to the world.
The reasoning about the ambivalence of the snake cult is not unique. Besides that Molet also draws our attention to the question of the birthright of
the first born. This issue is very important in the snake culture as birthright
might be contended. The question may be asked which of the kids is going
to inherit the parents, the first one, Kózò ngbò, the second one, Ngambi ngbò
53
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or both? If they happen to be the chief's children, this could constitute trouble within the hierarchy. Who is to ascend the throne as chief? No researchers, as far as I know, have paid any special attention to that side of the
snake cult. The first notion in such situations will be the changing of the
status of the children i.e. their transference from the status of animal to the
status of human being through the name giving rituals. There are supposedly two colliding forces when twins are born, Nature and Culture, the
animal world and the human world. This constellation of forces has to find
its solution. I will delve more into this problem in Chapter 6 (p. 116). I have
found it natural and necessary to put the passage "Nature and Culture" in
that chapter as a conclusion of several issues treated there and in earlier
chapters, such as the village, the enclosure and clothing.
Although I hope this has so far thrown some light on the idea of the Ngbò
concept – that Ngbò is a cult sphere – I would like to make one more remark
about Ngbò, Nyoka, chief Fakula and Bela 's wife. It was quite clear that
they were afraid of the snake and that any confrontation with it produced
feelings of both horror and veneration in them. I am convinced that these
sensations are based upon facts, as far as that goes, about the snake and
ideas of rites and ceremonies in connection with the cult.
There is also another side of the ngbò concept which has been intriguing
me for years. Why is it that ngbò always has been identified with twins and
twins with ngbò? There is no connection between these two substantives,
besides the fact that ngbò is the word for twin or doubleness.55 Utilising
Lekens “Vocabulary” in search of a connection between ngbò and twins,
you will find that the first born is called Kózò ngbò and the next one Ngambi
ngbò. Likewise is the cardinal numbers one by one, an evident question in
this case, koi koi. Neither, is there any relationship between the ordinal
number 2, sè or the word for double or pairs yé.
Why isn't the word yé used in the case of twins? I can not find any support for the existence of another word for twins than ngbò. My opinion is
that in want of a good, explanatory word for twin, they have seized the
word ngbò, cloven tongue, an idea or a word that was already known to the
Mongwande as doubleness, duality or the uncontrollable nature. The word
Ngbò has thus trickled down into the language as substantive for twins. I
ought to mention that neither triplets nor quadruplets were identified as
being children of the snake. They were called teke meaning small babies.56
The question rests seemingly unanswered.
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CHAPTER 5

Lunar festitivies.
The Snake Dance in the village of Lundu

One night in July 1957, in the village of Lundu, not far from the centre of
Monga, drums were heard at full strength. There was a full moon and that
alone was an invitation to dance, but this night I felt that the drums were
beaten with more vigour than usual. The Mongwandes love to dance and
do so at almost any occasion and especially so when the full moon appears
in the sky. This time the drums were beaten loudly and I decided to visit
the village and have a look.
On arriving in the village, I discovered that there was not only drumming
but a real festival with singing, dancing and consuming of beverage. Seeing
me, the villagers calmed down a little, but knowing me, as well, to be a
person they had no reason to fear, they continued and I could make my observations in silence. To brew beverage locally was prohibited but strolling
through the village I found more than often young men in the process of
making arrack, a product they loved. Here, quite close to the church the
production was in full progress. The dance went on in circles, arms placed
on the shoulders of the one before. Moving back and forth they split up the
circles and formed new groups. Sometimes they danced one by one, taking
steps forward and backward, one forward and one backward. All the
movements seemed to be synchronized as if they were following a certain
pattern. In all certainty, their movements, stepping, kneeling were all a part
of a carefully acquired program. Then all of a sudden, in unison, they lifted
their hands and from dozens of voices came a groaning or a supplication. I
did not comprehend whether they were singing or praying. The words rose
and sank, getting weaker or stronger, stronger or weaker and little by little
I could apprehend what they were saying or singing and finally I got an
idea of the words:
Ngbò, ngbò, ngbò gbia te mbi, ngbò, ngbò ngbò gbia te mbi (m) (and so on).
Snake, snake, snake my chief, snake, snake, snake my chief.
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Other words followed suit but I was not able to decipher them. I caught a
glimpse of a huge drum leaning against a cabin. One of the dancers had a
little rattle, nzake, and a bell, mbao, in his hand. I realised eventually that I
witnessed an old tradition of dance and song. The night air was charged
with warmth and devotion.

Conditions surrounding the dance
The full moon festivals were deeply rooted in the people. That the veneration of the snake was an integral part of these festivities was, however, a
well kept secret. Just a minority of the Monga people admitted that they
still observed the snake cult. Not because they were frightened by the civilian authority, even though this authority was spying on them, but they
were afraid of the christian church. The village Lundu was situated close to
the Monga center and the principal church there. Some syncretistic movements around in the Monga area, like the Kimbangu movement at Kulinga
and Kundima or the Kitiwala were opposed to the snake cult. That is why,
when I later on asked about the lunar festivity, the inhabitants of the
Lundu village did not say much. The reply was always: Azi paka kula na kala
kala te (li), "This is all only traditions from the old days". I therefore often had
to contact other than the people of Lundu in order to get more information
of the moon dances.
Shortly after this event someone from Lundu gave me some pieces of
mica. Later on I received a full box of mica from Kebanga from the village of
Ndangbe. When I consulted Geru and Yanzere about this mica, they explained what the contents were all about, in the eyes of a Mongwande.
Slowly I got to know of a series of elements that appeared in the night festival and which I am now going to describe.

The skin of the Moon
It might be too far fetched to say that the Mongwandes practice a sort of
astral cult and I never detected any kind of astronomy or astrology among
them. But there is beyond no doubt, that the different phases of the moon
were observed. We have already observed that the magic ashes were renewed at the full moon. An observation also made by P. B. Tanghe.57 One
of the reasons for the festival in the Lundu village was the appearance of
the full moon. The people noticed the changing of the moon from new
moon to full moon. They believed that the moon on its way towards full
moon lost its apparel, its skin, poso na zánzà (li). This skin of the moon, poso
na zánzà, usually fell to the ground and could be picked up by the village
people. The one who was lucky enough to find the pieces of this skin was
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overwhelmed with joy. Usually the pieces were kept in a suitable box and
were object of a religious veneration (Photo 6/13 p. 38). On the night of the
full moon, the one who had found the skin of the moon entered the yard
with the poso na zánzà in his hand and the dancing could begin. There was
then a reason for celebration in Lundu, and when one had become an
owner of this celestial object, both the owner of the skin and the people of
the community had reason to be happy. Was the finding of the moon skin
and the joy of possessing it part of an ancestral cult? I made thorough inquiries concerning the skin of the moon, poso na zánzà. Did they really believe that the skin came from the moon? Again, I was confronted by the fact
that it all depended on which category of people I asked. The common man
or woman, answered with no reservation, “Yes!”, while the young people,
especially those with a certain education, were a little more withdrawn,
“Yes, perhaps”. They were not at all sure whether the moon had a skin or
an apparel to drop. But when the shadow of their parents fell upon them
their reply became mostly positive to the old tradition of faith and the answer was: “Yes”.
The full moon was always greeted with song and dance. Its name was
“the lamp of the sky” in Monga connotation. The nights of the moon were
more than magic. The dark times of the evil spirits were over. While the
moon danced in the sky, gave light and cooled the hot day, the sun was
tolerated, but not loved. Moi mabe mpenza (li), “this damned hot sun”, but
nzánzà malamu (li), “the wonderful moon”, was not only a Monga phrase,
but a universal expression.
The moonbeams merged like snakes with the canopy of the trees. Could it
be that the locals compared the moon with the snake or the snake with the
moon? The snake cast off its skin. Did the moon do the same? In spite of all
my inquiries I never got a positive answer to that question. But my feeling
was that they believed so. In any case, there is seemingly a parallel between
the snake's and the moon's casting off of its skin. It might be their way of
interpreting the cosmic world around them. As they themselves exercised
no authority in this world of wonders, there could be no other ruler than
God himself, Nzapa. There is, however, another subject that we must pay
attention to at this festivity in the Lundu village, and that is the magic
ashes.

The magic Ashes
I have in my possession a deer horn filled with poison (Photo 7/14 p. 38).
The name of the poison is yolo (m) dawa (li), medicine. This, also called the
magic ashes, is a well known phenomenon all over the Mongwande land. I
didn't get it from Lundu, but from another village, Nzama, not far from
Lundu and referred to in Chapter 1. I received the horn shortly after my
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experience at the village of Lundu. However, this artifact could also have
been an object of veneration at Lundu that evening together with the snake
skin. Many of my informants were convinced that the consecration of the
magic ashes always took place at the moon festivities. Without knowing it,
I had stumbled into an old way of venerating the snake and dedicating the
magic ashes, when I all of a sudden heard the humming of voices ascending to crescendo: Ngbò, ngbò, ngbò gbia te mbi, ngbò, ngbò (Geru/Yanzere).
I have been present during the production of the magic ashes, sia, yolo.
The fabrication was quite common in the villages of the Mongwandes.
Even today bows and arrows are in use, and in order to kill fish and game
these magic ashes were used, as it was the best poison the Mongwandes
knew of.
Making the poison they gathered grass, straws and twigs. Tanghe gives a
good account of how the product is made and I agree on his description of
the process.58 All the ingredients are held over a fire, praying that the produce, yolo, must be the supplicant's, the head of the house. His desire is that
the product shall cause the death of his game, catch his fish, heal him and
his family from all deceases and protect him and his possessions against
evil spirits. He then scoops it all up in his hand, spits on it, and starts
kneading it into a soft dough. Spitting is part of a ritual procedure. After
that he puts it on an iron plate or into a pot together with biroko mosusu (li),
“other ingredients” a Lingala expression for “a little of everything”. Cooking it all up into real good paste, he shoves the stuff into pitchers or horns.
When the entire process is over, the horns or pitchers are lifted in all directions, which means that if the enemies come rushing from all directions,
they will fall victims to this very strong medicine. In the olden days, my
informant Geru said, the producers of yolo jumped and screamed in order
to show the effect of the yolo on their enemies.
Looking at the deer horn you can still see traces after the arrows heads
that were dipped into the poison, yolo. The poison was extremely effective.
It killed immediately. The animal did not run far after being hit by an arrow, smeared with yolo. In other words, there is no doubt, that the poison,
yolo, was made for killing either animals or people. However, the real
power was not physical but metaphysical. According to Mongwande belief
yolo was powerful because of its consecration by the chief, the notables and
last but not least, the medicine man. During these ceremonies magic formulas were cast upon an enemy: olunguli misu na ye (li), “rip out the eyes”,
otupi misu mabe pai na ye (li), “cast evil eye on him/her” or oti likundu na sopo
na ye (li), “cast a spell on him/her”. This was done after the adoration of the
snake. P.B. Tanghe has in his recordings of the preparation of the magic
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ashes a song that follows a traditional pattern with a leader singing, subsequently followed by a group who join him with an "O!":
Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:

E we ngbò!
O!
Ngbò agá ne?
O!
Ngbò agá ngbâ?
O!
Ngbò agá doli.
O!
Ngbò agá ngonvô.
O!
Ngbò agá mbenge.
O!
Ngbò agá nzô lò.
O!
Ngbò agá lavu.
O!59

Let us mock the snake!
What brings the snake here?
The snake has brought us meat!
The snake has brought an elephant.
The snake has brought wild boar.
The snake has brought a young boar.
The snake has brought good things.
The snake has brought honey.

There was no reference to birth of twins in the village of Lundu at the time
I was there, observing the lunar festival, nor in P. B. Tanghe's narration
about the preparation of the magic ashes. The principal things in the Lundu
village that afternoon was the dedication of the magic ashes, yolo, the hide
of the moon, pozo na sánzà and the skin of the snake. There are no traces of
birth of twins in the above cited song either. That the ngbò, snake, refers to
twins in this context seems unlikely. On the other hand it is quite clear that
the ngbò, snake, conception is object of belief and supplication.
This song, collected by P.B. Tanghe, starts by mocking and ridiculing the
snake. But this changes as soon as the question about the snake's doing has
been asked and replies given. In the following strophes of the song it is
once and for all settled that the snake has been beneficial to the inhabitants
of the village, singing that the snake has brought to the village buffalo
meat, elephant meat, wild boar meat and meat from piglets. In addition to
this the many quarrels in town have found their solutions, something
which is compared to having eaten honey. As I see it, this is a metaphor for
a feeling of satisfaction. We notice that the text is an almost prophetic notion, because, none of these "prophesies" when the dancing and the singing
begins, have been fulfilled. They have not as yet got neither large quantities
of meat nor any honey, but they are hoping it will come. The verb agá is in
the perfect tense, but a perfect tense that is at the same time a pregnant future. It is in the air that the anticipations and expectations one day will
come true. That is what the dancing and singing is all about. In other words
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the conviction is shining through the texts quite convincingly. The prophesies of better days with plenty of food will and shall be true. It is already
expressed in text, but will one day burst out literally. Personally, I characterise this song as a song of faith.
The preparations of the ashes had started a few days after the first appearance of the new moon. Now the product is to be used, but before the
application a dedication has to take place. The people willingly obey their
leader's command and begin the celebration, praising the snake. As mentioned, there were no twins in this Lundu village. However, the name of
the snake, ngbò, was invoked and the yolo was consecrated in honour of the
snake. From now on the ashes were imbued with power. The efficacy surpassed anything around. By communicating with the ashes, yolo, directly
the possibility of getting help was almost unlimited.60 Unexpectedly, I had
stumbled across an initiation of the yolo and an invocation of the name of
the snake which I perceived as: Ngbò, ngbò, ngbò Gbia te mbi ngbò, ngbò, ngbò.

Recapitulation
The idea of renewal seems to penetrate the Mongwande world of thought.
Why did they renew the magic ashes by the full moon? Why didn't it take
place at any other time? For instance when the moon was on the wane? A
waning moon meant death and annihilation, while a waxing crescent
meant renewal. That's why, according to Mongwande belief, it was so urgent to get hold of the skin or hide of the moon that fell to the ground. The
skin or hide represented glad tidings from heaven signifying renewal. The
reason for moon festivals was the idea of resuscitation of not only the moon
and the snake, but also of the entire nature. The philosophy was that there
was a strong cosmological order behind it all. What looked like a situation
of total destruction, the snake creeping out of its skin and the moon on its
waxing journey towards full moon, was in reality a creation. Both the moon
and the snake emerged beaming with new life and energy. The world had
once again experienced rebirth. V. Turner speaks in this textual context of a
kind of moon symbolism and snake symbolism and I agree.61 An animal
representing earth and the moon representing the celestial realm are symbols of the cosmological order. Nothing in this world is purely accidental.
Thence it is not an accidental occurence that the renewal and initiation of
the ashes took place on the full moon. There is obviously an indisputable
connection between these two events; not to speak of three events.62 The
snake changed its skin, the moon did likewise and the ashes had to be con-
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secrated, these three girders of the Mongwande faith are joined together at
the ever repeating moon festivals.
This never failing repetition of the waning and waxing moon and collection of the cast off skin of the snake is evidence of a firm law of order, ndiá
té Nzapá or toli na Nzambe, Gods law, which also can be expressed as the
natural order of things.

Snake songs
The song I heard at Lundu was not unique. Both L. Molet and P. B. Tanghe
are collectors of songs.63 I have previously cited one of Molet's songs, which
he uses as evidence for his argumentation (p. 51). But Tanghe and his coworkers have gathered by far the largest collection of songs in “Le cult du
serpent chez les Ngbandi”.64 They cover in form, contents and language the
entire area where the Mongwandeslive. The songs are in my opinion, no
easy game of superficial folklore. They are carriers of rituals that follow
their own ceremonial pattern with roots far back in the past. When I discussed these songs with Geru and Yanzere, they had knowledge of the
songs, especially those from the Yakoma territory, but otherwise did not
venture too far into the exegesis.
As said before, the Mongwande loved to dance. They took advantage of
every opportunity to dance and had a special sense of rhythm. Sometimes
these improvised feasts were provoked by narcotic substances. Tanghe asserts that even if the feasts were organised or not, the snake motives were
always present. When ever the dance started, it started with calling on the
name Ngbò. The calling on the snake happened specifically if the dance was
to take place in the vicinity. The calling was a guarantee against difficulties
or to assure oneself against being ridiculed by neighbours and invited
guests. In feasts that had been organised, but where there was no celebration of twins, the ritual words were, nevertheless, uttered: “I have born a
snake!” These words were repeated over and over again as we see in the
following example:
Mbi dú má ngbò, mbi nò yà má, ele, ele (m) (bis)
“I have born a snake, I can not go to the field, ele, ele, (bis).”

When these strophes are being sung, the choir leader immediately joins the
group in rather a mocking way with his refrain:
Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:
63
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E wé ngbò, E wé ngbò!
O!
Ngbò agà sio ló!
O!

We are mocking the snake! (ter)
The snake brings bad luck!

Molet 1970:55.
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Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:
Leader:
Chorus:

Ngbò agà tèpere!
O!
Ngbò agà nzò lò!
O!
Ngbò agà pàsa!
O!

The snake brings annoyances!
The snake brings beautiful things!
The snake brings happiness!

On page 51 I refer to L. Molet65 who says that he has collected some songs
that are concurrent with those P. B. Tanghe66 quotes. He points out a special
song as evidence of the ambivalence of the snake cult. On comparing the
song referred to by Molet, and this above mentioned strophe, cited from
Tanghe's collection, I find them surprisingly identical. They disclose probably an oral tradition in the local culture. The lapse of time between the two
texts is aproximately 50 years. The similarity between the two songs affirm
the fact that the text was not an impulsive poem, but shows an old well
established pattern. The differences of the poetry are more a matter of
local variation, rather than lack of structure in their poetry. Since the
Mongwandes were in want of written language all up to the 20th century,
we will have to conclude that the poems were a cultural inheritance that
went through the generations.
Both texts describe the life in the village where people are occupied with
thoughts of the good and bad in life, with life and death, the possibility of
having enough food, enjoying life and forget about daily strife through
intoxication. Even at these all together improvised feasts the attention of
the people was always drawn towards the snake.
There is no doubt that the snake cult was specifically linked with the birth
of twins. But that ngbò, the snake, also was called upon independently of
such births, is my as well as Tanghe's experience.67 Tanghe points out that
in preparation for war, for instance, dances in honour of the snake are performed. When the Europeans were carried in sedan chairs at the turn of
the 19th century they could not avoid hearing the porters moaning: E ngbò
E!, “E snake E!". An invocation.
In connection with capturing termites the parents of the twins played an
important role. It might be some time since the birth of the twins, but the
night when the termites burst out of their termitary, the parent's task was
to call upon the name of the snake. When the termites swarmed out of their
termitary, the people swarmed around the termitary with their buckets and
casseroles in order to gather as much as possible. Termites were valuable
addition of protein to people's daily food. People usually brought lanterns
with them, not only because the event often occurs at night, but mostly
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because the termites are attracted to the light. The lanterns are therefore
placed inside the buckets and casseroles, so the villagers could scoop up
the termites when they flock around the lanterns and subsequently fall
down to the bottom of the vessels. The termites are eaten both raw and
fried. The consumption of termites somtimes exceeds its limits to the extent
that the entire village might be bedridden next morning in stomach pains.
If the capture of termites had been abundant, it was due to the supplication
of the parents to the snake. Tanghe cites a strophe regarding this: Ngbò, wa
yé yá; é ngbò ngî kótani. “Snake, help us to get a big catch of termites (thousands of termites)."
The parents of the twins were always favoured during and after the catch.
They always got a bigger portion than anybody else to bring home for personal consumption, but also some extra to give to the snake.

Attempt at interpreting the songs
When getting to know foreign peoples' cultural life there is no better basis
than songs, stanzas and blues. I do not think we should regard these snake
songs as documentary reports in the sense of telling the complete truth.
Nor are they only fantasies playing with words. They are a genuine product of local poetry, reflecting the religious life of the people. The poetry's
allegories should not be exaggerated, but shouldn't be underestimated either. The songs are ambiguous as they both conceal and reveal a religious
truth. The truth about the snake being instrumental in bringing to villagers
both good and bad, but also as receiver of adoration.
I am going to have a closer look at some of the songs collected by P. B.
Tanghe. We find them all in his work: "Le Culte du Serpent chez les
Ngbandi".68 They are 25 in total. I will deal with each one of them in consecutive order. I begin with song No.1 and follow up with Tanghe's and my
commentaries. I'll pursue different subjects such as: the snake mother,
snake father, snake children, snake families, the choir leaders, dancers and
guests et cetera. Do the participants follow a formalised system of rites or
are they all just impulsive actions? We have to examine the character of the
songs and last but not least to find out the depth of the sensations and the
reactions within the cultic life. All the songs are in mongwande.
Song No. 1
Tá ngbò kpworoko, mbi tá ngbò ló ge.
Snake mother, I snake mother am here.
Ta ngbò gbánzi mbi na sa.
Snake mother has denied me flesh.
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Tá ngbò gbánzi mbi na kpmî.
Snake mother has denied me fish.
Tá má sòngo yá mbi so má.
Dear mother! Don't you understand I have stomach pain?
Tá ngbò elé, elé, elé.
Snake mother elé, elé, elé.
Mbi tá ngbò lô ge.
I snake mother am here.

Tange's commentary: The mother of the twins emerges in the first verse
and the singers reproach her for her greed. The last verse is a repetition of
the first one. It is here in the first part of the songs, that the one most important of the snake songs, is to be found. The one you hear the most and is
sung in situations like this one. It is sung now and then with two voices
and the second one is joined sometimes even with a ters (third voice).
My commentary: We meet the mother of the twins, the snake mother. The
snake mother's part is probably sung by a choir leader who acts on behalf
of the snake mother. The group of dancers responds by blaming her for her
voracity: "She gives them neither flesh nor fish." The group of dancers play
the role of the kids who in despair cry out: "Dear mother! Don't you understand that we have pain in our stomachs?” It was tacitly understood that
they didn't get any food. The dancers are blaming the mother in the name
of the snake kids, but actually they are complaining that they themselves
are not receiving in kind their share of gifts brought to the snake family.
The song is not all together easy to interpret. But we encounter a woman
who quite clearly presents herself as mother to snake children. I have never
had reason to doubt the women who had brought twins to the world. They
insist that they are mothers of the snake kids. Moreover, how could their
perception of the snake phenomenon be different from the rest of the village? The entire village believed and acted according to the common understanding of the snake cult. If it was not true for them, how could it be
that they stepped forward, proclaiming themselves to be mothers to these
abominable snake creatures? We have many names for the things we love.
And we give those who are our dearest ones pet names. But, as far as I
know there is no woman who quite seriously has called her child a snake,
even as a pet name. However, a mongwande woman does exactly that. Her
children, the twins, are the snake's children. All the subsequent rituals of
the birth of twins bear witness to that fact. It is not a matter of a theatrical
performance of the rituals, they are real. The twin's mother is a snake
mother who is praised and ridiculed in the songs. She is criticised for being
too stingy in her distribution of food to the children and to the guests. In
spite of harassment she remains firmly by her assertion that she is the
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snake children's mother. She doesn't flee from her responsibility. She says:
"I, the mother of the snake kids, am here".
Song No. 2
Yé kó mbi tá ngbò gà kà mbi né.
Should I, mother to the snake, go over there and look for what?
Yé kó mbi tá ngbò, mbi gbà né.
Should I, the mother of the snake, search and search in vain for what?
Mbi kpwingo ngdano ti ndungu ngbò.
I am dying from rheumatism, when I give birth.
Tá mo hê mbi kóndò mbi te má né?
Why don't you give a hen to eat?
Yé kó mbi gbánzi na ngbò kó né?
What, I am denying the snake! What is this then?
Tó ngbò so ya, tá ngbò so ya.
Not so furious snake father, not so furious snake mother!
Kóta ngbonga avi lègé kpwú, eleye e.
The road is blocked by a big tree.
Mbi tá Mótènde Giri.
My mother is a girl from Mótènde Giri (name of a village).
Mbi ngbò wa-kiyâ, mo nzánzamboli, mo nzánzambóli.
You greedy snake mother, you are nzánzamboli (Fibres of a tree that has
fallen into water and is rotten).
Tó ngbò wa-kiyá; mo nzánzamboli, mo nzánzamboli.
You greedy snake father, you are nzanzamboli.
E dú má ngbò, é ká ngbò má.
We have not brought snake children to the world. We do not care for snake
children.
Ngbò, nyi má, é wengá nzé e e!
Snakes! You are the sons of your mother!

Tange's commentary: This song is quite known to the Ngbandi. It is a dialogue between the mother of the twins and the snake. "I am here,” the
mother says, “and I am looking for what? Why should I, mother to snakes,
keep searching for nothing? I am really stiff and aching after bringing
snakes to this world. Why don't you give me a chicken to eat?” The singers
and dancers reply: "Father to the twins, mother to the twins, be quiet! A big
tree trunk blocks the road! I am mother to Motende and to Giri. Fathers and
mothers to the snake are miserable and are like floating waste. We have not
brought snakes to this world and we should not need to take care of them.
My commentary: We encounter in this song both the snake mother and the
snake father. Tanghe says in his comment that it is known all over the
Mongwande territory and that it is a dialogue between the snake mother
and the snake children. Here we again meet a choir leader who plays the
role of both the mother and the father, while the group represents the snake
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children. He repeats himself in the two first verses: "Should I, the mother to
the snake, go over there and look for what?” The singers have an answer to
that question. No doubt, she is looking for food, later she says that she does
not even get a hen to eat. As an answer to all the harassment she tells the
group that to bear snake children is no simple matter. It was so painful that
it was worse than suffering from rheumatism. Both the snake father and the
snake mother were encouraged to calm down, be a little less aggressive.
Presumably, an encouragement to accept their fate, coming through the
birth of their twins.
I interpret the tree trunk blocking the path as a metaphor. Paraphrasing
the twin birth situation. The mother had just complained about her terrible
pain during the birth.
The choir leader answers that a big tree is lying across a pathway. A big
tree across a path in the forest is quite an obstacle for all sorts of traffic. Not
to speak about the effort it takes to clear the road. The snake mother declares that she is not just anybody. She comes from the village Motende
Giri, i. e. a village with a certain status. So instead of being mocked she
ought to be praised.
The snake father and the snake mother were accused of being greedy:
"You are greedy, snake mother. You are greedy, snake father." Then comes
another metaphor: "You are like a rotten tree in the water." Meaning that
they were rather poor in earthly possessions. But they should have shared
their gifts: flesh and fish with the inhabitants of the village without any
reservation. On account of their retention of the commodities they had received from people attending the festival, they would be stripped of blessings and energy and rot away like a tree in the water. As an answer to this
curse being thrown on them from the group, the snake parents, cry out:
"We have not brought snake children to this world. We do not care at all for
the snake." In a flash we see how the parents contest the whole idea of the
snake, shouting that their children are no snake children. If they were,
they, the parents will have no thoughtful consideration of the kids.
The father plays a special role in the snake cult, but not as special as the
mother, although he is and always will be the head of the family and is
responsible for the family gathering around the small house of the ancestors. It is the mother who is the centre in a family where twins have been
born. The father has for the time being lost some of his authority in the
family. He always tries to avoid killing or hurting snakes. Whenever he
goes out working the field or hunting or fishing, he always carries with him
offerings to the snake. If he wishes to have more children, he may ask the
snake and pray that his wife must give birth to more children. The father
and the mother are buried like ordinary citizens with the exception that
their bodies are covered with extra covers; blankets, thick clothing, carpets
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and animal hides. The belief is that the parents are in possession of extraordinary power. The parents must be buried and covered in such a way
that the rain doesn't penetrate the dead bodies; for if it does, the rain will
fall incessantly. Even under normal conditions the rain in the tropics is
somewhat extraordinary and does not need the assistance of metaphysical
forces.
The singers/dancers finish the song by singing in unison: "Snakes! You
are sons of your mother!" What ever the parents said or did in anger or any
other way, had no influence on the current situation. In the eyes of the local
people the twins of the earthly parents were and will remain children of the
snake.
Song No. 3
E dú má ngbò ni, e!
We have not given birth to the snake, we!
Ngbò àgà to to ndò yá mbi é.
Come to my lap snake and cry.
Gére ngbò zegbe, yá ngbò bú.
The feet of the snake and the stomach of the snake are beautiful.
Li ngbò kpwekele, le ngbò ó ká.
The head of the snake and the eye of the snake are stone dead.
Aè ngbò e! Ngbò agà to ndò yá mbi.
Ai snake! Come to my lap and cry.

Tange's commentary: This song which is also known in some variants, has
been put into the mouth of a foreigner who carries the child. "I am not the
mother of the snake. Why is he crying in my lap?" Then the insults and
badgering follows that brings happiness. So small feet! So big stomach!
Such an enormous head and wounded eye! They are singing and dancing
with the twins in their arms, handing them from one to another.
My commentary: Neither the mother nor the father are carrying these two
children. It is probably one or two of the relatives. They keep telling the
villagers that they haven't brought these snake children to the world. The
character of this song is distinctly ambiguous. Those who are carrying the
children are singing about the snake. The whole context, however, bears
witness to the fact that we are here encountering the twins. Normally, one
doesn't pick up a snake, comfort it and allow it to play on the lap, or talk
about the feet of the snake, the enormous head and the beautiful eyes. The
head and eyes of a snake are rather small and in fact it has no feet. In my
opinion these allusions are metaphors and if not, they must be real descriptions of the twins. Of course, they might be harassment and insults, as
Tanghe thinks. But if we look at the song as a whole, I disagree. The twins
are presented as ordinary children, not as snakes. The word snake in this
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context is utilised as pseudonym or nick name. But, there is no double dealing in the sense of cheating people. What we are observing is one ritual
among many rituals that are carried out during moments of life crises: the
birth of twins, circumcision, death, inauguration of chiefs et cetera. I prefer
to translate ngbò, snake with twins. But to use the word twins in this context and to apply it in all the songs where we meet the word ngbò, snake, is
to force the doors. The song is full of compassion and sense of responsibility. "Come to my lap, snake, and cry."
Song No. 4
Wa Ngbasa Badera "dú Ngbò".
A citizen from Ngbasa has given birth to twins.
Ndá ngbò zekere; li ngbò kpwéle.
The snake's behind is small; the head of the snake is big.
Lé ngbò é ká; gére ngbò zekere.
The eyes of the snake are closed; the feet of the snake are small.
Adú ngbò o na?
Who has given birth to this snake?

Tange's commentary: This song is a good example of harassing the twins
and their parents. One person from the village Ngbasa, Badera, has brought
twins to the world. What kind of children? A small body, big head, closed
eyes and the feet are ridiculously small. Take particular notice of the insinuation which is very insulting to the father: Who has given birth to this
snake? It is stated in the first verse and repeated in the last.
My commentary: People speak defamatory of a citizen of the village
Ngbasa who has given birth to twins. The following descriptions may to a
certain extent be appropriate to the snake. The snake has a long, narrow
behind and tail. The eyes are half closed. But, physical characteristics appropriate to human beings are also described, like enormous head, small
feet. Whether this is a scurrilous poem or not, is decided by the last line of
the verse: "Who has brought this snake to the world?" This i a derogatory
insinuation, a heavily scored poem. The sentence is charged with contempt
for the Ngbasa woman.
Song No. 5
Wógolo, tà ngbò êlé, mo lò goza.
Wogolo, the mother of the snake êlé, you remain unyielding.
Mo ló goza, ga dú ngbò yani.
You are so stubborn, you have in your foolishness given birth to snakes.
Mo ló goza, mo ló Ngonda.
You are so stubborn, and you came from Ngonda.
Gá dú ngbò yani, mo ló goza.
You are so strong, how come you have given birth to the children of the
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snake?
Ewé ngbò, è ngb`na polozo.
We despise the snake, and we gloat.

Tange's commentary: This song was found among the Sango peoples, the
river peoples by Ubangui near Banzyville. Wogolo, the woman, belonged
to the Ngonda people who lived in the interior of the country. She got her
husband from the Sango people. They did their best to scorn her. "Eh!
Wogolo, look how bent she is after that clumsy birth of twins. Was it really
necessary to come from Ngonda land to Sango land to give birth to twins?”
My commentary: If song No. 4 was harassing, then this one is not any less
depreciatory. It was picked up in the region of Banzyville/Mobaye by the
Ubangui river. We encounter in this song the very same problem many
people meet when they move from one country to another or from one
county to another for that matter; the problem of being despised. People
moving from rural to urban areas seem to be facing that problem more than
others. This woman Woyolo, from the rain forest was brought to Sango
land as wife. In the beginning everything seemed all right until she was
going to have a child. It turned out to be twins. That was the starting point
of a long period of personal persecution, affliction, pestering and contempt.
"Why is it that you think you can come here from the bushes and give birth
to snake children?"
In reference to my own observation, mobbing was not a big issue among
the Mongwande except in this specific area of the snake cult. I noticed that
villagers with handicaps were rather protected than badgered. I think that
the pestering of Wogolo was more due to her bringing twins to the world
and therefore she became an object for people's scorn and contempt. Seems
though, that she had not been fully accepted into the society. It is possible
that the dislike of strangers also reared its head in villages when circumstances somehow went out of control. As for instance when the newly arrived girl gave birth to her baby twins. The mockery was then almost unavoidable.
Song No. 6
Ngbò ni té mbi.
My snake.
Nyi Nvû na Nbenda, awe e.
Nvu and the children of Abenda. It is all over.
Ngbò è, awe é ngbò é.
It is all over, snake e.
Ngboni me tè mbi.
My snake.
Nyi Tokpwà na yawo e.
The children of Tokpwa and Yawo.
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Tange's commentary: The origin of this song is the village of Ngonda, in the
chiefdom of Giri in the Yakoma territory. The parents Nvu and Mbenda are
singing for their children as well as for the children of Tokpwa and Yawo.
These two parental families are from the same village. That is the reason
why they call each others kids for their kids. I quote this song in order to
use it as an argument for further discussion that the twin parents call those
for their children who are youngsters but also the new born babies. Nvu
and Mbenda sing and dance in honour of Tokpwa, Yawo and their children, while they incessantly call upon their names.
My commentary: This song seems to have been especially made for the
event of birth. It is sung during and after the birth. The children are newly
born and the mother says that the children are her children and she mentions the name of the father/husband. This is in accordance with the practise of the Tolo (p. 37 and p. 97). Nyi Nvu na Mbenda, awe e, "the child is the
child of Nvu and Mbenda. Now it is all over!" She accepts and is ever so
glad that the pain of child birth is over. In her happiness she feels relationship with other parents who have brought snake children to the world and
she is calling on a specific couple, named Tokpwa and Yawo. Tanghe
quotes this song, and says, as an argument for the feeling of relationship
between twin parents. A real sense companionship is to be found among
the parents of twin, snake kids. This is expressed in songs, dances and well
arranged festivals.
Song No. 7
Elè àta ngbò.
Ele snake mothers.
Gère tà ngbò zegbe, ahó má nyi kóndo hê ngbò!
The feet of the snake mother are small, don't kill young chickens in the honour
of the snake!
E élè átà ngbò.
E ele snake mother!
É. Yé kó mbi tá ngbò mbi li sò ne?
As for me, mother of the snake, what shall I do?
E átà ngbò!
E mothers of the snake!
Yé kò mbi li só ne?
As for me, what shall I do?
E wé ngbò! Ngbò gá sa, ngbò agá kpmi, má é!
Let's mob the snake! The snake brings meat! The snake brings fish! Finally!
E vóro ngbò só kó, teré é àdù nzô ni, mà è!
Let's praise the snake, he is our body, is good!
Ata ngbò se se se ándé 'vòrò ngbò só kó!
The snake mothers two by two, then two again, shall give homage to the
snake!
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Teré ngbò adù nzô ni, mà é!
The body of the snake is good!

Tange's commentary: Ata ngbò, “the snake mothers”. In this song and in
some other specific cases it is a question of the sisters of the mother to the
twins. Among the Ngbandi, the sister on the mother's side is called mother
by her nephews and nieces. The Mbindo people are venerating the snake
by singing: "Eh, aunts of the snake, your sister with short legs. Why can't
she kill a hen in the honour of the snake?" The mother intervenes: "What
shall I do?" The answer to that remark is that it is ridiculous to say things
like that, because the one praising the snake is not in want of anything. If
only the aunts two by two paid homage to the snake, the twins would, no
doubt, feel very well. That the aunts should come two by two and praise
the snake had been ordered by the snake through a dream.
My commentary: I see that in this song the festivities have really come to
order. The whole family has gathered round the new born twins, the snake
children and they commence praising the snake and pay tribute to it. The
song indicates that several mothers, ata ngbò, are present. The reason for
this is that the sisters of the biological mother of the snake children were
considered to be the mothers to their nephews and nieces. The chief motive
in this relatively long recitation is that the one who venerates the snake
shall not suffer want: E wé è ! Ngbò 'gá sá, ngbò agá kpmî, má é, "Let's mob
the snake! The snake provides meat! The snake is providing fish. Finally!"
Then the dance begins. The aunts proceed in succession two by two. My
opinion is that this could be the Banga dance, honouring the Banga spirit,
because many of these different fractions of spirits are very much interwoven. The snake has through a dream ordered the aunts to dance in this
way, two by two, being the only form of dance he would accept. Studying
this type of dance among the Mongwande I found it highly probable that
this is an execution of the Banga cult also. We are here the silent witnesses
of a magnificent display of the snake cult, invocation and adoration of the
snake which provides generous gifts.
Song No. 8
E e kpwéngbere tá ngbò, mbi dù kò yani.
E e little snake mother, I have in my stupidity brought snake children to the
world.
Mbi dú ngbò, ngánga zegbe, dú ngbò.
I give birth to snakes, with small feet, I give birth to snake children.
Ngbò tolo, ngbò nyingo, ngbò mbongo.
Soul of the snake, spirit of the snake, lord of the snake.
Dú ngbò ngánga zegbe.
A snake child has been born with small feet.
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Yé kó mbi tá ngbò, mbi te ne.
What about me snake mother, what am I going to eat?
Yé kó mbi tá ngbò mbi te sa.
As for me snake mother, I eat meat.
Yé kó mbi tá ngbò mbi te kpmî e e.
As for me snake mother, I eat fish e e yé.

Tange's commentary: The mother of the twins sings a scurrilous poem
about herself. She says: "I am totally confused. My thin little body has in its
stupidity given birth to snakes." She is offending herself with the intention
of getting other people to be scornful to her. Then she starts hurling abusive words against the snake, telling it that it is a foul, bad spirit, an overlord with short legs et cetera. She by herself, what is she going to eat? Fish
and meat! This song comes from the Ngonda county, Banzyville.
My commentary: The mother steps out of the circle of dancers and cries out
that her little body has brought snakes to the world. Snakes with small feet.
She repeats that the snakes have small feet. I understand her sayings in this
manner: "I have brought snake children to this world. But actually, they
have feet, even though they are small." Meaning, since they have feet, they
can not be snake children, but human beings. She is injuring herself and she
encourages the dancers to injure her. That a circle of acquaintances is harassing the parents of twins is an ordinary thing under the circumstances.
But that the parents and especially the mother torment and degrade themselves is rather unusual. But in this song we have an example.
Harassment, insult and direct malediction which purposely are used to
break down the opponent psychologically, in this case the family of the
twins, does not need to be virtual incantations. They might in fact be concealed blessings. The strength and content of the badgering may carry a
message of a future prosperity. That is why the parents of the twins are
pestering themselves and ask their friends also to do so against them, the
parents of the snake. Believing that the more they are objects for badgering
and insults, the more happy they will be.
Another interesting issue in this song is the combination of ngbò tolo,
"snake soul", ngbò nyingo, "snake spirit" and ngbò mbongo, "lord of the
snake" in strophe 3. It looks as if these expressions are not merely poetical.
They reveal a matter of faith in the shadow world of the snake. Somewhere
out there in the dark of the nature the snake is lurking. There is in this song,
as I see it, clear evidence of the intense and real character of the snake cult.
Ngbò Tolo (pp. 48 and 97) is the heart of this song as it also is the very core
of the snake cult itself.
Song No. 9
Tá ngbò fú má yé ngbò mbi tè mà?
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Snake mother! I eat, but why don't you give anything to the snake?
E wé àngiondo gère ngiondo gére tá ngbò o!
Let's ridicule the mother of the snake with long legs!
A wé e ngbò, e!
Let's laugh at the snake!
Ngambó na Yango î gá ndò só hóngo zo!
Ngambo and Yango have come to kill people!
A wé e ngbò, e!
Let's laugh at the snake!
Ngambò na Yango î gá ' ndò sò hòngo zo.
Ngambo and Yango have come to kill people.
Wa é sò nyô hê ángbò o áyiò o!
After that we slap our mouth for the snakes. O ayio o!
Ngbò me té ' mbi na Mbesa na Funga.
Mbesa and Funga are my snakes.
A wé é Ngbò o! Ngbò ni me té mbi.
Ah! let's ridicule the snake. The snake is mine.

Tange's commentary: The song starts with taunts and jeers of the mob:
"Mother of the twins, don't you have anything to offer us in honour of the
snake? Let us laugh at the mother of the snake with the long, long legs. Let
us tease the snake!" Mgambo and Yango are twins and the crowd sings in
honour of them. Have they come in order to kill people? To slap the mouth
is a way to ridicule people. They slap the lips or the mouth with their fingers and produce a certain humming sound. That the names of Mbesa and
Funga are mentioned in verse 8 confirms what we already have said that all
the known twins are reckoned in the songs.
My commentary: The dancers gather around the snake mother. Their
voices and movements are threatening. They shout: "Snake mother, don't
you have anything to give away?" They get agitated, hurling abuses not
only at the snake mother but also at the snake i. e. the twin babies, lying on
a leopard skin: "Are you not going to give us something to eat or do you
pretend to kill us?" That the dancers and guests did not receive food instantly, was interpreted as an attempt to kill them by hunger. The text is
here, as in most of the songs, to be understood allegorically. Neither the
twin family nor the guests perceive it virtually, but only as metaphors. In
some cases, though, a borderline does not exist between imagination and
reality, especially under the influence of arak and heavy drumming.
Song No. 10
Tá ngbò ' gbó ángbò na nzangba.
The snake mother carry snakes in her string bag.
Gbò àngbo \ ò na bembà.
Take snakes in your bred basket.
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Tange's commentary: This song was heard in the village of Dondo. The
mother of the snake children, the twins, are being ridiculed. The children
are being compared with two small bundles which are carried either in a
string bag or in a bred basket. We have omitted the rest of this song, which
is a hunting song, in order to avoid repeating ourselves, because the verses
that follow after these two first verses are borrowed from songs No. 1, 2
and 3. The song is sung while the medicine man and his compatriots are
making the magic ashes. In the song allusions are made to the string bag
and the bread basket. Allusions that should in themselves be enough in a
magically way to evoke wild game in abundance.
My commentary: Tanghe says about this little stanza that it was sung during the making of the magic ashes.69 He calls it a "hunting song". Allusions
are made, he suggests, to the snake mother who puts her two babies in a
string bag, nzangba and a bread basket, bemba. These are metaphors of a
prospective catching. During the process of making the magic ashes nobody else is present, but the head of the family and his helper. They have
with them a string bag and a basket. No women are present, certainly not a
pregnant woman. It is quite difficult to put snakes in a basket or in a string
bag. They would certainly find their way out of the involuntary imprisonment. Besides, the people in charge of preparing the magic ashes are not
chasing snakes, but trying to get a rich catch on account of the yolo they are
about to make. I prefer therefore to interpret ngbò, snake, in this context as
meaning the twins. We notice how difficult it is to make a clear cut distinction in that glossary complex ngbò/twin and twin/ngbò. When is ngbò real
snake, when is ngbò real twin and of course when is it the opposite? In reality it is impossible to say, because they melt together in one notion namely
“the snake cult”.
Song No. 11
Mbi dú mà kà ndo té tá mbi mà, e ngbò!
I have brought a snake to this world, a snake at my mother's place. Don't
laugh at me, but laugh at the snake!
Mbi dú ngbò lô mbi mumana lé ' lá e e ngbò.
I have brought this snake to the world, and I am ridiculed in their eyes. Taunt
the snake!
Mbi dú má ngbò ká ndo té tá mbi má.
I have given birth to a snake at my mother's place and not at my place.

Tange's commentary: The people of Bwato know this song which is the
twin mother's reply to harassment. In this case she is the first and so far the
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only twin mother in her family. She acknowledges the ridiculous situation
in a very open and outright manner.
My commentary: In this song the mother accepts the harassment. She acknowledges the ridiculous situation of having given birth to twins. I think
she deals with the situation in a very intelligent manner. She draws the
whole family into the occurrence. By doing so, she is probably trying to say
that she is not alone in this, but both the family and the snake are involved.
If anybody should be scorned, it should be the snake, ngbò.
Song No. 12
Hê mbi pondo, hê mbi mbindoro bè.
Give me banana, give me many ripe bananas!
Hê tó k' sá ngbò haiya!
I am cooking green stuff to the snake, haiya!
Pondo ká li yà, pondo bè.
There are banana in the field. Many bananas.
Nò kà li ngbò, pondo bè.
Go to the village. There are many bananas.

Tange's commentary: This is a mother from the Sango tribe who cries out
that she needs lots of bananas that together with green stuff can be boiled
and be good food for her twins. She is smart. She points out where bananas
are to be found and where they are bountiful. They can be fetched at the
front of the village.
My commentary: I agree with Tanghe in his interpreting the ngbò as twins.
The mother wishes to feed her twins with bananas and vegetables. Since
snakes do not eat bananas or green stuff, the right interpretation of ngbò
must be “human twins”.
Song No.13
Kukuye kuye oyu e kuye. O mo siô tô ngbò so.
Oh! You are a bad snake father.
Mo ngbánda - ngbánda tó ngbò, Ngalo.
You are the big snake father, you Ngalo.
Sere tá ngbò.
Sere, you snake mother.
Zingaboyaya 'dú ngbò: Zeragboyo 'dú ngbò.
Zingaboyaya gives life (gives birth) to the snake and Seragboyo gives life
(gives birth) to the snake.
Ngoy ti té ' dú ngbò.
Ngoy has given birth to a snake.

Tange's commentary: This song commences with a funny story about the
twin Kukuye, who because of his enormous size has become a legend. The
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family of the mother is chanting. Ngalo and Sere are parents to Lendema
who has survived while the other twin is dead. They used to live at Nyaka
(a village, three hours drive from Banzyville). Ngoy is Sere's father, who
himself formerly had twins. Zingaboyaya and Seragboyo are the brothers
of Sere and on the mother's side the uncles of Lendema. After having called
upon Kukuye the harassment starts. Ngbanda - ngbanda is said about people
who are so big that they have difficulties in walking. The family begins
praising the members who have snakes (snake children). Then follows the
family eulogy of the uncles. They are through their sisters equal with the
snake family. Further on we will write (Songs No. 16 and 17) about the
twin who killed his father Ngalo.70
My commentary: This song depicts a family gathering. The family of the
mother has convened family members and guests to a party. They also call
upon the other twin, Kukuye, who is dead, but supposedly has made himself visible in a certain way. First come the outbursts of scorn, subsequently
followed by the praising.
Ngbanda - Ngbanda is in the vocabulary of Benjamin Lekens71 translated as
"straddle" or having "difficulties in walking", but may also be interpreted as
meaning "to play a trick". I think Tanghe is right when he, as I do, suggests
that Kukuye suffered from a certain physical defect which the people
found so funny that they could not but make jokes about it. Straddling and
having difficulties in walking indicates for me one thing, and that is that
Kukuye probably suffered from elephantiasis (Bancrofts Filariasis). Frequently I observed this type of handicap in the territory of Monga. Here, as
in most of the songs, the words of praise follows the curses.
Tanghe talks about a certain twin who after hearsay had killed his father
Ngalo.72 It seems to me most unlikely that a child at the age of 5 should
commit such a crime. The said twin was blamed for it, but it is more likely
that someone else committed the murder. The defendents accused the twin
because he was a minor and for that reason could not be punished.
In the next song we have a very interesting point of view, which we shall
take time to study a little more closely.
Song No. 14
… Ádú ngbò avóro ngbò má?
… born snake, honour the snake. It is true, is it not?
E ngbò e elele ngbò e!
Ridicule the snake, yes, let us hurl maledictions against the snake!
Tanghe 1926:71.
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Ahá zàma, adé li ngbò; mbi dema gbà e!
Draw the knife, cut the head of the snake, I am moaning in pain!
Adú má ngbò, avòro ngbò má?
Isn't he born a snake, he ought to adore the snake?

E wé ngbò o!

Let's think scorn of the snake!
Ngbò ' gà na ne o?
What does the snake bring?
Ngbò ' gá na nzô lò o!
The snake brings happiness!

Tange's commentary: This song also belongs to the earlier mentioned
Bwato people. A twin father is crying because a snake has been killed in the
village. "We, shouldn't we adore the snake? We who have brought the
snake to the world? They have drawn their knives and cut off the head of
the snake. It gives me pain to watch, but all in vain." His eyes glisten with
tears. Lamenting the choir leader says to him (the snake): "Let us think
scornfully of the snake! What is he (the snake) bringing us? Happiness?"
It is quite common to sing this song when people are out hunting in the
hope of obtaining a big catch. The allusions are made to the wild game
who's head already had been cut off.
My commentary: Tanghe tells us that this song was found among the
Bwato people, a branch of the mongwande tribe. Song No. 11 was also
found among them. It depicts a snake father who repeatedly sings a certain
stanza. He is crying because a snake has been killed in the village. The song
starts by declaring that those who are born snakes must honour and adore
the snake. The encouragement to mock the snake i. e. to mob the snake
family who has brought twins, the snake children, to the world follow suit.
While the father cries because the snake that was related to his newborn
twins, was killed, the choir leader guides the dancing group in a dance of
joy. Happy that the snake who was able to kill them all by his lethal bite,
had been put to death. The choir leader is provocative in his shouting to the
dancers: "Despise the snake! Ridicule the snake! Draw the knife and cut off
his head! What will the snake bring us?" The father makes a feeble attempt
in his defence of the snake, insisting that those who are born snakes, should
show respect for the snake. Furthermore, the snake does not always bring
misfortune. He may even bring happiness!
To Tanghe this song is a hunting song. Cutting off the head of the snake is
to be considered a symbolic action. A metaphor of a very good hunt. This
sounds improbable, but I tend to believe that this is a later development of
actual facts. We know that the snake is related to the twins.
We also know that the snake must not be killed. One does not put a relative to death. The father cries and is sorry because he believes that killing a
snake is a bad omen. He is not alone in believing this. He shares this belief
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with most of his friends in the village. I say that this song, applied as a
prayer to obtain a good catch at the time of Tanghe, has some features that
point to a real historic event about a father who feels pain and sheds tears,
thinking of the terrible misfortune to come.
It is only in songs No.2, 14 and 25 where a snake, twin father appears in
the entire collection of snake songs. Why is it that the father in such a patriarchal society, as the mongwande society, is not more visible when we are
dealing with the snake cult? The mothers are always in the front (Chapter
6). Even the aunts are more visible than the father. The mother leads the
festivities after the birth of the twins. She is held responsible and she is being derided. She is being blamed. She puts the placenta on the twigs (tá
ngbò "placenta twigs") and in the smaller drums (p. 96). The husband and
his helpers construct the required items like a small house for the twins,
whittle the twigs and make the drums. As parents to the twins both the
father and the mother share the heavy official load of harassment. But it is
not always so. The father is never pestered as an individual. The mother is,
but not the father. He is, however, by his wife's side at the time they identify themselves as being equal to the twins by putting on leaves, fibre et
cetera. As the twins are part of nature, the parents are also part of nature.
This is shown by the new attire consisting of leaves, branches and fibres
that the parents have put on. Why isn't the father more visible at the birth
of twins? The answer may lie in the nature of the particular patriarchal
system in the mongwande nation. Men do not mingle with the affairs of
women. Birth, one might say, is in particular an affair for women.
Song No. 15
Mbi Pokote, mbi gá na sio ndo.
I Pokote, I am coming to a bad place.
Mbi Singi, mbi gá na sio ndo.
I Singi, I am coming to a bad place.
Mó tó la toma mbi ó lo.
The aunt chased me. It is her.
Ayé Meleki tá ngbò.
She loves Meleki. The mother of the snakes.
Ahé té é zegbe ahé nzo.
She gives us just a little to eat, only a little corn.

Tange's commentary: We are further on going to talk about the twins
Pokote and Singi, who lived in the village Ziamba (Sango). They complained all the time in their sleep: "No one cares for us. The sister of our
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father treats us unfairly. She does not love us. She loves only Meleki our
mother. She doesn't give us enough food, only a little corn." 73 (p.172)
My commentary: The twins, the snake children, are the subjects of this
song. They are complaining about the treatment they get from their aunt.
This kind of grievance is almost unheard of in the Mongwande community.
We hear about the complaint and it has become a sort of public property in
the form of this song. Of course It could be a story made up for begging
food. I presume, however, that it refers to concrete situations that in fact
have created the core of many of these snake songs.
Song No. 16
Baw, tá mbi hê mbi hê Biagba si.
Baw, my mother passed me first over to Biagba.
Hê mbi má sa mbi té má.
Give me the meat I like.
Sungba, tà mbi, hê mbi hê kwaguga si.
Sungba, my mother, hands me first over to Kwaguga.
Hê mbi má kpmi mbi té má.
Give me fish to eat.

Tange's commentary: This is a song of honour to the naughty twins Konga
and Mongbete. Their parents are Bogbia and Baw who live in Ziamba village (ref. No. 15). Sungba is Baw's sister. They are originally from Ndawere
village. An elderly lady, Winga, who is one of the twins confidant's has had
a dream. Baw is ordered to bring one of the twins to the chief Biagba who
will give them some meat. Sungba should likewise walk over to Kwaguga,
the brother to Biagba, with the other twin. He shall give them fish. P.B.
Tanghe says he will, later on, write more about these twins who did not
have scruples about killing their own mother.74
My commentary: Tanghe's commentary to the text above is that these
twins, Konga and Mongbete, are bad children. I think that is the least one
can say about children who according to accusations are their own uncle's
and mother's murderers.75 At any rate the story evolves around the same
people. Both songs No. 16 and 17 narrate terrible happenings and these
stories are the main topics in the songs.
Song No. 17
Sungba tá mbi, é gwé o.
Sungba my mother, let's go.
Tanghe 1926:85.
Tanghe 1926:72.
75 Tanghe 1926:72.
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Baw, tá mbi, é gwé o.
Baw my mother, let's go.
E hò zo ko- ko- ko, é gwé o.
Let us kill people one by one and then leave the place.
E gwé té Wânyo, é díri na ndà é sere-sere.
Let us go to Wânyo and then return quietly.
E gwé bge da té Beregba, é hô ya. Abakùru i ló ni.
Let us walk over to Beragba's house and kill him. Let the bird of prey watch it.

Tange's commentary: Here we meet the same people. The old lady has had
a dream. The mother and the aunt on the mother's side have been commanded to bring each one of the twins to Wanyo. The order is to kill their
uncle Beregba after which they are to return in silence. They hope that the
bird of prey would watch the murder. An utterance that presumably meant
that the birds should get their fill. Beregba is Baw's and Sungba's brother.
He had just returned from a party and was intoxicated with alcohol (arrosés de copieuses libations), when Winga informed him about the snake's
death sentence thrown on him. The twins obeyed the snake and carried out
his order by walking over to Beregba. A few days later Beregba died.
My commentary: Under the title of "Rites inspirés par la crainte" Tanghe
describes the fear people have for twins.76 He delves specifically in the
story of the mother Baw, how she dies, because she did not observe correctly the purification ceremonies in connection with the death of her
brother's twin. Tanghe writes about the twins, Konga and Mongbete, who
were extremely murderous, killing their uncles on the mother's side,
Ndumba, Mosoporo and Beregba. As a matter of fact they did not pay any
attention to their mother's life either.
This song, I think, belongs historically with song No. 16. The same people
are described, namely the sisters Sungba and Baw, and the brother Beregba.
The brother plays the main figure in this song. He is the one the twins are
searching for. The twins have under the spell of the snake and with aid of
their mother and aunt, managed to steal away to the village where their
uncle lived and put him to death. In the song it seems as if they threw the
body to the birds of prey. The song reveals a certain aspect of the birth of
twins and that concerns a full fledged powerplay. The fear of being victim
of retaliatory actions was in many cases an absolute reason how to behave
towards twins and their surrounding. Being children, it is obvious that the
twins themselves could not manage to get to different places. They had to
be carried there. The scene is logically built up, comprising all the necessary actors. Tanghe points out in his commentary that Beregba had just
returned from a party and was more or less intoxicated with alcohol (arrosée de copieuses libations) when Winga told him that the snake had cast a
76

Tanghe, 1926:71-72.
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curse on him, sentencing him to death. With my experience from the dance
at Lundu village, I assume that the beverage (arrosés de copieuses libations) was liquide offerings i.e. Arak or palm wine that was not only
poured on the dancers, but also consumed in large quantities. Beregba died
a few days after the conjuration. The story is very similar to the one I experienced with Yoyo (p, 39). Thoughts and beliefs on revenge were so
strong that the death was an inevitable consequence. If I was to speculate
about the death of Beregba, I see two reasons for it: The sight of the twins
on the arm of their mother and aunt and the fear of a death sentence from
the snake, or both. It looks like a formidable family feud that causes the
death of the mother and the uncles.
Song No. 18
I gúru tá ngbò hê mbi e ele.
Insult the mother for me.
Mo lò goza, búbá, wa ngbasa ' dú ngbò yani ele.
You are stooping, you lousy inhabitant of Ngbasa, who gave birth to a snake.
Mo lô goza, Buba, wa Ngbasa ' dú ngbò yani ele.
You are stooping, you lousy inhabitant of Ngbasa ,who gave birth to a snake.
Mo lô goza.
You are stooping.
Ndâ me ndê kò, ngbò ato kò.
Tomorrow more people will rise up and the snake will be crying.

Tange's commentary: The twins' aunt on the mother's side carries the children, wailing that the mother is not taking care of her own children. She
asks the people to complain together with her on behalf of the kids. She, the
snake mother, is originally from the Ngbasa village, but she has come and
given birth to snake children. However, she is all together unable to take
care of her children, who do not do anything else but cry.
My commentary: Here we observe the same pattern we have noticed elsewhere in the songs, a pattern of scorn. The aunt on the mother's side implores the villagers not to forget to deride her stupid sister, who has
brought shame on the family by bringing snake children to the world. Although, there isn't anything more to expect from a woman coming from the
Ngbasa village.
Song No. 19
Mbi ndúkú ángbô ele.
I have given this day to the snakes.
Mbi dúkú atòro ele.
I have given this day to the spirits.
E ngbò mbiri!
Eh, you naughty snake!
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Yé mé mbi tá ngbò mbi té sòngba.
As to me snake mother, I eat only seed.
Mbi tá ngbò, mbi té sa.
I snake mother, I eat only meat.
Mbi tá ngbò, mbi té kpmi.
I snake mother, I eat fish.

Tange's commentary: The song originates in the region that separates Banzyville from Molegbwe. It is put into the mouth of the mother who insults
her twins, while she is seeking food for herself, like seed, meat and fish.
My commentary: I concur with Tanghe's comments and have nothing to
add in that regard. The mother does not seem to be satisfied with the present circumstances. She is blaming the snake who she has brought to the
world. She is aware of her duty as mother of snakes. She provides food for
the snakes, twins, at the same time as she finds food for herself. In other
words she isn't sitting idle while food or gifts are being presented at the
festival.
Song No. 20
Ai! tá ngbò nyi 'má e. :/:
Ai! Snake mother, the mother's own sons. :/:
Ate yé bé da.
She is eating and gnawing in the house.
Abinga lé lô, azoro ngere!
She is rolling her eyes and watching behind her back.
Amù ahê zo awe.
She takes and gives (to) people. It is finished.
Tá ngbò nyi má.
Snake mother, the sons of their mother.

Tange's commentary: This song comes from Ngbasa village. We see a snake
mother who is stingy, and who lives in abundance, thanks to the snake. She
hides in the hut, fearing she has to share her food with others. Nyi má
means the sons of the mother. That expression is utilised here in order to
express compassion and to inspire a change of attitude.
My commentary: A situation that might be a little unpleasant for the parents can turn into an advantage. The mother seems to be very smart. She
has received a large quantity of gifts, but she is not interested in sharing it
with the villagers. And this is an apple of contention.
The Mongwande people act in a co-operative way. They work together
and they share the proceeds of their common efforts. The snake mother has
sinned against that universal law and has become an object of mockery
from the dancers. They encourage the mother to look after the children: Tá
ngbò nyi má, "You, being a snake mother take care of your sons." According
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to the villagers, she is not doing so. It seems to me that this song illustrates
how different psychological situations might emerge at the birth of twins
and how these situations through the snake songs get their verbal expression.
Song No. 21
Mbi nò na ngbò ò lò.
I am walking with this snake.
Mbi zio ka té Awange.
I hand him over to Awange.
Yá Lime, yà Gbeke Kpwekere Kpwukuru.
The stomachs of Lime and Gbeke are very big.

Tange's commentary: Lime and Gbeke are two twins living in the Kumbu
village (Sango). The snake has through a dream revealed its wish to take
the two kids to a small village by the river Wange. The singers add an insult to this wish: Yá lime, yá Gbeke Kpwekere Kpwukuru, "the stomachs of
Lime and Gbeke are very big". Lime and Gbeke die young. Lime appears in
a dream to his mother and proclaims that his mother is going to bring another son to the world and his name shall be Gére Ngbò. The prophesy
comes true. After a while his mother gives birth to two girls, not twins. Finally after some waiting, the promised boy enters the world. He gets the
name announced by the snake in the dream.
My commentary: The snake had revealed himself in a dream, presumably
to the mother. Saying that it would bring the twins to a village near the
river Wange.
Whether this is an action to protect the twins or is an attempt to control
them, we do not know. I tend to see it as a threat. The villagers harassment
is an attempt to get the snake away from its intention or plans. Tanghe
mentions the names of the twins, Lime and Gbeke. Both passed away early
in life, he says. But Lime appears in his mother's dream and says that she is
going to have a baby, a son, whose name is Gére Ngbò which means "feet
of the snake". The message of the prophesy is that she is going to bear a son
soon after the passing away of the twins. Tanghe seems to know that the
mother gives birth to two girls, before she finally gets a son. The dream
came true, and the boy was given the name revealed in the dream by the
snake.
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Photo 17/64. Calabash. Mbenda (m), Ekutu (li). Ngoma 1959. Comments see page 182.

Photo 18/65. Barkcloth. Nguba (m), Kpande (li), Kangatumba (li). Monga 1957. Comments see
page 182.
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Photo 19/66. Grass skirt. Nguba (m), Kangatumba (li). Ndangbe 1956. Comments see page 182.

Photo 20/67. Comb. Sua (m), Motonga (li). Ndangbe 1956. Comments see page 182.

Photo 21/68. Antelope horn applied as pipe. Nza Li (m) Kpwokpmo. Banga (li). Yakoma. 182.

Photo 22/69. Leopard skin. Poro te Ze (m), Mposo na koi (li). Ndangbe 1956. See page 182.
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Song No. 22
Tá ngbò Lewa e :/: ngbò é!
Snake mother Lewa :/: our snake!
Tá ngbò ziá kiya, e!
Snake mother, don't be so greedy e!
Wa áni ´ya ngbò kikinda kóndò kpwi ele ngbò e!
Besides, the snake children are victorious over the dead chickens, ele snake!
Angiondo ngiondo gére tá ngbò!
The long legs of the snake mother!

Tange's commentary: The twins talk disparaging in their sleep about their
mother, Lewa: "Eh! Lewa mother of the twins, don't be so greedy! We children of the snake, will surely find a hen and we shall treat it in a way that
no one wants to eat it. Oh! You snake mother with the long feet!" The twins
did not lack self-confidence.
My commentary: Whether this has happened or not is probably not so important in this type of songs. It might be that the twins themselves have
told the story, when they were adults.
The crux of the song is that the mother is stingy and doesn't give her children food. The choir leader, on behalf of the kids, says with self-assurance
and a forceful voice what the kids were expected to say, that even if they
don't get food from their mother, they certainly shall provide the food for
themselves. They intend to get hold of a hen and treat it in a way that no
one wants to eat it, but themselves. The song is exciting and has a challenging power that surely elevated the mood of the dancers.
Song no. 23
Tá ngbò yani ' dú ngbò nzô ni lä kò.
The snake mother has in her stupidity brought a snake child to the world.
Mo dú ngbò kò, mo té sá.
You have brought a snake to the world. You shall eat meat.
Dú é ángbò yé ngbò.
You have brought snakes to the world. Love the snake.
Ahü ángbò ká baga, alonga avora ko- ko- ko.
You see that snakes are coming to the village. They are coming one by one.
Show them respect!
Adó na ázi.
They (the snakes) are dancing with the villagers.
Wé ngbò o ngbò!
Let us harass the snake!

Tange's commentary: The provenance of this song is the village Dondo. The
twins, after having thrown their sarcasm on their mother, confront her with
the following stanza: "Parents to the snake, love the snake, because of him
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you are living in abundance." Notice that while they mock their mother,
they are at the same time praising themselves. In the second more poetic
half of the song, the snake's march into the town is described as a dance.
This song being a little more advanced than the other songs, closes with a
greeting of deceit to the snake.
My commentary: The twins are confronting their mother with factual evidence that, if it had not been for the snake or as they meant it to be, themselves, the mother/parents would not have been able to live in a world of
abundance as they do. The ambivalent character of all the songs is here
shown in a quite different way than in the previous songs. The ambivalence
was previously shown as being between the twins and the snake. Here we
encounter a sort of tension between mother and child. The twins are on
their side both degrading their mother and praising themselves. The second part is, as Tanghe suggests, more poetic than the first one, describing
the entry of the snakes one by one into the town as a dance, and that they
afterwards dance with the villagers. It takes on a sort of theatre where the
scenes are changing.
Song No. 24
E dú má nyi kpwa lé mbimba.
We are not bringing children who look like hippopotamus to the world.
Akpwa lé ngundé e- e uwe.
He looks like a crocodile.
E yá lé; é yá lé yéngé- yéngé.
Look at his eye apple, look at his eye apple, how it turns round.
Mô yá lé mbimba: mô yá lé ngundé.
Look at the eye apple of the hippopotamus; look at the eye apple of the crocodile.

Tange's commentary: The aunts on the snake mother's side among the
Sango people are talking badly of the twins: "Formerly, only beautiful children were brought to the world in our family. But nowadays, the women
bring two children at a time to the world. The one looks like a hippopotamus and the other like a crocodile. Watch, how they roll their eyes." The
origin of the song is the Sango people. They seem to have drawn their pictures from the animal life in the river.
My commentary: The aunts on the mother's side are singing loud: "How is
it that these odd children are born? In the past children were born to this
world one by one, but nowadays they are born two at a time, and one looks
like a hippopotamus and the other like a crocodile! Look! How they roll
their eyes!" The parents are defending themselves in the first verse, insisting that their children do not look like hippopotamuses. Actually, the parent's defence is the opening of this song, which to me indicates that they
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have been given a certain social status. That in it self is rather rare in the
entire concept of the snake songs. The song was found among the Sango
people. Since the Sango are a river tribe and a branch of the Mongwande
people it is natural that they get their fantasy pictures from the river. The
Mongwande have a very creative imagination.

Photo 23/50. Drum. Ngbonga (m). Ngugu or Mbonda (li). Monga 1961. See page 171.

Photo 24/49. The Congo "piano". Likembe (li). Monga 1960. Comments see page 171.
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Photo 25/48. Drum. Nyi Ngbonga (m). Ngugu muke (li). Length 0.33 m. Diam. 0.17 m. Ndangbe
1961. Comments see page 171.

Photo 26/51. Horn. Nza Li (m). Banga (li). Length 0.56 m. Handle 0.18 m. Monga 1958. P. 171.

Photo 27/52. Rattle. Nzake (m). Elefo (li). Length 0.15 m. Height 0. 10 m. Ndangbe 1956. P. 171.
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Song No. 25
Tó ngbò wólu o e e wólu o.
The snake father with sunken cheeks, with sunken cheeks.
Tó ngbo wólu ate na gó sáka do ' dá wólu o.
Oh! You snake father who is sitting and eating at the drying rack with your
sunken cheeks, sunken cheeks.
Tá ngbò wólu o e e wólu o.
Oh! You snake mother with sunken cheeks and without teeth.
Tá ngbò wólu ate na gú saka dó 'dá, wólu o wólu o!
Oh! You snake mother who is sitting and eating at the drying rack by the gate,
without teeth Oh! Oh without teeth Oh!

Tange's commentary: This song is known among the Sango, Ngbasa and
Ngonda people. The parents of the twins are ridiculed on account of old
age. They are described as being old without teeth, but chewing noisily
with greedy mouths. They are sitting in a place singled out by the snake at
the door by the foot of the drying rack.
My commentary: Song No. 25 in this collection of snake songs portrays
both the father and the mother of the twins, the snake children. They are
now being depicted as hungry, and without teeth. They sit at the drying
rack and eat. For me the insults and mockery have in this song reached its
highest peak. The dancers or the villagers are telling them straight out what
they feel about them. There are no concealed allusions. The dancers are
hurling the most horrendous personal insults at the parents. They, the parents, are really hungry, but they do not have the tools (meaning the teeth)
that are necessary in order to enjoy the food. The parents are at this moment the most miserable people on earth. The village may be, from time to
time, like a boiling kettle of emotions. This kind of occasion is more than
welcome to get the steam out.

Conclusions
I would like to conclude this hymnology with the small strophe which I
myself picked up that night in the Lundu village and which is repeated.
Ngbò, ngbò, ngbò, gbia te mbi ngbò, ngbò, ngbò!
Snake, snake, snake my chief, snake, snake, snake!
Ngbò, ngbò, ngbò gbia te mbi, ngbò, ngbò, ngbò!
Snake, snake, snake my chief, snake, snake, snake!

This is a pure homage to the snake, sung by the dancers. The snake is here
elevated in the minds of people to be what they believe him to be, the Supreme being, the big chief.
My aim in interpreting these songs, mostly collected by P.B. Tanghe, is to
make clear the duplicity of the snake cult. The translation of ngbò conse88

quently with "snake" or to interpret ngbò all the time with "twins" is doubtful. The word ngbò as Molet points out, is equivocal. In spite of this, he
sticks to the word "twins" as the final and absolute expression for ngbò.
Tanghe, on the other hand, after having observed the manifestation of the
snake cult in the field, interprets ngbò as a strong indication of a real snake
cult. He translates consequently ngbò with "snake". Molet on the other hand
translates the word ngbo decidedly with "twins". From their individual
standpoints they might be right, but in taking either stand the cult phenomenon itself loses some of its value. The snake cult has only value as an
entity i. e. the ambiguity, its character of ambivalence is its stamp of identity.
Imagine we have a coin. A coin is only a piece of metal, but it has been
certified by a mark or marks upon it, as being of a specific intrinsic exchange value. Such a piece is issued by governmental authority to circulate
as means of exchanging values, lawful money. This is the picture I would
like to use in trying to explain what I mean when I speak of the snake and
the snake cult value. The marks upon the coin testify to the country and to
its value. Each coin has its own specific value. If we cut the coin into two
equal halves, then we have only half of the accepted value. (In reality the
two halves are of no value. But, we stick to this picture of explanation).
Each piece is half truth, not the whole truth, as the coin was before we cut
it. We are here dealing with an either-or-concept , either snake or twins.
But, the snake cult is not an either-or-constellation. It embraces the two
sides of ngbò, snake and twins. My conclusion in this matter is the following. As the coin is indivisible without losing its value, so also the snake cult
can not be divided into snake or twins, without losing its value. The total
identity of the snake veneration is to be found in its combination of both
snake and twins. Somehow, I am placing myself in between P.B. Tanghe
and L. Molet, trying to connect the two ideas.
We are facing in these song and dancing festivals a dancing culture that
both reveals and conceals its messages. The choir leader and other song
leaders represent at times both the mother and the father, and even the
twins. Song No. 23 seemingly supports such an idea. The festivals are divided into at least two groups. The groups are singing to and sometimes
even attacking each other, depending on whom they represent. There is a
constantly recurring theme to be heard, like the one at Lundu village. Trying to outdo one another is common. They are prone to scolding and the
verbal fight has to be won by one of the parties. The scolding could be as
follows:
You are of no value!
You are snake children!
You look like an elephant / crocodile!
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Don't you have anything to eat?
You are greedy!
You are no compassionate mother!

And the answer from the other part of the camp would be:
We are snake children!
You get meat from us!
You too are snake kids and should therefore honour the snake!

Thus, the battle raged backwards and forwards, while the snakes sifted
through the foliage as moonlight. It seems to me, that there is a powerful
idea behind this collection of songs. This idea is concretized in the snake
culture and is articulated in allegorical terms around the snake and its activities.

Photo 28/56. Pitcher. Gbu (m), Monungu (li). Height 0.30 m. Diam. 0.18 m. Monga 1957. P 181.
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Photo 29/57. Pitcher. Gbu, Monungu. Height 0.15 m. Diam. 0.13 m. Monga 1957. Page 181.

Photo 30/15 The Snake God. Tolo ngbo (m) / Yenda Gazoroma (li). See pages 97 and 101.
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When we read in song No.4 that the snake's behind is small, its head big,
and its feet small and in song No. 22 that the snake mother's legs are long, I
interpret them as metaphorical expressions. As mentioned above, we find
that the collection of songs is filled with metaphors and so also is the snake
cult. For instance in song No. 23 we are told that the snakes are coming one
by one and that they are dancing with people. Expressions like these aren't
anything else than paraphrasing factual situations, and should therefore be
regarded as such. What is this all about? Snakes can not march, neither can
they dance. At least not in the way humans do. The snakes in this song are
not snakes in the real sense, but people coming and dancing into the village. We are even told that the snakes dance with the villagers. Plays depicting critical and dramatic life situations are often executed at the festivals. The main performers are occasionally the snake mother, the snake
father and the snake itself. In such a case the choir leader puts on an act.
The dancers try to convey messages. Sometimes the message runs too deep
and conflicts arise. To avoid those sort of happenings the message is concealed in metaphors and paraphrases, comprehended only by the initiated.
The songs of homage and exclamations to the snake have always a reason
which is primarily linked to the birth of twins, but also often to secondary
feasts like the new moon festival, and of course the name giving festival.

Photo 31/10. Sveinung Moen out fishing with Ngbò.
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CHAPTER 6

The twins are presented in the village of Nzeret

This event took place in the month of April 1957 in a small village not far
from Monga. I had several times had interesting religious experiences in
that village. The reason why I became so alert in this case was that a couple
from the village had asked for the church's blessing of their new born
twins. Soon after the ceremony one of the deacons came running up to the
vicarage almost out of breath. He told me that the said couple had thrown a
party, invited many guests in honour of the snake, celebrating the naming
of their snake kids, their twins.
I knew already at that time a great deal of the Ngbo cult, the snake cult,
and I understood immediately that this was an excellent occasion to obtain
further information of a certain side of the cult which I did not till then
have had any experience of.
When I came to Nzeret, everything in regard to the placenta and other
ceremonies had taken place, but I was in detail informed about the placing
of the placenta and the umbilical cord by Yanzere, who was from Nzeret. I
arrived just in time for the name giving ceremony. Time had come for the
twins to be taken out from their small house. The order was given by the
snake through the medicine man who at this occasion functioned as master
of the snake cult ceremonies. The whole village was on its feet and gave in
abundance to the twins as a token of homage, peanuts, palm oil, eggs, hens
and beverages. A hunter was sent out to hunt for more meat in the woods.
The decisive moment had arrived. The twins were to be brought out in the
open and presented to the big chief and given names.
Now the gathering of garbage round the little snake hut was finished.
From now on honour and homage to the snake children was the sole duty
of their parents. But, a certain hesitation lies hidden in this my statement.
The parents had during the pregnancy converted to the christian faith. That
is why they had presented their kids to the church in order to have them
blessed and given names. They could not violate the law of God. So they
went first to the church thinking that the medicine man and the village
would leave them in peace, which they did not. Upon their return to the
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village they found the village in full activity in preparation for the traditional name giving festival. The parents had once more to carry their children through another ceremony but this time according to the old system
and tradition. The kids, snake kids, because they were twins, had to be
brought in front of the chief who acknowledged them as being children of
the said couple and then he gave them names. The transference from snake
status to human status was completed.

Photo 32/15. Tolo ngbo (m) / Yenda Gazoroma (li). Length 0.50 m. Ngoma 1957. See page 101.

Photo 33/16. Snake sticks. Tolo ngbo (m), snake soul. Ndeti na nyoka (li), snake sticks. Comments see page 101.

Photo 34/17. Snake mother. Ta ngbo (m), snake mother. Ndeti na mama na nyoka (li), snake
mother sticks. Comments see page 99.
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Photo 35/18. Spear point or spear head. Tolo to (m). Likonda lia Likundu (li). Lenth 0.38 m.
Fakula 1958. Comments see page 101.

Photo 36/19. Throwing knife. Zama, ba, ngbo (m). Mbeli (li). Handle 0,31 m. Blade 0.32 m.
Zama 1956. Comments see page 102.

Photo 37/20. Genealogical sceptre. Tolo Akótàrà (m). Nzète (li). Comments see page 103.

Photo 38/21. Scalpel for circumcision and for opening the fontanelle. Zama (m). Mbeli (li).
Length 0.16 m. Ndangbe 1956. Comments see pages 129 and 157.
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The procession marched through the village and stopped at every single
hut and the families came out and presented gifts to the parents. These gifts
were always double: two spears, two hens, two makuta (small coins) et
cetera. The inhabitants of the village had painted themselves in red and
white colours. They had likewise dressed themselves with the best they
had in feathers and leaves, and in their hands they had nzake, bao or nza mbo
(music instruments and magic). The greater the gifts were, the greater
would the future happiness be for the kids and their parents.
The practise was, I learned, that in Nzeret they did not bury the umbilical
cord, the placenta, nor did they put it in a jar or a basket. They did not pay
any special attention to preserve the placenta, like others did within the
mongwande society, according to Tanghe. There was always high festivals
and celebrations at the time of births and the placenta was taken care of,
but in a very plain way. The placenta was carried out of the village and
under song and dance was hung on two two-forked twigs, ta ngbò, “snake
mother”, one twig for each child (Photo 34/17 p. 94). The placenta was
wrapped in banana leaves and tied to the twig with liane, nkekle (li), or in
some cases even with iron wire, bought on the market. The wire can still be
seen in the picture. This part of the mother's body, the placenta, hung there
until it was scattered by the four winds. In other words, returned back to
earth. It goes without saying that it didn't take long time before it all was
dissolved and decomposed. It might be that the practise of wrapping the
placenta and preserving it abated the further away one came from the ethnographical center. Monga and Nzeret were situated in the outskirts of
Mongwandeland. I noticed, for instance, that in the village Ndangbe (near
Yakoma in the centre) the practise of wrapping the placenta was observed
and a bamboo trunk, cut up in appropriate size, was utilized for that purpose. The placenta was then put in it. One bamboo piece for each placenta.
It was to be understood that each bamboo trunk piece formed a sort of
pipe. These bamboo pipes were placed on two forked twigs, named ta ngbò,
snake mother. It might be that the people had an idea of preservation in
doing this, but, there was no difficulty for mice and snakes to enter the
pipes and eat the placenta.
We arrived in a village in the midst of people who were in the best festive
mood. People were dancing, their bodies decorated in red and white. The
twin parents wearing an outfit of fibre, leaves and twigs. Eggs and fruit lay
on the roof of their hut. Two partly peeled sticks, having two eggshells
placed on top of each one of them, stood on each side of the doorway. The
chief had put on his best suit and sat surrounded by his notables, members
of the council. A small house, more looking like a shelter, was seen at a
distance made of grass, soli (li), half concealed behind a fence of sticks. There
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we caught sight of the twins, likewise painted with red and white colours,
lying on a leopard skin. This was the snake house.
I was witness to a socio-religious phenomenon, which I had heard of but
never seen before, the naming ceremony carried out in the traditional
mongwande way. I was able to observe almost all of the elements connected with the snake cult: the placenta, the umbilical cord hung on two sticks
(Photo 34/17 p. 94), the snake sticks, tolo ngbò, the outfit of identification,
branches and leaves on the parents, gifts, the dancing and music.
I acquired a considerable amount of knowledge about the snake cult that
evening which later, together with my friends' informations, were subject
to a closer scrutiny. There was no reason to doubt that there were deep religious traditions behind this manifestation of rites. The very core of the
popular religion was the ancestral worship, Tolo Akótàrà. The belief in the
power of the ancestors and their aid was immense among the Mongwande.
But the faith in the power of the snake, Tolo ngbò, and its ability to either
destroy or to help was no weaker. I think therefore that it is necessary to
have a closer look at these facts, based on my observations at Nzeret.

Tolo Akótàrà and Tolo Ngbò. Ancestral soul and Snake soul.
The heading shows Tolo (see page 37) linked up both with the ancestors
and the snake. In order to understand this phenomenon, we will have to
study the substantive that covers the principle of the whole complex of religious belief namely Tolo or Toro. Both Tolo and Toro are utilised. Some prefer even an N in the word: Ntolo.
In Mongwande Tolo means soul, force, shadow, picture or image. The
meaning of the word is well known throughout Central Africa. Tolo is the
main feature in the religious psychology of the Mongwande. The Mongwande are no doubt mostly animists. Everything is imbued with uncontrollable force. The whole world is animated by spirits, good and evil. The
souls of dead persons might return and be of help to people, but they could
also be nasty and hurt those who came under their power.
Relics from the distant past could emerge and spiritually rule the village,
individuals and the family through mediators like the sorcerers and the
sorceresses. The invisible power of the forefathers played an important
role in nearly every situation of life and death. L. Molet gives a good description of the idea of Tolo.77
According to Mongwande belief everything was received from the forefathers: good health, richness, progress, happiness, fertility and peace. On
account of the ancestors the Mongwande could avoid sickness and misfortune. The forefathers provided good catches, hunting, harvest and plenty of
77
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children. This belief in the Tolo disappeared as the European culture and
outlook gained ground.
Tolo was, furthermore, several different things: a relic i. e. a holy object, a
utility article, an ornamental object and moveable property inherited from
the forefathers.
The soul of the ancestors, Tolo Akótàrà was to be found in this object.78
Every one who exercised power over other people like father over son or
any public officer might possess Tolo. Tolo signified force and authority.
Good spirits and bad spirits were possessed by Tolo when they had the
power to cast sickness upon you or "cast the evil eye on you", kukata misu
mabe pua na yo (li). In these and similar situations the evil spirits behaved
extremely forcefully. As mentioned, Tolo was a thing that was put near by
the house or the cabin, and sometimes it was put under a little shelter. If
the family possessed many moveable things, they built proper small huts
or shelters for these sacred objects. This shelter/hut was also considered a
temple.
The two snake sticks, Tolo ngbò, are put at each side of the doorway.
(Photo 33/16 p. 94). Tolo ngbò (m), snake soul. Ndeti na nyoka (li), snake sticks.
To be more exact: snake picture, snake soul, lilimbi lia nyoka (li), picture of
snake. In mongwande the sticks are also called Ngbanda or image of the
snake. Molet says that they are put on a trash heap.79 This, I have never
seen. On the contrary, in all the cases I have observed, the sticks were always put on each side of the door of the hut. They were always visible.
Never did the people try to hide the sticks. The two sticks were always
carved so that the surface looked like the pattern on the snake, and on the
top of each of them people hung empty eggshells. It might, on the other
hand, be possible that in other parts of the Mongwandeland, the sticks
were put on top of kitchen middens, because, the snakes often sought
places like those looking for food. Trash heap in Mongwande is kundu sá.
There is no allusion to any linguistic relationship with Tolo ngbò.
The sticks were not put up at just any time, and they were under no circumstances put up to attract snakes to the village. No, they were put at the
entrance of the house only when twins were born in the family. They were
put up at the doorway at the moment when it was known that a woman
had become mother of twins. The birth of twins was a wonder in itself. It
was inexplicable and surpassed anything the Mongwande could imagine.
They looked at it as a cosmological miracle. Something that was beyond
human control.
The closest they got in their imagination to solving this enigma was that
the animal world was behind it all. But not just any animal. It was the
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snake, an animal that always had played an important role in the religious
life of the Mongwande people. The snake had materialized into human
bodies. The snake was transformed into human flesh and came to dwell
among the villagers. The villagers on their side had then to pay great attention to the demands of the snake. They had to pay homage to the snake
through their offerings, otherwise the snake could avenge itself on the family, on the village and on the town council (snake songs no. 7 and 14, pp. 68
and 75). The snake was made visible and given identity through the carved
snake skin pattern on the sticks. It was admitted into the village, but not
inside a human habitat. The sticks (the snakes) were put outside, on each
side of the entrance door. Neither were the twins brought inside the family
dwelling. They were placed in a small house, a shelter, specially built for
the occasion, outside the family dwellings.
The expressions Ta ngbò (m), "snake mother", and Ndeti na mama na nyoka
(li), "snake mother sticks" belong to the same cultic sphere, the snake cult
(Photo 34/17 p. 94). Translated directly these sticks signify "the snake
mother" and are just as important as the snake sticks, mentioned above,
maybe even more so. On these sticks part of the mother's body is hung. At
an ordinary birth the placenta was either thrown into the river or buried,
but not in the case of twins80 when the placenta was taken care of and hung
on the forked sticks, which have already been stuck in the earth on either
side of the main road leading into the village. When this is done, the crowd
which gathers around the sticks is more or less in religious ecstasy.
The whole ceremony takes place inside as well as outside the village The
rituals of the festival consist of getting rid of the reminiscence from the
birth, such as the placenta. The women participate in the ceremonies. They
dress as befits the occasion according to an old tradition in twigs and
leaves. The placenta is hung on the sticks while people are singing and
dancing. After a while the women cast off their outfit and put on ordinary
clothes again. Then, the whole group returns to the village, marching to the
shelter where the twins are.
According to my sources, the people have, by doing this, paid their debts
to the snake and to nature. We notice that Tolo is fundamental in the
Mongwande religious world. It is Tolo one meets in almost every aspect of
the Mongwandes lives, in the ancestors silent authority and in the many
variations of the snake cult.81
I became more and more convinced about these facts as I dealt with the
Mongwande and Lingala languages, spoken by the Mongwande within the
borders of Congo Kinshasa. It seems to me, that it must be difficult to understand a people's cultural life and interpret it without knowing the lan80
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guage of that particular people. Tolo is the word that the Mongwande language uses to express spirit, soul, power and picture. Lingala has the same
expression but not as forceful and not with so many variations. The nearest
expression in Lingala is Molimo, which actually means spirit, soul and
probably also power. But none of these lingala meanings were so succinct
as Tolo.
The Tolo relics support and maintain the invisible forces of the ancestors
in the group or in the family as long as they stick together. But as soon as
the family splits up and forms another identity, a new relationship emerges
vis-à-vis the relics. It could be a continuation of the old one, especially if the
separation had been handled smoothly, and the new group starts afresh.
But if the separation had occurred under violent circumstances, a complete
break was the result. It happened that a break away faction stole a relic and
adopted it as its own.
The father or the one who was the head of the family maintained the veneration of the snake in the family.82 Women in the family could also for
shorter periods of time function as head of the family, if they represented
the oldest or the last link in a family. The person who arranged the display
of the relics, did not take orders from any one else. He, it was usually the
eldest son of the house, took care of and saw to the maintenance of the soul
house, Da Tolo,and he was sovereign until the group was enlarged with
new members. When that occured, every question pertaining to Tolo and
Da Tolo had to be put before the enlarged group for further discussions and
decisions. The new members were usually those who had been married
into the family. In the case where the brides came from lower status families, or from other ethnic groups and thereby were outside of their husband's power sphere, they had to be initiated into that sphere through specific ceremonies. The husband's family had paid a certain amount of money
or other things of value in order to utilise their vitality, their capacity for
work and their fertility. Now, it is their turn to share the power of their new
family's Tolo and thereby become members of the house. This is carried out
in the following manner: The woman is asked to sit down in the new family
house. All the Tolo objects are brought in and placed in the lap of a woman
who leads the ceremony. If the head man is deceased, his sister will be
leader of the house. She, the sister in law, takes a knife and kills a cock
while she calls upon the ancestors. After the initiation ceremony has been
completed, a meal is prepared with the cock as chief course of the day.
From then on the Tolo, the forfather's spirits watch over the new wife's
marital fidelity.83
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We have previously observed that small ancestor's altars were made for
the purpose of family offerings and prayers (p. 37). There were, however,
other ways to meet the need of an altar. In families and households where
the people were not able to build a prayer house for keeping and preserving the relics, they made pointed objects which easily could be stuck in the
ground. Such relics or pieces of Tolo are shown in photo 32/15 (p. 94). The
shape of this piece of iron is peculiar. It is in the shape of a snake. The tip of
the piece is formed as a snake head and it has two prolonged hooks, a symbol of its own independent reality. This is the only Tolo relic I know of
where the object of the cult, the snake, has been given a concrete shape. It
shows that the snake cult not only was a phenomenon concentrated around
the living snake, personified in the twins, but also that the piece of iron was
given the concrete form of a snake and was an object of cultic veneration.
During the ceremony gifts of all kinds, such as rice, bananas, oil, peanuts
and meat were hung on the iron piece, but also other things like utility articles, knives, hoes and even art objects, such as the copper chain you see
still hanging on it. We observe here in this Tolo that the combination between Tolo Akótàrà, "forefather's soul" and Tolo ngbò, "snake soul", is visible.
There was no doubt in the mind of the donors or my informants of the
purpose of this iron snake. At fixed moments this iron snake was carried
out of the house and up on top of a small hill where it was planted in the
ground. There it was the object of worship for the family, but not as a piece
of plain iron, shaped as a snake, but because of the vitality and virtue it
represented.
The ideological connection between this iron snake and the serpent of
brass made by Moses (Number 21:9) does not seem too farfetched.
I got the spearhead shown in photo 35/18 (p. 95) from a chief in a small
village not far from Monga. The name of the village, as well as that of the
chief, was Fakula. His family had for generations lived and ruled the town.
"This spearhead", he said with dignity, "was used in the last war between
the Mongwande and the Azande" (1904). He himself had participated in
that war. As a small boy, he remembered the clashes between the two tribes
and described them in detail. Particularly how the warriors helped themselves to pieces of meat from the dead bodies, when they were hungry. The
meat from the palm of the hand was much-coveted. "There was one law in
the midst of all the calamities", he said, "a chief did not consume the flesh
of another chief."
The spear had served the nation and the family and was full of Tolo, ancestor's force. Fakula had no heirs and no relatives to hand his property
over to. Besides, the new christian faith showed nothing but contempt for
his forefathers religious traditions and gradually he too lost faith in his
Tolo. He confided in us and expressed as his last will that we should accept
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the spear as a gift from Congo. A Congo that was about to disappear. "The
spear" he said, " has helped me and my people throughout the generations,
and will surely be of help for you too."
As you can gather from the picture, the spear is really old. It was initiated
to Tolo by his ancestors, and had become a cult object with significant
power. Everybody can see that it is a spear head. But it is not certain what it
signifies or represents symbolically. It is not like the above mentioned piece
of iron (Photo 32/15 p. 94) that unmistakably carries the sign of a snake.
This spear head is a Tolo, but it is not dedicated to a certain nature spirit,
like a water or wood spirit. It is an ancestor Tolo i. e. an old object from a
distant past that is a genius loci because it has been the property of the forefathers, serving as a channel for the spirit of the ancestors back into posterity. For chief Fakula there were no more relatives. This spear, this Tolo
could be passed over to others, even to complete strangers, without harming anybody or insulting the spirits of his forefathers.
The knife shown in photo 36/19 (p. 95) is a throwing knife which went by
many names: zama, bá and ngbò. An ordinary knife is called zama, a jungle
knife is bá. The problem was, however, that whenever a person or persons
converted to Christianity, they had to hand over all the old cult objects to
the representatives of the new religion. This was the law of the church. This
throwing knife had (from what I heard) been utilized in a war, but I never
learned which war. I think this knife is much older than the above mentioned spear point. The use of it was rather strange, the donors told me. A
rope was tied round the handle of the knife and round the wrist of the warrior. During the battle the knife was thrown towards an enemy. When it
struck, which it usually did, the warrior pulled the rope back and caught
the knife. By grinding the blade of the knife in a special way the points of
the blade became extremely sharp. And one of these would always hit its
target. Now, according to church rules the knife was given to me, because it
was a Tolo i.e. a heirloom from the ancestors. The knife was imbued with
ancestral strength and in addition it was initiated to the worship of the
snake, ngbò. All objects that were identified with the snake cult or other
forms of cults, were either burnt or thrown into the river or failing that
given to the new faith's priesthood.
There is, as we observe, a deep rooted feeling of piety with regard to the
deceased's moveable property and items. In some cases it seems as if the
articles were blessed by the dead before they had passed away, and that the
items were not only inherited but given away on purpose. Whether the
personal properties were blessed or inherited or both, they were Tolo. Photo
37/20 (p. 95) shows such a Tolo. I received it with the information that it
was a kind of genealogical table, belonging to a family of chieftains. The
rings or circles, I was told, informed about the generations way back and
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that a special blessing followed the family. The staff or sceptre is a remarkable ethnographical object.
The variations of the relics indicate that almost all types of items inherited
from the forefathers might serve as "holy" objects. It depended mostly on
the family's ranking list in the community. Anyhow, through the transference of moveable property and heirlooms the power of the family was preserved to posterity.
The newly born babies were presented before the Tolo, the spirits of ancestors with the best of intentions, namely having the twins imbued with
power and authority from the past generations. The presentation of the
twins was a legal act. The father and the mother declared their biological
father- and motherhood, thus preventing future incest in the family.84 Incest is not expected from a real father. The presentation of the twins normally took place some weeks after the birth.
The woman had to declare solemnly that the child was either the child of
her family or a child born out of wedlock. In the latter case she had to reveal the name of the real father, the family could then keep the child for
later adoption. It could so happen that the biological father accepted the
fatherhood and was willing to pay maintenance for his child, who then
remained with the mother. Under certain circumstances the biological father could bring the child into his custody by paying the mother of the
child a certain amount of money.85 If none of these options occurred, the
child could be abandoned to die. In such a case no jurisdiction was extended to the child neither from the first family nor from the biological father's family. If it was beyond doubt that the child was born out of wedlock, the presentation of the child was avoided.
The common practise of presenting the child is that the mother takes the
child and walks up to the head of the family or to the keeper of Tolo, the
relics. Upon reaching the threshold of the house she hands the baby over to
her sister in law or to the aunt of her husband, who says: "I want you to
enter the house in the name of our forefathers." Then she counts her ancestors after their names, starting with the eldest one. Right here is the principal function of the chieftain's sceptre, Tolo (Photo 37/20 p. 95). Imploring
the ancestors to bless and accept the child and the woman, Tolo is laid
down on the floor and the woman steps over it, and then walks with measured steps into the house. Here an exquisite meal of roasted beef and fish
has been prepared. The mother sits down and enjoys the meal set before
her.
Women in situations like the one described above have to observe a series
of food prescriptions. These prescriptions can under no circumstances be
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overstepped or ignored. But the taboos were not only for the women. There
were also taboos for men, mostly in connection with their occupations, as
smiths, sorcerers, but also as to the social position an individual had in the
local community, like chief, twin or mentally retardeded.
Taboo was demanded when people were asked to carry out special tasks,
and as soon as they were accomplished, the ban was lifted. Normally for
women, though, the taboo hung over them long after the initial reason had
been removed.86 In the Monga area the women were not allowed to eat
chicken. The reason was that women then got an extreme sexual lust for
men. Exposing oneself openly to men, brought shame on the women. Expectant women had to refrain from various kind of fish, goat meat, wild
boar, salt and termites. The taboos were minutely adhered to in order to
obtain blessing from Tolo and the child's inclusion in the family.
I have already mentioned that an illegitimate child was not presented before the altar of the family or Tolo. This was also the case for twins or snake
children. These children were considered especially blessed by the snake.
They were blessed by supernatural power equal with the ancestors.87 Tolo,
as previously stated, is the ancestors accumulated might and authority. The
Mongwandes turn to these forces and expect blessings and help from them
with regard to hunting and fishing, tilling the field, harvest, travelling,
health, offspring, protection against evil spirits and help to stand up
against dangerous situations. For exemple, going fishing could be dangerous because the spirits of the river or water may intervene and create difficulties. The best thing to do in such circumstances is to call upon the spirits
of the forefathers and confide in them the intentions and plan for the following day. For instance, putting the hunting and fishing tools in the Tolo
house is a good procedure to get the spirits of the ancestors on the side of
the village people. To put a Tolo, relic, in a house destined for spouse or
children is also a good procedure. If one in addition kills a cock in the name
of a recently deceased, the outcome of the excursion would be guaranteed.
Ceremonies sometimes turned out very negatively as if Tolo and the spirits of the forefathers were not in the mood to help with the difficulties of
the day. This was interpreted as if some mistake had been committed even
if instructions had been followed thoroughly. Even if the ancestors were
incontestable protectors and defenders, their intervention on behalf of the
applicants could be prevented because of erroneous manoeuvres of the
ceremonies, which could have catastrophic consequences. Various tests had
to be tried in order to find whether the accident happened on account of
ignorance or was caused by manipulation. The ceremonies could be exe-
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cuted anew, as soon as the faults had been discovered, but it was the culprit
himself who was responsible and had to compensate for the damages done.
If a person was found not guilty of the accusations of having manipulated
the ceremony, no reprisals were taken, but if it was discovered that the
ceremony master, the sorcerer or the keeper of Tolo deliberately had been
tampering with the rituals, they were forced to compensate for their faults
with heavy indemnities.
The descendants were seldom punished by their ancestors, but the blessing failed them;88 catch of fish became scanty, the game disappeared and
crop failed. Sickness in the core of one's family was unmistakably a sign of
something drastically wrong in the spiritual world. As the Tolo was the
channel between the living and the dead, the executors of the ceremonies
were accused of the break down between Tolo and the supplicants. The
power of the ancestors did not float freely through the channel anymore,
followed by absence of blessing and protection. There were therefore
grounds for remedial measures by substitutions and offerings.
A wife's infidelity was one of the issues that was most harshly dealt with
if brought before Tolo in the ancestral house.89 If a husband was suspicious
of his wife's faithfulness, he called upon his sisters for a thorough investigation. A woman's faithlessness did not pertain only to the household. Failures in other areas of life were also accredited to her faithlessness. For example, failure in domestic economy. Her sisters in law arrived and started
invoking the spirits of their forefathers. They also carried with them a big
stem of a certain plant (the plant's name was not revealed). The suspect sat
down and started cutting the stem into pieces, while she all the time muttered to herself names of her accomplices. If she misses or forgets a name,
her sisters in law will notice the slip of the tongue. The sisters in law then
ask themselves whether she has forgotten one name or has she of free will
kept a certain name out of the counting? The sisters in law tell their brother
about the names that his wife has muttered to herself, and the name she did
not pronounce and the brother brings a lawsuit for damages against him.
The following law suit often proved that the man without "name" was
culpable. If a woman proved guilty of being sexual unfaithful , she was
cruelly punished, as well as her lover. Both were brought to court and a full
fledged judicial act took place (see Chapter 8 Ngwanga monene (li), "The
great trial").
Normally no one, except the leader or head of the house, communicates
directly with Tolo.90 In some cases if the leader of the group falls ill, or
something happens to him, the next in the family line can be endorsed with
Molet 1970:40.
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authority to communicate with Tolo. The next in line is ordinarily an uncle
or aunt. The latter shows herself to be very competent as a substitute. In
service like this money and property very often changed hands. If the uncle
or the aunt are not available, the oldest brother or the oldest sister functioned as mediator between the supplicant and Tolo. The old custom of the
Mongwandes establishes quite explicitly the first-born's right in religious as
well as in profane matters. In this, however, lies the judicial obligations that
they can not disclaim the responsibility for the house and the worship of
Tolo. On the other hand, it goes without saying that this tradition is to the
advantage of the first-born. He receives gifts. He has the right of primogeniture. He makes the decisions within the family. The uttermost consequence of rules like these is that no one does anything without first having
consulted the oldest of the family. It is only the oldest one who can bring
the wishes of the younger members of the family before Tolo. The lines are
clearly drawn: from the elder to the younger, from the elder generation to
the younger generation. When twins are born in the family this line is broken, and for a period of time the line elder-younger ceases to exist, i.e. the
elders right over the younger. The snake children break the connection
old/young until they have been identified as human children. They, the
snake children, are part of nature. As we have seen earlier, the birth of
twins disturbs the village and the social and religious life of a family. The
head of the family is somehow dethroned and put out of function as the
only and sole family member in touch with Tolo. Sterility is regarded as a
curse, but twins are nevertheless not exactly welcome. Especially if they
turn out to be of different sexes. Two boys could be accepted, but if the
twins were one boy and one girl, it was a bad omen. The observation was
that a twin girl had a tendency to act more like a boy. She was more masculine than her sex indicated. She loved to boss people around, liked heavy
work in the field and enjoyed men's work, taking on work as a smith, a
carpenter or a woodsman.91 These rather curious traits in her character
made it difficult for her parents to find a husband to her.
In spite of these incompatible emotions that the parents and the rest of the
family harboured, they had to organise feasts in honour of the twins, believing that the twins possess mysterious power. The fact that two children
instead of one are born, is in itself so extraordinary that it can not be anything but supernatural. The origin of the children must be of another
world, a world, which according to Mongwande philosophy, is the world
of the snake, ngbò (m), mokili na nyoka (li). The children are characterised according to their peculiarity, being two in stead of one. The fact that they are
twins signifies that they are identical with that animal having a distinctive
mark, the cloven tongue. The children descend from the snake people.
91
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Even the birth itself is spoken of in condescending terms like: Lo bi nyi, "my
wife has laid/tossed children", instead of: Lo dú nyi, "my wife has brought
children to the world". If a snake by accident should find its way into a village where twins were born, the saying goes that the snake has come to
visit its relatives, and it would be a bad omen to kill it.
The parents have from the time of the twins' birth lived in an enclosure. If
other people would like to enter, they were told to abstain from different
kind of meat, for instance meat of elephant. They had to follow the same
food prescriptions as the parents. These instructions could only be abolished if one of the elder of the village or an elderly woman has had a dream
through which the twins had ordered the annulment of the command. The
parents are also encouraged to keep apart sexually until the time the children start walking. I have earlier mentioned that a small shelter was built
for the twins and that the trash after them was tossed on the ordinary village refuse heap. Tanghe92 and Molet93 call this pile of garbage Tolo ngbò. I,
on the other hand, have never heard that a common heap of trash is called
Tolo ngbò. Garbage heap in Mongwande is kundu sa or goga and in Lingala
ngumba. Besides, a Mongwande would never apply the sacred word Tolo or
Tolo ngbò to a pile of garbage, even though it could be refuse from twins
(Geru/Yanzere). It seems to me, according to Tanghe's and Molet's descriptions, as if they perceived the garbage and the enclosure as Tolo ngbò because the snake sticks were placed there and thus bestowed "sanctity" on
the enclosure. But at Monga it was only the hatched sticks that were Tolo
ngbò.
The twins received large quantities of food. The refuse of it was piled into
a heap. No wonder the snakes came to these heaps, seeking food, as most
of the kind of food they were looking for (meat and eggs) was to be found
there.

Summary
We have noticed that Tolo is the recurrent phenomenon in this world of
religious manifestations. It is Tolo Akótàrà, the soul of the ancestors, that is
identical with the Da Tolo, the house of the forefathers, and it is Tolo ngbò
that is the name on the hatched sticks. In connection with the birth of twins
a series of rituals are executed with the sole purpose of satisfying Tolo and
to pacify the snake. Translated into English Ta-ngbò means snake mother
and Tolo ngbò means snake soul.
The placenta was hung upon the Ta-ngbò. Tolo ngbò sticks were placed on
either side of the entrance of the hut and eggshells were put on the top of
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each of them. The birth of twins is such a mystery that the entire village
must participate in the event. Among other things, they share the belief that
there is a connection (kinship) between Ngbò, snake and the twins. The social harmony of the village is broken as a result of the twins, the snake, being born in the middle of the village. The power of the ancestors' soul Tolo
is temporarily gone. This because the twins are not under the control of the
village council, being the snake's children, and as they believed, the snake
being superior to all worldly authority. These circumstances were a source
of anxiety for the villagers. But these conditions were gradually corrected
as rites were observed, especially the naming ceremony. It is not difficult to
understand the feeling of powerlessness of the Mongwande in view of the
manifestations of the snake when we have these fundamental ideas clearly
in our mind.

Diagram
The power structure of the village at the birth of twins.
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The Ngbò cult is a comprehensive concept, including a central council,
block A, and the house of the ancestors in the village, block B. When twins
are born, block C, they split the power of the family head A and the power
of the village B and these two forces pass through a very uncertain period
i.e. block A, C, B. The position of the chief is thus threatened and he can
only be reinstated into his power by the execution of the rites in block D.
The naming ceremony is the final settlement of the conflict, and the immanent forces of the forfathers are again free to stream back to the starting
point i.e. the chief and the notables, block A and B.

The twin snake – the snake twin
I have pointed out the relationship between the twin snake and the snake
twin – the two are identical. The Mongwande do not doubt this. The twins
are regarded as snakes and are adored as such. The parents are constantly
pestered in regard to the wishes of the children, which also are the wishes
of the snake. The persons bothering the snake parents are mostly people
having a certain social position, like the chief, the head of the family, elderly women or sorcerers, who act as intermediaries between the snake and
the family. They claim to have received messages from the snake through
dreams and revelations. The snake is in command, something which is accepted by the family and the community. One of its commands is that the
children shall not be presented before the Tolo. The reason for that is that
they are Ngbò, snake, i.e. equal with Tolo and their status is not as yet confirmed. The birth of twins jeopardises the entire power structure of the village and behind the scene we catch glimpses of the former village administration struggling to remain in position.
When we talk about the combination of twin and snake among the
Mongwande, we are not talking about a comparison between these two.
There is instead a complete identification. The twins are named ngbò, snake,
meaning reptiles. The father is called Tó ngbò, "the father of the snake". The
mother is called Ta ngbò, "the mother of the snake". That the snakes, looking
for rats, mice and eggs, which are to be found in abundance on the kitchen
middens, showed up in the village was no rarity (snake song No. 14, p. 75).
Some Mongwande have tried to explain the birth of twins psychologically. My source Yanzere tried just that, using Genesis chap. 30. verses 3739 as a basis for his suggestions about the patriarch Jacob, who had peeled
the bark off some sticks and placed them in the watering troughs and
thereby tried to manipulate the sexual play of his sheep when they came to
drink from the watering troughs. I feel that even Tanghe has such an idea.94
Yanzere says: "It might be so that during the sexual act the man has caught
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sight of one or several snakes, and this made such an impression on him
that it had an impact on the process of reproduction. As a consequence
when birth took place there was not one child but two, a double set, akin to
the cloven tongue of the snake."
If a snake is discovered in the village, a twin is called upon and he comes
running and throws either mbio (m), red colour or some of the magic ashes
on the snake with the result that the snake takes off. If a twin by accident
has killed a snake either in self-defence or in order to defend others, he
must cry and then give respect to his twin brother, who in turn repays the
honour and respect. Then the twin brothers together show their reverence
and adoration through offerings and by sprinkling mbio, red colour on the
dead snake. If a twin dreams that he is going to die or will be bitten by a
snake, he must in great hurry try to soothe the wrath of the snake by giving
gifts; so the menace of his death can be removed. Growing up together, the
twins are committed to pay respect and honour to one another. This they
do simply by honouring themselves. Each one of them paints himself in red
and white colour. The villagers understand quickly the futility in pestering
the twins and they stop badgering them. When the twins get angry they
hiss like snakes and in some cases they even call upon the snake to help
them. The snake turns up and starts threatening those who have dared to
make fool of the twins.
The mother of twins is in kinship with the snake by her birth of the twins,
as the snake phenomenon shows. The mother plays an important role. She
is much more bound to the snake than the father is. She calls her twin children with their exact cultic name, Ngbò, snake. If she meets a snake on her
pathway, she says: "Go on my child, then nobody will hurt you". If somebody in her company kills a snake, the mother runs away. If the snake dies,
she returns and starts crying, as if it were her own child. She mumbles
three times, crying: Aé ngbò, nyi mbi é! (m) "Aie, snake, my child!" We notice
here that it is not only the twins who must not harm or kill the snakes. Even
the mother herself has to avoid any action that could cause the wrath of the
snake. If that happens, reparation can only be made through tears and gifts.
Tanghe describing the above, has also a personal experience of such an incident:
I asked a woman by the name Yaba if she could inform me about the snake cult.
She had newly brought twins to the world. Before she began, she sat down and
rubbed her forehead with white calcium. This she did in order to honour the
snake. But, it would cost her dearly.
The next day she came to me, she was limping and she could only get about
on crutches. I asked her if she had fallen ill. She denied that. But, during the
night, she said, she was seriously beaten by her husband and nearly strangled
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to death by the snake. She was punished because she had honoured the snake
without having a proper motive to do so.95

I find it most likely that her husband did not want anyone to know that
they were practising the snake cult in their home.
We know that the mother plays the leading role in the festivities regarding the birth of twins. She is also the sage femme and therapist in health
questions, and she is in most cases protected by the snake, if she is unjustly
treated by her husband. If her husband loses his temper and beats her, the
snake takes revenge on the husband by throwing sickness on him. He will
not recover before he has brought some sort of atonement to the snake. If
the snake, the twins, die, it might happen that the snake blesses the spouse
with a new set of twins.
The role of the father is less conspicuous, but there is one. If a father hears
an unmistakable sound of a snake, instead of killing it he sprinkles it with
mbio, red colour and lets it go. By doing so, he shows respect for the snake
and the snake will protect him in every way in times to come. If a father
hurts or kills a small snake, nothing happens. But if he kills a big snake,
that threatens him, he will cry as if it were his son he had killed. Upon returning to the village, he honours the twins by painting them with white
and red colour. By doing so he is soothing the wrath of the twins, as if he
had killed their brother. If the father wishes to have more children in the
family, he asks the snake and his supplications might be answered. Sometimes, the snake will complain about the family wishing for children; because he, the snake, wants the family to remain faithful towards the snake
cult. When the father and the mother die, they are buried under a special
cover of blankets and thick clothing (Song No. 2, p. 63). It is a common belief that the snake parents are in the possession of mysterious forces on account of their twins. If it rains on their dead, naked bodies, the rain will fall
incessantly. Under normal conditions the rainfall in itself is something special and forceful in the tropics and does not need to be helped by supernatural or metaphysical forces.96
We might ask ourselves whether the Mongwande look upon the birth of
twins as a happy event! The answer is perhaps both yes and no. The event
creates a lot of unexpected problems. The menace of the snake is always
present. If the birth event happens in the dry season, for instance, cultivating the fields could be difficult, because the mother has to busy herself with
the birth, and is therefore unable to till the fields. Misfortune was not unknown in connection with twin births, nor was happiness. However, the
Mongwande regarded all the happenings good or bad as under the sway of
Nzapa, God and the ancestors' Tolo. When the event took place the only
95
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thing to do was to subjugate to the laws of the Universe as observed by the
Ngbandi people.
The first born baby after the birth of twins, is called nvú ngbò. Even
though we here are dealing with the name ngbò, we are not talking of a
snake. It is a newborn "pure" human baby who through his brother or half
brother is related with the snake. The rest of the family is tied to the twin
siblings by blood relationship, but they are not snakes themselves. On account of the circumstances with their twin siblings, snake siblings, they are
morally and religiously obliged to execute the rites of the snake cult and its
many expressions, if they wish a good future for their marriage and their
living. They carry on the same rituals as they have seen their father do. If
he is dead, they have to do it. If the twins are dead, they adore and pray
directly to them, the twins, begging for mercy, good fishing and hunting,
and they say: "Brothers bless us with a real good catch!".97
We have said that the uncles on the mother's side and the whole village
participate in the festivals of the twins. The families exchange words of
abuse which, from their point of view, bring good fortune. These festivities
fade as time passes by, but the snake family remains faithful to the snake
arrangements i.e. arrangements made to venerate the snakes. If someone in
the family is taken ill, which also occurs to the twins, they honour the snake
by colouring their arms and foreheads. In other words they identify themselves with the snake with these spots, snake skin patterns, and call upon
the snake with intent to be healed. Tanghe describes this colouring of white
and red on the twins, the parents as well as the guests. In this context the
colours represent the forces of nature. They belong to the rites that have to
be executed to mark the birth of the twins, ngbò. Tanghe goes on saying:
All twins in a certain district regard themselves as being related to each other
through the snake. The older twins have to help the young father with his newborn twin babies. Especially when festivities are arranged, greeting the snake's
new brothers and sisters. The twins are very interested in all kinds of joyful arrangements. They come more than willingly to the dancing gatherings. The
mother of twins calls all other twins her children (snake song No. 6), even
though she has never met them. In her songs and while dancing she calls the
names of the other twins as well as the names of their parents. They all belong
to the same big snake family.98

When Tanghe in his monograph describes the snake cult among the
Ngbandi, his descriptions are based mostly on observations done among
the Mongwande in the territories of Abumombasi and Yakoma.99 My experience and encounter with the snake cult took place in the Monga, YaTanghe 1926:81.
Tanghe 1926:33.
99 Tanghe 1926.
97
98
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koma area at the junction of Mbomu, Mbili and Uélé rivers. If we draw a
line right west from Monga and a similar line right north from Abumombasi, Yakoma will be the point of intersection (Map page 3). The aerial distance between Monga and Abumombasi is about 100 km in south-western
direction. We should thus, Tanghe and I, have a common ground for our
research, and on account of this fact our views are to a certain extant concurrent. However, when we go into details my description and opinion
may sometimes deviate from his, but the contents of the snake cult are the
same for both of us. The divergence may be more due to the differences
within the geographical areas of mongwandeland than anything else.
Tanghe talks about the placenta being put into two pitchers, one for each
child among some Mongwande tribes.100 He tells further that the Gbeni and
Mbati tribes at Abumombasi used to split a box into two parts, one for each
child. Then he informs us that in Abumombasi itself neither pitcher nor
basket was to be found for that purpose. People simply dug a hole in the
ground wherein they put the refuse of the birth together with two sticks
which he calls Ngbanda. In order to find the place for later rites, they place a
stick by the hole. In the Mobay-Mbongo districts, previously called the territories of Banzyville, appropriate sticks were made with the intention of
putting pitchers, containing the placenta, on top of them. The pitchers were
covered with bark, leaves of banana and grass and these pitchers were carefully looked after until time came for the twins to walk, then the pitchers
were brought down and the leaves of banana, bark and grass removed and
burnt.
As previously mentioned, if a woman gave birth to twins, a shelter was
erected for them. Although the birth was different from others, they did not
fail to announce the news. The sound of drums, ngugu, and songs were
heard all over the village. The children were washed, dried and powdered
mostly with that specific mbio, red colour. As time passed, the parents
stayed with their children in the shelter and within the enclosure until further orders from the snake was given to move. Since the snake sticks, Tolo
ngbò, also were set up at the front door, the site in some places was called
Tolo ngbò.
Certain rules of diet were observed by the children. They were not allowed to eat just anything. They ate what they seemed to enjoy. Apart from
mother's milk they ate eggs, palm oil and chicken meat. The eggs were coloured with mbio, red. The yolk and the egg white were separated and given
to each kid to suck. The empty eggshell was hung on the forked formed
sticks, the so called Tolo ngbò, also named Ngbanda, but the eggshells were
also often tossed on the roof of the parents hut.
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As we have seen, the festival started in Nzeret. Everything was set. The
couple saw to it that their guests did not suffer from want of food. Guests
and visitors came bringing presents in abundance, oil, meat, fish, baskets
and plaiting, mbio/red powder, white chalk, goats and piglets. Red and
white colours played an important role in the ceremonies. Everyone
painted their body with these colours which seem to have had a magic influence on them. The name-giving party was an invitation to the family of
the mother and the father, to the families who themselves had twins and all
those who through the snake were in relationship with each other, to come
and join in a joyous arrangement. None of the invited failed to show up.
The twins were adorned with belts, ndòndoro (m), made of leaves from
liane. People living in the area of Banzyville, Mobaye, Bangassou usually
slaughtered two white hens. They gathered the feathers and hung them up
in a belt of straw plaiting. The kids were sprinkled with red colour and
speckled with white colour on the forefront. A very common sight in the
area of Yakoma.
At these occasions the parents wore the same kind of fibre belts and necklaces coloured red and white, as the kids. It is on occasions like these that
you may observe the use of the mbao or ngengele bell and the small basket,
nzake (Photo 27/52 p. 87 and p. 171). This basket contained dried fruit shells
that produced a particular hissing sound when it was shaken, like the whistling of a snake. This instrument was brought forth at all ceremonies relevant to the snake children.
The guests brought offerings of many kinds, which were the peak of the
feast. Two sticks peeled to look like the pattern of the snake, were given to
the twins. Tanghe calls these Ngbanda. In my encounter with the snake cult
in Nzeret I found the Ngbanda to be some kind of a tree, called Kpwa. Monga
Kpwa is a very hard tree which does not rot quickly and which the termites
do not eat. This kind of wood was utilised by the Mongwande in the snake
cult.
Going fishing and hunting or just taking a walk were all great opportunities to pay homage to the snake children. The hunters and fishermen seized
the opportunity to drop in at the Tolo ngbò place. They brought their fishing
rods, bows and arrows with them together with gifts of eggs, palm oil and
toasted termites, which are their favourites. Upon their return from the
hunt and fishing expedition, they did not forget to pass by the Tolo ngbò
place again and to give thanks, especially if they had been successful.
The connecting links between the snake, the family or the village are
dreams and revelations given, as mentioned above, to sage femmes, elderly
men and women, the keeper of Tolo and the chief. As we have seen in our
deliberation of the Tolo concept above, there is an intimate connection with
the spiritual world. The messages from the snake by different media are
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looked upon as quite natural. Taken for granted that they do not deviate
too much from a logical point of view. If they are not too much out of
common sense, one ought to accept the messages with gratitude and show
it by dancing and singing in honour of the snake. If one chooses to ignore
the message, the twins might die or the snake may show up and bite the
people who have overlooked the directives of the snake.
It is amazing what a variety there is of dreams and imaginary pictures in
the snake cult. The birth of twins are very rare, so when it happens, it is a
great event that everybody speaks about, and even dream about. By these
dreams and revelations, which some insist they have had, the parents expect to hear when they shall move their twins back to the parental home,
when they can go out hunting and when the name ceremony can be arranged. All things considered, the movements of the children and their
world of cryptic messages are all controlled by the snake. This control exercised by the snake remains intact between the snake, the family and the
village until the link between them is broken by an official act. The act in
this regard is the "name-giving ceremony", when the children are acknowledged in an official way by the town council and given a civil name.
If the twins are taken ill, something which is very rare, people say, they
recover extremely quickly, because the snake heals them. The whole family
prays and invokes the snake, while smearing themselves with red, mbio,
and white colour. If one twin dies, people must not cry, because that will
also cause the death of the surviving twin.101 On account of the warm climate it is unusual that a funeral is postponed for the next day. The burial
has to be executed within 24 hours. Most often than not, the interment
takes place the very day the death occurs. If one of the twins dies, there is
dancing and singing at the funeral, but no grief. This is done in honour of
the snake. The surviving twin, however, receives a lot of attention and
great honour after his twin brother/sister has passed away. If a twin was
stillborn or died during birth, the body was put in a box or a pitcher together with the placenta and some other waste from the birth. The same
procedure goes for a twin who dies a few days after the birth. The box or
the urn is taken outside the village and put in the ground.102 A Ta-ngbò stick
is placed on top of the grave. If one of the twins dies in his childhood, a
bowl of food is placed at the grave every evening. The place is considered a
sanctuary on account of the snake and the bowl is found empty every
morning. There is no doubt in people's mind, that the snake twin, the twin
snake has been there and devoured the food.
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Nature – Culture
We have noted in the preceding passages "Tolo Akòtárá" and "The twin
snake", that the parents and the twins were attired in a very particular way
with liane, nkekle (m), leaves and twigs. In addition to this there are several
other things I would like to point at, because they indicate fundamental
truths of the snake cult. If I understand Molet correctly, he too poses questions on a series of issues, such as: a. attire, b. village, c. field, d. Rain forest,
e. enclosure/isolation, f. Tolo ngbò/snake sticks and Ta ngbò/snake mother
sticks and finaly g. name giving ceremony. On an abstract level, these notions mentioned probably indicate the comprehension a Mongwande has of
the world around him. One thing seems clear and that is the battle between
the controllable and the noncontrollable world. The workable field and the
village in contrast to the impenetrable rain forest. The tilled field contrary
to the forces of nature. The Mongwande have conceptualized the world
around them in terms they understand and which are expressed through
the snake cult. Let us take a look at them.

Attire
Both Tanghe103 and Molet104 emphasize the strange attire, especially the
belts, without going into details. My conclusion, after having observed this
kind of apparel in Nzeret, is that this constitutes some sort of identification
with nature. The apparel shows clearly that the parents accept this freak of
nature with humbleness. They cover themselves with twigs and leaves in
order to show that they are one with the nature which has visited them and
given them ngbò, twins. At the same time they are glad having brought
children to the world even if it wasn't exactly this they had dreamt of. Here
we see the ambiguity in the cult. On one side they wanted to discard themselves from the responsibility, on the other side they identify themselves
with their children and the forces that had bestowed on them these monsters (snake songs No. 2 and 24, pp. 63 and 85). Therefore, as the children
were not humans, but animals, the parents too had for a short period of
time taken upon themselves the status as animals. The visible sign of this
status was the apparel, the clothing.
The above mentioned ritual act is one of the most impressive symbols in
the snake cult. The parents follow instructions that demand a visible token
of obedience and subjection. But indeed not only the parents put on this
type of apparel.105 The twins were also dressed in this odd fashion. Even
the dancers had to show their subservience towards the manifestations of
Tanghe 1926:33.
Molet 1970:46.
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the uncontrollable nature by putting on an attire according to old costume.
I agree with Molet that the dancers presumably wore this old outfit in order to be protected against the power of the twin offspring. But, since the
twins also were covered with such a "protection" of grass, leaves and twigs,
the questions are why and which power are they to be protected from? In
my opinion the had to be protected from the force of nature, the snake.

The Village
The village is a well defined area, situated in the midst of the rain forest. It
is easy to observe the boundary of the village because big poles were put
up around it. The entrance was always visible, but the exit was not as visible. In the village the Mongwande felt safe. The village was identified by
the chief and his many functions. In the village the cultural life was displayed.106 Before the life in the village could be organised, the forest had to
be cleared and the trees burnt. The first building erected was that of the
chief. Then others followed. One after the other in succession, according to
how many buildings they needed. The Mongwande cleared the ground
both for raising habitats on it and for getting cropland. Although a palisade
marked the border of the village, the field was included in that sphere of
human control, but physically situated outside the village. In the centre of
these two concrete results of human efforts, bound together by a path that
started at the village centre and lead out to the fields, the "real humans, the
Mongwande lived".107 This was the world of the Mongwande. The known
world. The area regulated and ruled by the Mongwande. The village, kodoro, that represented a civilizised unity in opposition to the forest, ngonda
zãmba that represented the wild, uncontrollable forces outside the space of
the Mongwande.
I think this point of view is shared by many researchers and that it does
not only concern the Mongwande formation of their social life but also
most likely the way they interpreted the world.

The Field
As mentioned above, the village and the cropland outside the village
formed an entity. The village was dependent on the supply of food in the
fields, and what they could obtain from cutting, burning and digging the
earth. The food was obtained for the most part from cultivating the soil. In
other words: "In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread".108 The earth,
that received the sweat of the work, was holy. An old belief that is shared
by many cultures, independently. The fields are life-givers. The women are
106 Molet
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the ones who work in the fields, yáka (m), elanga (li). Their utilities are hoes,
kpwua. Their husbands have done the heavy task of cutting the big trees
and burning branches and bush. The women till the soil, sow the seed,
plant peanuts and cotton. Each time the tillage of a piece of land has been
completed, nature has been conquered of some of its domain. The previously uncontrollable has been placed under control. The distinction between the village and forest has increased. Nature has to give in to the
forces of culture. And there on the path from village to forest the placenta is
placed, Ta ngbò.

The Rain Forest and the River
You don't have to stay long in Monga before you discover that the rain forest and the river are the territories of the enemies. Nobody walks into the
forest all by himself. The forest is the region of the wild beast. Here Kaina
lives, god of the forest (Chapter 4). He is the one who can spellbind people,
so they lose their way in the forest, and he then brings them under his
power. They will never find their way back to the village or to area's controlled by the Mongwande. The rivers and the waterfalls were also beyond
the control of the local people. The river god, Kilima, ruled in the waters. He
was the one who pulled his victims down to his realm under the water. In
short, nature was wild and unruly. It harboured forceful and hostile enemies amidst which the village, kodoro (m) or mboka (li), was situated.
That the social life of the Mongwande is more or less formed in accordance with the nature around them seems a natural conclusion without
going too far. Nature was a big monster or a gigantic ghost that by virtue of
its own strength left its mark on the Mongwande. But the Mongwande
themselves, however, exploited the country's natural resources. They made
the most of fishing, hunting and the tilling of the soil. In all these activities
there was a blend of fear and exploitation. It might be that it is this duplicity that appears in the homage to the snake. We are not encountering,
Molet says a snake cult, but an acknowledgement of and respect for the
forces of the nature.109 And within this feeling of awe lies the belief in the
supernatural forces of the twins. The twins are not snakes, but they are associated with the snake on account of their physical doubleness that is an
unnatural phenomenon among human beings (the mongwande). They are
a manifestation of a danger, hidden in the forest. This danger is just waiting
for the right moment to attack the village. But, since they, the twins, are
born, one has to bear it, calming down the anger of the nature by putting
on leaves, twigs and fibres.
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The Enclosure/isolation
To fence in a space and thus mark the separation was the first thing one
had to do after the birth of twins. Immediately after the birth event a little
house was put up and encircled by a fence. This became the habitat of the
twins, where they stayed until they were presented in the village and given
identities and names at the name giving ceremony. The enclosure was a
symbol that those inside the fence were outside the human social life of the
village. As in the case of domestic animals, fences were now put up around
the twins. What was done for the cattle was now done for the twins, because they belonged to the same category. The twins were isolated from the
humans. Everybody understood the language of symbols. The parents had
to admit that they accepted the claim from the village that their children
were not like other kids; they were animals. On the other hand, I think the
enclosure protected the children from possible attacks from both people
and animals. The enclosure was a symbol of nature.

Tolo Ngbò, Snake Sticks and Ta Ngbò, Snake Mother Sticks
I have in this chapter described the sticks and their function, but I think it is
necessary to have a closer look at them in order to show their place in the
snake theology. The sticks as symbols are in fact very conspicuous. The
sticks are brought in from the forest with a purpose. As symbols the sticks
are, and especially if the bark is partly removed, very much like snakes.
This is the whole idea with the stick. The snake (stick) is taken out in the
open and given identity by the hatched snake pattern. The picture or the
symbol must not be cryptic, a guesswork, but displayed openly. The sticks
are a signal that the snake has entered the town at the birth of the twins.
But, why is it that they are put outside the village? The reason is that they
belong to the unorganised and not controllable world outside the hut and
outside the sphere of human beings i. e. the rain forest. The snake has come
to the village, but the snake can not cross the threshold of the human
dwelling. It is and remains identical with nature, in fact, it is nature.
The same goes for the snake mother sticks i. e. the sticks on which the
umbilical cord and the placenta are hung. The places for these stick though,
are not outside the front door. These sticks are carried to the accompaniment of dancing and singing outside the village where they are stuck into
the ground by the way side. The placenta at normal births is either dug in
the earth or thrown in the river, but not when twins are born.110 Now, the
placenta is taken care of by being hung on the sticks which are formed like
forks. One stick is two forked and the other is three forked.
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Why is it that the snakes march outside the village? The following explanation seems plausible: The snake sticks were brought to the village, the
organised world of the humans, but they did not become part of the human
world. They were placed outside the hut. But then, the company marched
out from the tilled, holy field of the village to the uncontrolled power's
area, carrying the mother sticks and the refuse of the birth back to nature.
The border between nature and culture is crossed in this forceful symbolic
action with dancing and singing, when the placenta is hung on the forked
sticks. An interchange takes place: the snake enters the town, the villagers
march out of the town (Song No. 23, p. 84).

Name giving ceremony
The battle between nature and culture is made visible in the snake cult.
The intense and dynamic play between the controllable and the not controllable is expressed very concretely in the snake phenomenon. The idea
though, is somewhat blurred as the cult is sometimes good and sometimes
bad. Both Tanghe111 and Molet112 emphasize in their interpretations of a
snake song that the snake brings both happiness and ill fortune. It is accepted that nature holds sway outside the controlled region of the village.
But when nature tries to take control of the human judicial area in the form
of the twins, the snakes (that's what they are considered to be) are not to be
killed, but have to be given all respect and praised with gifts and prayers,
until the balance between nature and culture is restored. And the restoration takes place at the name giving ceremony.
The fact that the twins belong to the snake world and descend from them
is of course a metaphysical idea. The twins and their families are enclosed
within the mystical and magic forces of ngbò, the snake cult. Ngbò is a cultic
concept (Chapter 4). This is corroborated by the fact that the twins are
called ngbò, they are ngbò. Ngbò is, so to speak, a socio-religious perception
that covers an intermediate state (a betwixt and between situation, chapter
7). The question arises: What is done in order to transfer the twins from
their actual status as animals (snakes) to the status as humans? From nature
over to culture? We do know that the twins kept their animal status from a
couple of weeks till about a year. In the case of Nzeret the twins were about
a month old. The period of waiting on the transference depended on different internal village factors; some even of pure political character. These
political disagreements very often developed into genuine power struggles
between the different fractions of the village – the father, the sorcerer and
the chief. Because the twins were considered by the village as abnormal, the
father had lost his authority as the head of the family. Neither was he re111
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garded as the father of the children. No Mongwande could beget such
monsters.
This was in fact the reason for not bringing the twins before the house of
the ancestors, da Tolo, because they did not have anybody to carry them to
the forefathers altar. They did not have any formally acknowledged father.
They were not only snake children, but also fatherless. This was probably
the situation that kept the father at a discreet distance during the celebrations. The Mongwande tribe was a male-dominated society. This is supported by Molet. 113 If twins were born in a chief family, the chief lost his
authority as chief and father. The case in Nzeret was that the father had lost
his position as head of the house because of the birth of twins in his family.
However, he was more than eager to re-establish status quo. In the vacuum
that arose there were other forces that wanted to show their power. One of
these was the medicine man who stepped forward as the ceremony master
of the snake cult. It seems to me that many of the difficulties had already
been worked out before I arrived at the ceremony. The name giving ceremony was then in full activity. The dancers moved from one end of the
patio to the other. The twins were handed over from one person to another.
The father had presented the twins to the chief and they had received their
proper civilian names. The animal status was over. The children had entered into civilian status and the names they had got were in a sense a bill
of clearance. The stability in the village, disturbed by the birth of twins, was
re-established and the chief and the head of the family got new control of
the village.
Nevertheless the twins in daily life never lost the stamp of having been
born as snakes. The name giving festival, called so because on this occasion
the twins got their civilian names, is the end of the confrontation between
nature and culture. The border between nature and culture is erased. The
name giving is part of the rites of passage. These rites are executed in a
transitional seance in which the goal is to guide the recipient from one state
to another. V. Turner114 and Mary Douglas115 have thoroughly analysed this
topic and with background in their work, I will in the next chapter penetrate the question of the rites of passage from the Mongwande point of
view.
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Photo 39/27. The Medicine Man or the Master of Ceremonies. Comments see page 162.

Photo 40/28. The seance of the Medicine Man. Comments see pages 162-163.
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CHAPTER 7

The rites of passage
Betwixt and between – intermediate state

Through the ages the Mongwande have created their own rituals in order
to mark biological events, such as life and death, youth, reproduction and
birth. Life changes follow these events. Ordinarily the rites of passage are
performed in connection with the so called life crises. However, researchers
like the french anthropologist and folklorist Arnold van Gennep (18731957) has emphasised the significance of ceremonies that are both social
and cultural. The birth of twins and death of twins gave the Mongwande
ample opportunity to dance and sing. However, during a twin funeral nobody must cry. If the living twin heard it, he or she too could also die. The
mourners spent a long time at the graveyard, dancing and singing, but not
mourning. On the other hand, the mourners paid extra attention to the surviving twin and bestowed upon him or her lots of gifts.116
I do not think we can overlook the motive of entertainment. There was a
great deal of dancing and singing at the birth of the twins in Monga. Universally, the rites of passage at the life crises were not always religious.
They could also just as well be an occasion for people to come together socially. The rites of passage have in Monga a strong taint of local religiosity
(snake cult) and were not limited to status only.117 The rites for the most
part lead to a new state of the social life, but also marked a religious transition. To be admitted into a secret society, for instance the leopard men well
known in the Uélè district, required specific rites.
An individual can be initiated to a certain office, but also a whole group
may be inaugurated to specific functions. Whether we are talking about
individuals or groups, we are always talking about exclusivity. The most
known rites of passage in Monga were the name giving ceremony and the
circumcision. More often than not, the sorcerer is the leader of these ceremonies, as I met him in Nzeret. He is, as a matter of fact, the master of
116
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ceremonies through his knowledge of execution of rites and his prominent
position in the village.
By the term exclusiveness I mean that a person arrives at a stage in his life
where he is put aside by the community. There are several words and
phrases that may be applied to analyse the meaning of that word. Victor
Turner has presented a wide scope of documents concerning the rites:
symbols, rites of passage, rites in regard to circumcision, rites of initiations,
rites of funeral, rites as to healing and grief in life.118 Even though I recognise that these observations have been done among the Ndembu people in
the north western part of Zambia, I find many reasons to compare with the
Mongwande.
A. van Gennep has, according to V. Turner, defined the rites of passage as
rites that follow all changes of places, social positions and ages. This is
done in order to mark the difference between a state and a transitional
phase.119 A. van Gennep is also the first one to divide the rites of passage
into three phases:
1.
2.
3.

separation (exclusiveness) or preliminal from latin limen, border or threshold;
passing stage or transitional stage or liminal;
re-incorporation into society or post liminal.

In other words it is outlined in three aspects. First of all the recipient is set
aside and stripped of all his distinctions, authority and dignity. Secondly,
he or she is placed in seclusion, where he/she is subjected to all kinds of
intricate rites that reflect life, death and resurrection. Thirdly, the recipient
is re-installed into society. But in addition to that some sort of promotion
has befallen him either stepping over the border from youth to adult or
being elected chief, for example.
Human society seems to have difficulties in accepting the in between
conditions or I might just as well write positions. Society insists upon well
defined borders. To be on both sides at the same time is impossible. "He
that is not with me is against me." The either/or is here clearly stated.120 In
old civilisations intermediate states were not at all accepted. Dr .Mary
Douglas deliberates the subject below, delving into Leviticus Chapter 11.
The most important function of a male puberty rite is just to make clear this
state of things. The recipients or apprentices are in a state of learning. The
goal is to lead them to become masters. I will here take time to scrutinise
the rites of passage among the Mongwande more closely.121
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The most essential feature in the symbolic transference actions is that the
recipient, seen from one side, is not living neither is he dead, and from another side, both dead and living. In fact, in some societies dominated by
certain families, the recipient is symbolically treated as if he was neither
man nor woman.122 The rites of transition contain ambiguities and paradoxes. They are both lethal and life giving. The recipient is stripped of all
his earthly possessions, while he passes through the rites. However, he/she
will be the owner of "everything" after coming out of seclusion. The symbols of the rites reflect the biological life, such as: death, decomposition and
other physical processes. The symbols are plain products of soil, sand,
stone, gravel, red and white colour paste, fibre, leaves, twigs. Perhaps the
most important symbol is the seclusion in a little hut.
We have noted that the symbols in these transitional processes represent
death and decomposition. Therefore, those who pass through these rites are
regarded as dead during a longer or shorter period of time, depending on
the costumes in the village where the rites of passage take place. As we see,
these rites are not real in the sense that the recipient really dies or is mutilated. (In Monga sometimes, during the circumcision ceremony, the life
could be at stake.) The rites and the time that is called the liminal period are
merely a symbolic representation of reality. But the result of these exercises
or rites i. e going through the three stages of rites – separation, passing
stage/transitional stage and re-incorporation – are realistic enough. When
the recipient leaves the nominal state, the unreal borderland, he is welcomed into a totaly new state.
The question always recurred, while I worked on the world of notions
among the Mongwande: Why did a person have to pass through these rites
at a fixed time of his physical and psychological development? I have previously in this chapter touched the subject that the human society has difficulties in adjusting to the in between situations. V. Turner points to Dr.
Mary Douglas123, as the one who has thrown light on the problem concerning the ground to the transitional passage. Turner emphasises that Douglas
has touched on something very essential in her analysis of the rites of passage. Her material is drawn from Leviticus and especially from Chapter 11.
This chapter treats the question of clean and unclean animals. She also
brings up the rites of cleansing procedures for the Israelites in Chapter 15.
Leviticus is a compendium of laws and ordinances for the priests, regulations for orderliness, behaviour and ceremonies of the cult in the Temple of
Solomon. The chapter encompasses the behaviour of the priests, women in
confinement and the cleansing of leprosy, the cleansing of men, the status
of cleansing, the animals cleanliness and uncleanness. With basis in Leviti122
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cus M. Douglas asserts that what is unclear and contradictory in a social
context, is regarded as ritual unclean. The unclear is unclean. In light of this
hypothesis she makes clear the prohibitions of eating certain animals and
fish. The animals or fish, that can not be clearly and unequivocally classified as belonging to this or that group, are unclean. As mentioned above,
society claims clear cut definitions. The in between situations can not be
accepted. If men and women did not pass through the ordered rituals, they
were pushed out of the circle as nonacceptable. They were unclean. But by
subjecting themselves to demands from the society and the priests of cleansing, they were then declared clean.
It is possible that I am putting more into M. Douglas' theories than she
does herself. Anyhow, this is the way I perceive her hypothesis, which I
also find very logical and succinct. We have in this material clear indications on the liminal periods. If anybody was found unclean, he had to go
through certain rituals of cleansing i. e. pass through the liminal period
which could take some time, from a couple of hours to several months.
The reasons for the transference passage is quite clear in M. Douglas material. Objects that are not definable in an either or constellation, had to be
corrected through acknowledged rituals. Anything else could not be sanctioned. There exists no in between or middle situation.

Regular births and twin births
While the regular births were relatively simple, the twin births were more
complicated.124 Children, who were not twins, were presented before the
ancestral house. This was done so they could be blessed by the forefathers
and receive the power of Tolo into their lives. This act was both religious
and judicial. Religious by the blessing of the ancestors. Judicial, because the
mother used this opportunity to declare that the child was legitimate. The
father followed up the matter by seconding his wife's statement and admitting that he was the father of the child. As the head of the family, the father
was the one who executed this ceremony. The child was given an identity
by receiving a name. This act was very important as it led the child away
from the betwixt and between situation into a new accepted place in the
social system of the village.
On the other hand a long series of arrangements had to be made after the
birth of twins. As I have written in chapter 6, an extra hut had to be built
for them. Already through this action we notice that the children were not
accepted by the villagers. The twins were physically separated from the
rest of the habitants. By this "separation" the twins had now been made
invisible or non existing persons. They have become liminal persons or
124
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persons in a grey zone. Applying the hypothesis of "unclear is unclean" we
see that the hypothesis works very well in this concept. The Mongwande
are not sure how to classify their twins. Are they human beings or are they
snake children, or both? The seclusion of the twins was done just to clarify
that question. The village had a problem in its hand which it did not know
how to cope with. The twins had to go through a long series of transformative rituals. In other words: They were leading the twins through a no
man's land, a preliminal, liminal and post liminal procedure. The twins’
classification was quite unclear and they had to be led into a state of citizenship and social acknowledgement.
It is at this stage of the ceremony that the powdering of the people with
red and white colours takes place. Being a symbol of life and death walking
hand in hand. Another symbol is to crack an egg and take out the yolk. The
yolk and the white are separated and each twin receives his or her share to
suck on.125 The empty eggshells were visible on top of the roof in Nzeret.
In this connection I would like to mention that marriage played an important role in the rites of passage, especially when passing from one status to
another. A married man was his own man in comparison with other villagers, and he enjoyed a greater respect than those, who were not married. It
was not, however, until his first born arrived that he took place among the
elders in the village. Now with the child on his arms as a visible sign of his
manhood, he stepped forward into the limelight, and nobody could put
any restrictions to his right of speak and to be heard.

Circumcision
The circumcision of boys was known in Monga, but, I did not find any
evidence regarding excision of girls. I am sure it took place, but probably
very seldom. The circumcision of boys , however, was actually so common
that it was often executed without any accompanying rituals. The boys accepted very quickly the offer from the local health service to be circumcised. To drop the whole idea of circumcision was never an option. Some
boys did undertake the cutting upon themselves, if there were no other
ways. On account of rusty knives and other inadequate tools infections
were inevitable.
The custom of circumcision was deeply-rooted among the people of
Monga. Since we were running a public school in the area and many of our
teachers were Mongwande, we had a very good contact with life as it
passed on in our vicinity. As time came for the boys to be subjected to the
rituals of circumcision in their home village, they hurried off to get it done.
It looked as if nothing could stop them. Threats of excluding them from
125
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school did not help. Even though it might be in the middle of an exam, they
just left. Years of experiences in the milieu and the laws that we were facing
made us comply and give them leave of absence.
Upon returning, a new attitude was noticed. Passing through the rites of
transition, had seemingly brought selfrespect to their minds. In response to
our inquiries of what had happened they had different answers. Based on
all the informations I gathered throughout the years, I got a good picture of
what took place during the ceremonies.
Some were placed in a hut and been told or ordered not to show up in the
village, until they were called upon. Others told me that they moved freely
around in the village during the transitional period, but were told very
firmly that the rite and its meaning should fill their complete attention.
They were physically present, but absent in “spirit”. The opinion of most of
the boys was that the rites had been a transference from the world of children to the world of adults. Fundamental values had been transferred from
father to son. They had left one stage of life and entered into another. It had
also been a process of learning. But this process was not a harmless, abstract method of teaching. The teachings were followed by direct physical
encroachment on the body, the circumcision, incisions in the skin and filing
of the teeth. Abstention from certain food and beverages was required and
the recipients were asked to observe certain taboos whose goal was to prepare them for the life to come after the initiation.
Hidden in the rites of passage, which we caught glimpses of through the
conversations we had with the boys, was a notion that the rites served as
guide lines through no man's land. If we put all these aspects together, we
will see a pattern which I will try to sketch out and interpret.

A.
The isolation from the villagers is made visible by the fact that the boys,
there might be several of them at any given time, are placed in a hut or an
enclosure. We can interpret the hut in a spiritual sense as a death tomb or
the mother's womb. Analysing the rites of the intermediate phase (see diagram 3, p. 131), the idea of similarity with the foetus' development in the
womb of the mother doesn't seem too farfetched. By placing the novises in
an enclosure, a hut it seems to me a reason for conclusion of similarity. By
this conclusion two notions, time and space, make their appearance. The
foetus spends a certain time in the womb of the mother. The recipient
spends equally a fixed time in the enclosure or hut. The womb of the
mother is narrow and small (snake song No. 8 v.1, p. 69). The snake mother
sings out loudly that her body is narrow. The enclosure or hut is also narrow and small, the realm of darkness were the recipient is obliterated and
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deprived of all status.126 The boys who have passed through the rites of
changes and the circumcision have also literally passed time and space in
the hut built in the forest.

B.
The rituals also partly consist of scornful shouting and acts of contempt.
The meaning of these taunts were, as I understood them, that the neophyte
should steel himself in preparation to fight. There were also shouts encouraging the recipient to become adult. But in order to enter into the "new life"
certain rules had to be followed. Among other things: abstinence from sexual intercourse with females (some of the boys were between the ages of
14-16 years), abstaining from different kind of food and sometimes full
fledged fasting. On the whole there was a betwixt and between situation
that clearly signalled that they had fallen between two chairs in all respects.
The testing was focused on the character of the boy. The painting with red
and white colours which in this period took place, were external signals of
an internal death and resurrection. The so-called three principle colours
black, moindo or mbinà, white, mbufu or mpémbe and red, bengbá or bigwama,
were well known by the Mongwande.

C.
The youngsters had to pass through certain bodily encroachments, such as
filing of the teeth (Nzakara people). In Monga the two front teeth were
pulled out. Likewise, tattoos, cutting stripes on the forehead and down
towards the nose tip (Kembi mongwande). These marks were of great social significance. They signified the cross over from child status to adult
status. The tattoos were tribal markings. The novise was in the transference
acknowledged as worthy of receiving the markings of the tribe.

D.
The final act of these rituals was the circumcision. The prepuce, foreskin
was cut off and thrown in the wood. (Scalpel for circumcision. Photo 38/21,
p. 95). The wound was cleansed with hot water. Ointment was put on and
then a bandage of palmleaves was applied to the wound. When the circumcision had taken place, the participants in a ceremony were presented as
initiates in a new scheme of life, the adult world. The medicine man was
the master of the ceremony. The state of betwixt and between was over.
Following the rites of passage and the circumcision, the food directives and
the taboos came to an end. As soon as the neophytes returned to their
proper village, they were received with dancing and singing. Nothing of
social value was lost in Mongwande land. However, something unexpected emerged. Those who were not circumcised were subjected to the
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scorn of the circumcised. This is supported by H. Burssens.127 Everything
touched by the uncircumcised was considered unclean i. e. indefinable. The
situation of the uncircumcised had to be redefined and the only way of
doing that was to get them circumcised.
H. Burssens says in his treatise on circumcision that no one knows the
origin of the rite among the different mongwande tribes.128 He mentions
that apart from some sporadic cases, the circumcision was not executed
among the Ngbandi. But, he states one case which I can verify, which is of
fundamental value, transferred from father to son. In regard to the origin of
this practise, the answer of the Mongwande was clear: "This came with the
Arab." I found no reason to doubt that statement. The influence of the Arab
was well known among the Mongwande.
The transfer occurred during puberty, and was exercised as a part of the
transitional ceremonies, closing with the circumcision. It might be that
Burssens didn't have any information of it. The circumcision was common
practise among boys in Monga, but probably not so on girls.
Some experts have doubts whether circumcision has a relation to sexual
precocity or not. Among certain central africain nationalities circumcision
takes place a few days or weeks efter birth. At this stage no children have
become aware of themselves as sexually mature. The Monga people did not
circumcise their children until they reached the age of 8-16. As far as I
could see, it always took place when the boys began acknowledging themselves as sexually mature, i. e. at the age of puberty. The Mongwande felt,
as people do around the world, the need of marking their life crises, done
by the many particular symbols they have. The subsequent rites were symbolic representations of the situation the boys were actually in. In transitional ceremonies for instance, in between the nature and culture, this is
marked by attires of fibres, leaves and twigs.
There seem to be particular rites in connection with puberty, and that is
why they are called rituals of puberty. A. V. Gennep emphasises that this
expression, rituals of puberty, does not cover the total aspect. The female
puberty is generally defined as the time menstruation starts. But this kind
of definition is not applicable for boys growing up to be men. We see that
there are great variations among the different tribes as to when circumcision takes place. A. V. Gennep concludes that the rites of passage are more
a question of social and cultural definitions than biological.129 In regard to
my experiences in Monga, A. V. Gennep 's opinion is an adequate conclusion.
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Diagram 3: The rites of passage, betwixt and between, the liminal period.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

limen (lat.) threshold, frontiers, border, beginning;
rituals. A and B form a point of intersection D;
the recipient or the boy to be initiated;
the intersection into the dark room E;
the dark room, hut, seclusus, death, grave, womb of mother. Liminal
period;
F. transference completed and the neophyte, the newly initiated enters
into a new stage of life in the community.

I have by a simple graphic presentation tried to throw some light on how I
perceive the meaning and the execution of the rites. The rites of the passage
are acts of worship, where the rites and the symbols form an already fixed
pattern. The efficacy of the acts of worship depend on how they are executed. The issue of the rites of passage is always a new social status.
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CHAPTER 8

The great trial - Ngwanga monene

One of the pastors in a village in the Ndangbe area was accused of adultery. The happening took place in the year 1957. The Mongwande people
dominated this area, and it was a stronghold of conservatism. People held
to old snake cult, even more than other groups of Mongwande did.
The pastor was accused of sexual contact with a woman in the village, but
he was married and denied any immoral action. The entire village was upset. The elders, notables, did not accept empty phrases. They insisted on
evidence to back up his standing. The only way of obtaining the truth was
to swear a solemn oath. The pastor was willing to swear on the Bible to
asseverate his innocence. This, however, was not accepted by the chief and
the elders, sitting in the council of judges. They would only accept an oath
sworn in the old fashion. Swearing in the old fashion meant that a series of
old consecrated objects, such as ashes, crocodile teeth, leopard hide and
pieces of iron were put in a bowl of wood. The most important ingredients
were, however, the snake skin and the head and teeth of a snake. The accused was asked to stroke his fingers on the objects and swear by the name
of each animal that he was innocent. This was impossible for the pastor.
His conscience tormented him to the extent that he did not know what to
do.
On one hand his pride and honour were at stake, and on the other he did
not want to be labelled as a conjugal infidel. If he complied with the advise
of the elders, he would be exonerated. If he insisted on swearing on the
Bible, the elders would not believe him, even if he was innocent. Actually,
they would interpret his choice as a token that he had committed sexual
offence against the said woman. He could of course get the blessing of the
church by swearing on the Bible, and be religiously and socially acquitted
by the church. But, by doing so, he would incur the condemnation of the
council of judges and the villagers. The social pressure was too strong on
him. He swore in the traditional way by the head of the snake and the teeth
of the crocodile.
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The collective conduct of the village
I have in chapter 2 described a Mongwande village. I described how the
villagers, in difficult situations, often appeared in groups. Viewed in the
light of what I mentioned, I think we ought to have another look at the
function of the village and its collective characteristics.
In "The study and Notions" L. Holy and M. Stuchlik130 refer to Schneider131 who in his turn refers to E. Durkheim's "The elementary forms of the
religious life"132 where Durkheim launches the theory of collective religious
ideas and how they came about. The collection of religious ideas and symbols were by the common man believed to rest on an objective truth. Something that had come to them by the intervention of the gods.
This is not true, says Durkheim, since neither gods nor other supernatural
forces exist. At any rate not in the scientific sense. The objective reality that
all religion is based on, is the society, the village itself. The collective, the
village itself has created its religious systems. Now, the human being considers religious symbols, postulates and ideas, as having been given by
supreme powers. Several of these beliefs and doctrines have been presented in concrete texts (dogmas), pictures (Icons) and symbols.133 Whatever the belief might be, they must all, according to Durkheim, have originated out of concrete social situations and needs.
The situations were concrete enough like the need of food and drink, protection in the form of clothing and houses, or as to territories conquer and
dominance, questions of survival or death. These concrete needs and their
expressions have later on developed into abstract thoughts, covering ideas
and illusions of another world. They have on their way lost their roots and
appear as something received from the outside world.
A development like this is not improbable. The gods, the spirits and the
monsters populating nature, rivers, forests and mountains are still alive in
the imagination of the Mongwande. The needs and demands of the society,
the village, appear in the socio-religious manifestations, as in the snake
cult. The spiritual world is accepted as superior, it speaks in concert with
the village, and even with the voice of god (of the snake). Tension rose between the preacher and the villagers, "the whole village was in a rebellious
mood". The village felt that this was the responsibility of the collective. The
fight was no longer only a question of moral. Whether the pastor has had
an affair with a woman or not, but whether they can confide in an accused
person who is not willing to dispute his guilt in the traditional way. The
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struggle turned successively into a power play where both parties insisted
on having the right view on the matter. I think this is the core of the case.
Upon learning of this incident, the questions arose: "What was the purpose of this witch-hunt against the pastor? Did the inhabitants understand
the purpose themselves?" I think they did. This social and religious process
in the village was executed according to the demand of the people. It was
clearly an action or more likely a reaction against something that had gone
awfully wrong. The agitation against the pastor, as I saw it, was not a revenge. It was simply a manifestation of the collective responsibility the
people felt towards their religious traditions. They had to act according to
their beliefs, because their social and religious foundation was in jeopardy.
It is not to be expected that the people in the village understood everything
in this process. But, they certainly understood this part of a cosmological
order that they felt they had to defend. When they participated in these
social as well as religious processes, the actions were familiar and comprehensible. "If not, this world was not their world and they wouldn't be able
to live there".134 So when the preacher claimed another solution to the problem the villagers could not accept his arguments and the entire village
turned into an uproar.
Almost everything which took place in a mongwande village was a collective matter, not a device of an individual. When we are dealing with a
"group" we mean a body of people who have come together as a result of a
decision made in the village.135 This goes for a ritual gathering as well.
These festivals could have a duration of one day to several days. At times
the whole village participated. Invitations could be extended beyond the
village borders, but only to relatives or friends, seldom to neighbouring
villages as a whole (mobimba (li)). A ritual group was not labelled a permanent group, neither a family group nor a local group. This type of assemblage was a result of an invitation.
In the above story we learn that "the whole village was in uproar" and
that the group consisted exclusively of local people, who claimed justice to
be done. The social conscience of the village in regard to inherited beliefs,
claiming that the truth had to be revealed, forced the chief and his council
of judges to insist that the pastor comply with the old constitution of the
local court. The group was not invited as to a feast, but called upon by the
elders to carry out customs from time immemorial. The execution of the
rites and the rites themselves had an intrinsic value. The very point of this
"uproar" was to get the truth out in the open and that was only possible by
execution of the ancestors rites and traditions. Together with the insistence
of holding to old tradition as was customary when significant cases were at
134
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stake, it was only the local laws that could be applied. By observing these
rules and executing them correctly, peace and tranquillity would again prevail.
The judges knew what kind of rites the accused had to go through. First of
all there were the magic ashes, yolo. We have observed the production and
the composition of the magic ashes (p. 55). If one got some of this substance
on a finger and unawarely licked it, it could be the cause of death.
Crocodile teeth represented the river god, also named Kilima (m) in
mongwande (p. 36). The crocodile was not usually worshipped with religious affection among the Mongwandes, but the teeth of the crocodile were
taken care of and used in legal procedures, like the one mentioned here.
Our pastor knew what this meant. It was an incantation to the animal, a
submission to the animal forces, invocations of the spiritual power of nature and identification with them.
Leopard hide represented the forest god Kaina (m). When people disappeared in the jungle, they were captured by Kaina, even though they could
have been caught by other forces or other animals in the forest. My sources
told me that the conception of Kaina was very old. When the preacher
swore by the hide of the leopard, it was implicit that Kaina would get him,
if he perjured himself.
Pieces of iron were old articles for everyday use, and were thus Tolo. The
one who swore by them made known that he had not forgotten his ancestors. He or she remembered them by daily worship and honour.136 The
touching of the Tolo would bear witness of his faithfulness towards the
spirits of his forefathers.
The last act was to touch the skin, the head and the fangs of the snake. No
decision of importance was ever taken without the presence of the snake. In
the legal procedure at Ndangbe the two mighty forces, namely Tolo, the
soul of the ancestors and the soul of the snake were always spiritually present. They were an integral, though invisible part of the court session, except for their representatives in the form of symbols. The community had
again proved itself capable of coping with difficulties.
The trial in Ndangbe shows what power the snake exercised in the mongwande society. It also shows the general socio-religious attitude among
the Mongwande. They could not and they would not accept the pastor's
proposal of swearing on the Bible to protest his innocence. There was no
other way than the one that had been exercised in the village for generations. The full panoply of the ancient law was brought into play. The case
reflects an old situation that perhaps today is strange. From the very beginning the pastor had all the odds stacked against him. He stood alone, while
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the whole village was against him. He had to swear that he was innocent
by touching the relics and the snake with his fingers.

Analysing the elements of the rites
If we study more closely the "holy objects" we will find that "these articles"
represent the earth, "ashes", the teeth of the crocodile, "the forces of the
river", the hide of the leopard, "the secret of the rain forest", the iron pieces,
"Tolo, the authority of the ancestors" and finally the snake. We notice that
all these relics are symbols of a reality that is beyond the control of the
Mongwande. The earth, the forest, the river, ancestors and the snake are all
symbols of an ulterior world. But, these symbols indicate ideas that perhaps only can be perceived by the actors. The interest of the participants is
certainly the practical side of the rites. They want results. The rites and
ceremonies have a concrete goal which is to influence the situation to such
an extent that it changes. In the court case from Ndangbe with subsequent
rites, the situation was changed in favour of the group. The accused went
through the ceremonies in accordance with the conditions laid down by the
village and was acquitted.
Having said this, one ought to pay attention to the fact that the contents of
the snake cult was, in general, the same for all the Mongwande groups.
The base elements were materials from earth, forest and water. The shaping
of the materials on the other hand could vary from village to village. "It
seems to me", L. Molet says in regard to the Mongwande conception of the
world, "that certain substances or materials and colours correspond in special ways with the external world, the forest and the river. These substances
or colours are links that put the executor in connection with the forces of
the nature. These substances carry a strong charge, that are organised in
two ways: in a liquid form and a solid form."137
L. Molet returns to Mongwande tripartite philosophy of the world: water,
earth and forest.138 Right here we have a common base. During the trial we
caught glimpses of the representatives of water (river) by the crocodile , the
earth by the ashes and the forest by the leopard, Kaina. We note that the
fundamentals are the same but that the execution of the acts might be a
little bit different from one part of the Mongwandeland to the other.
Water and particularly waterfalls are formidable powers that require special attention.139 "Kanda and Sangere" are local Yakoma phenomenona
which are unknown in the Monga area. But river spirits, like Kilima, mentioned above, were well known and object of worship and respect.
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The earth is symbol of fertility, the basis for all kinds of nourishment. The
energy of the earth was inexhaustible and its creative powers enormous. By
implementing the right rituals the people tried to have a share in the force
of the earth. The field was sacred because the sweat of the labours had prepared the soil for sowing and harvest. That is why the family was in trouble if the woman got childbirth pains in the middle of the field work. Because, if she did, she could not go on tilling the family's field (p. 51). Mbi no
ye ma ele, "I can not walk to the field".
The forest encompasses all the terrain, the mountains, the valley and wilderness. Here the evil monsters live. And here lives the Kaina, the ogre that
abducted humans. Here is the habitat of all wild beasts. One of them being
the snake. The snake that sneaks unannounced into the village, disguised
as twins. It is important to distinguish between the forest and the village,
the humans and the beasts. This distinction is made by executing the rites
of the ceremonies correctly for instance by placing the placenta outside the
borders of the village, eggshells on top of the sticks, placed outside the
cabin of the parents.
The snake was involved in all secular and religious affairs in the districts
where the tripartite cosmology was practised. And so it was in Ndangbe.
We shall not forget to take this into account when we look at the symbolic
values of this involvement.
In Chapter 5 (p. 54) "The skin of the moon" I ask myself whether it could
be possible or not that people could compare the moon with the snake? In
the section "Recapitulation" on page 58 I refer to a parallel between the
moon that tosses off its skin and the snake that sheds it skin. I arrive at the
conclusion, based on my own and my informants explanations, that in the
belief of the people, lies the conviction that the renewal of the moon, was a
parallel to the renewal of the snake. I think Turner suggests the same, when
he talks about the symbolism of the moon and the symbolism of the
snake.140 But, there is another side of the snake as a symbolic value and that
is people's belief in the snake's active participation in the birth of twins.
Since it is always present at child births and especially at the birth of twins
among the Mongwande, it seems probable to draw the conclusion that the
snake is a symbol of child births, a kind of child births' god. (Not an unknown phenomenon in history: Eileithyia, pre-hellenic goddess of childbirth.141)
It appears to me that the twins really are snake, ngbò, when they are
brought to this world. We have further facts: Snake songs and dances, rituals around the births of twins, the placing of the placenta and the umbilical
cord and the rites of passage leading the subject from the state of ngbò,
140
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snake, to the state of human by the name giving ceremony. All these criteria are more than indicative for a conclusion that the snake was some sort
of a child birth god.

The colours in the tripartite world of the Mongwande
There was, as far as I could see, a lot of variations within the Mongwande
society concerning both form and content of religious and socio-religious
rituals. Even though the fundamental principle, especially in regard to the
snake cult, was similar in different Mongwande groups, there were differences. For example in the utilisation of certain substances. To overlook acculturation between different mongwande groups and the influence by the
Azande people would be a mistake. Particularly when it comes to the interpretation of colours. L. Molet says that "it seems that the Ngbandi/Mongwande in their understanding of the world, comprehend certain substances and certain colours as specific links between them and the ulterior
world, as the forest and the river.142 There is a corresponding relationship
between these substances or colours that transfer strength and energy. The
power of the river, for instance, is the water itself and a substance of clay
which is associated with the river […] the colours correspond with the colour they ascribe to different spirits of nature. Thus, white corresponds with
water and river spirits and red corresponds, in the mind of the Mongwande, with the forest's genius". Molet also takes pain to list up the symbol
value of the colours:
Black is a colour symbolising human activity, grief in death and at the funeral,
control of the house and warmth;
Red indicates danger and produces malicious echoes in the crises of life;
White is the opposite. It is beneficial and cleansing.

-

A fact that perhaps can confirm this tripartite world among the Mongwande, is that the medicine men seem to refer to such a division in their
seances. Molet sees a real encounter between three worlds in the medicine
men's three-dimensional operations.143 At seances of fortune telling where
shells are utilised these must come directly from ocean water. In a process
where water and oil are mixed in a bottle, we think of two substances: water and palm oil. The latter one is a product of refinement, from the palm
nut: raw material from the forest. In the chiropractic where the sorcerer is
trying to find out the future of the applicant by the way of palmistry the
red, mbio (m), colour is applied. This red paste comes from a special tree.
Regarding Molet's observations, I find them, roughly speaking, concurring with my views (see "The medicine man" p. 152). The medicine mans
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bottle, spoken of by Molet, is an almost daily observation at the seances of
the sorcerer in the rain forest. Neither is the colours’ role of representation a
secret. But, using universal observations as a base for an affirmation that
the Mongwande divide their world into three parts according to substances
and colours, might be to go too far. If we accept such conclusions as the
Mongwande do, which I for my part do not think improbable, I suppose
we ought to acknowledge a sort of cosmological notion, a cosmos out of
chaos. Creation of an organised world, cosmos, out of an unorganised and
chaotic globe.
There is no doubt that the Mongwande regard the colours as more or less
significant. But this is a cultural question. It is an expression of their own
subjectivity. It has nothing to do with an objective scientific colour theory.
Their own sociological, religious, economical and cultural comprehension
of a system of values, decide their emotional attitude or relation to colours.
Here we touch on two things that may have a decisive significance for their
selection of colours. The first one is the immanent characteristic of the substance and the second one is its symbolical value. Even though I am cautious in drawing conclusions, it appears to me that what we are observing
among the Mongwande, is an indication that they divide the world in three
portions, earth, water and forest. Based on the empirical experience of these
elements, their quality and strengh, the colours are chosen as symbols of an
abstract reality: the black earth, the shiny water and the red forest. Let us
have another look at the three colour substances that are used at the cultural ceremonies by the Mongwandes.
White chalk, mbufu (m) or mpembe (li) , (Photo 42/22 p. 146) was abundantly
used as a sort of embellishment by people living by the Mbili river and at
Nzama village where this specimen comes from. This was applied not only
as colouring on the days of festivals and the lunar festivities, but also applied on pregnant women and on men at other occasions. The white colour
was a symbol of good health and of the moon light, i.e. life and light out of
darkness. The white colour acknowledged that pregnant women were not
under any kind of spell from the evil, ndoku (li) or likundu (M).
The red colour, benga or bigwama (Photo 43/23 p. 146) was made of marrow from the mbio tree. The marrow was cut up and ground, and then
kneaded until it became a dough. The well known Congolese drums were
also made from this tree. The dough was kneaded until it became a soft
paste, ready to be applied on the skin. The substance had a formidable affinity. I'd like to call this colour "the colour of the wives of the chief", because it was especially utilised by the chief's wives as a sign of beauty. It
was thus a colour for the elite. The symbol was easily comprehended and
could not under any circumstance be misunderstood by the people, living
within the social and political structure of the community. Any one in the
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tribe who lay violent hands on the chief's wife did not dare to come up
with an excuse, that he did not understand the symbolic and true significance of the red colour. He would simply not be believed. It seems like the
red colour markings followed a certain pattern. The women were by preference sprinkled on their arms, the breast and the forehead. This was also
done to the mothers and fathers of snake children, as well as to the snake
children, the twins themselves. The reason for doing so with the snake
children was to show that they did not "belong to this world", they were
the children of the snake, and on account of that they possessed a particular
status.
In situations where the black, mbino or moindu, colour was needed, pieces
of charcoal were used. This colour is not the most prominent one, but was
the most utilised colour at burials. It signified death and destruction. In the
same way as ashes (charcoal) were waste from burnt trees and thus was a
symbol in itself of death.

Summary
If we sum up some of the topics we have examined in this chapter, we find
that the interpretation of substances and in particular of colours seem to
differ from one tribe to another. I do not know whether Molet interprets
the red colour as unequivocally evil. From his summary I deduce it to be
so.144 In Monga, though, the red colour was the symbol of both superiority
and death. The colours actually played many roles and reflected the double
character of the culture as well. It seems as if the colours originally were
symbols of actual situations: either at the execution of the rites of passage
or at more joyous occasions. The colours meant one thing during festivals,
and another in life crisis.
After a thorough investigation of the matter, I learned from Kembi, my
first pastor, and Yanzere, the leader of the church council, that colours were
applied in situations like the one with the pastor. I wondered why the
preacher did not tell me. He did not mention that he had been sprayed with
colours during the court trial, which was a common practise. The accused
was subjected to heavy colouring with red, mbio, black and white.145 I think
he didn't want to mention it, because he felt himself depraved by the ceremony. He could discuss it with his own people, because they knew and
understood the tradition. The colours possessed magic and religious
power, well known to the pastor. Being painted all over his body with
these colours was a violation of his freedom and personal belief. He could
simply not acknowledge this extremely humiliating situation.
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The application of colour substances is in the described case a question of
civil morals and religious reverence. The specific rite functioned as a symbol of distinction between the supposedly good and the likewise supposedly bad. In the eyes of the villagers the pastor was on the bad side.

Photo 41/24. The man with the bewitched orange tree, ndeti na ndimo (li). Monga 1957. The
snake fence.
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CHAPTER 9

The Snake Fence

We have seen in the previous chapter how the village united in a common
struggle against one person. How the village demonstrated their joint
community will against, as they saw it, a person's arbitrary caprice. Let us
for a moment look into a situation in which a person stands up against a
whole village. He is doing that in virtue of the belief he shares with the village, namely the belief in the power of the snake. Tanghe emphasises that
the snake is the Supreme in everything in connection with magic.146 This
has been confirmed by H. Burssens.147 With regard to magic researchers
agree, for most of the part, that in magic it is difficult to discern black from
white. What is evil and what is good? The distinction between religion and
magic has, broadly speaking, been focused on the notion that religious rites
have as one of their functions to maintain fellowship between the members
of the church, while the magician is in want of that special function. A pastor has a congregation, while a magician has a clientage.148 Besides, religion
through its rituals is calling on a personal, conscious and omnipotent object.149 Magic, on the other hand, has a far more simple goal. Magic tries to
influence natural and human events by help of mystical forces outside of
the human sphere. The discussion which concerns religion and magic is in
anthropological circles of today, however, no big issue. Tylor calmed down
the discussion in the late 19th century with following remark:
Magic and religion are components of the same total system of thoughts. They
are not alternatives to each other, but they are complementary to each other.
They are in this manner not stages in the human development.150

The Mongwande would no doubt share these thoughts. Magic and belief
are in the mongwande society interwoven. In other words the magic and
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the belief are overlapping. E. E. Evans-Pritchard concludes in his analysis
of the sorcerers among the Azandes:
It is only by faith in the witchcraft that these sorcerers can be understood. In the same
manner as a policeman's function is comprehensible, viewed against the background of
criminality, sorcery on one side and oracles and magic on the other are but two sides of
the same faith.151

Among the Mongwande, as far as I could interpret their socio-religious
behaviour, the medicine man was the spokesman of religion and belief. The
distinction between magic and religion is a european definition, introduced
by the church. It is not a mongwande conception. The snake is paramount
to all others.152 I share his opinion, but wish to emphasise that it must be
faith that is the backbone of the snake cult, because, I find it difficult to contest that faith is the principal support in both magic and religion. The following story, from the year 1957, shows that the events which took place
were possible because both the main character in the story and the villagers
believed in the power of the snake. He, the person in question, consecrated
an orange tree to the snake and put a fence around it, which was made of
small sticks made in the same way as the sticks I have described earlier (p.
119. Photo 33/16 p. 94).
Taking a walk not far from where I lived in Monga, I saw a man clearing
the grass around an orange tree inside a fence. I stopped and asked if I
could take a picture of him (Photo 41/24, p. 141). The following conversation in lingala took place:
Question: Yo azi kusala nini? What are you doing?
Reply: Ngai azi kusukula kilikili na ndeti na ngai. I am cleaning around my
tree.
Question: Azi nini yo ati pua na kukanga nzela pai na ndeti yango? Why have
you blocked the path to the tree?
Reply: Azi kula na kusinzera ndeti na ngai. The items are set up in order to protect my tree.
Question: Bandeti yango azi pilamoko nyoka. The stick and the rods look like
snakes.
Reply: Banyoka oyo asinzera mbuma na ngai. The snakes are watching my orange fruit.
Question: Ketunga yango mpe ebola yango azi kusala nini? What are the basket
and the bunch of twigs doing?
Reply: Azi dawa makasi pua na kusinzera mbuma na ngai. They are powerful
medicine that watches over my orange fruit.
Question: Asinzera boni boni? In what manner are they watching?
Reply: Bandima. The villagers know the purpose of my rituals.
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I understood after a while that my interlocutor didn't like to continue our
conversation, so I had to turn to others in the village to learn more about
his doings.
The story was that the man had occupied the orange tree, which ordinarily every citizen of the village had free access to. He had blocked the access
to the tree by putting up sticks and rods that were carved to look like the
skin of a snake. In addition he had hung up a basket, containing dawa makasi, "strong medicine", and a bunch of twigs and straw that represented
mighty force. As a matter of precaution he had then put up an extra set of
snake rods.
The man in question wanted to have the tree for himself as a supplement
to his daily diet. The only way to attain his goal was to occupy it. Instead of
consulting the chief and the town council and ask for permission to become
the sole temporary owner of the tree, he acted at his own risk and declared
the tree to be his. He knew that his petition of exclusive rights of the tree
would be denied, as fruit trees were public property. His claim on the tree
had therefore to be supported by supernatural forces. He listed up as his
defence: the snake, by the carving of rods, and Tolo, present in the basket
and the earth god in a bunch of twigs and straw. The man was no sorcerer,
but now, at least for the time being, he was regarded as one. He had called
on all the powers available, the snake and the ancestors. What he had done
to promote his own affairs was not good, but he had placed himself under
the protection of the snake and was therefore untouchable.
The orange tree had its own specific name, ndeti na dawa (li), "the bewitched tree". How could it be that the whole village accepted his stand? As a
matter of fact they did not accept it, but the truth was that they, the villagers themselves, operated within the same forces when need be. But in such
cases the village itself was united in one consortium i. e. a group created for
the common good. Here was an individual who knew the witchcraft and
without scruples utilised the technique egotistically. Furthermore, the elements being used were something they themselves believed in. The worship of Tolo, the forfathers and the snake cult represented their own foundation of life. Nobody could fling curses at these fundamental principles of
the faith of the Mongwande, without being punished or excluded from the
brotherhood of the community. That is why no one managed to walk up
against the tree to break "the spell". In a way the whole village was captured in its own net.
They were stuck in the virtue of their own belief in the magical snake
phenomenon. The definition of magic is: ex opere operato, which means
that it acts on its own accord. I am not sure that this is true if we are looking
phenomenologically at it. None of the substances that are being applied
during the seances change by themselves, without an intermediary, either
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man or woman, medicine man or priest. Only when the words of initiation
are pronounced, the believer believes the change has taken place. In other
words, first when the rites are executed and the rituals performed, the seance is complete and the transfomation, the change might take place. It is
acknowledged that magic and religion are interwoven in the Mongwande
society. They share many functions together: trying to explain the inexplicable, trying to cope with the unusual and mysterious, keeping up with
social and moral values and making attempts of co-ordination. The Mongwande society doesn't only have these above mentioned factors in common. They share also, as previously mentioned, something that is substantial: Faith, which is the cornerstone both in magic and religion.
In answer to my question how sticks and rods, strong medicine and ancestor worship could watch over his oranges, he said: "They believe, bandima, they acknowledge the power of the rituals". Kundima is the verb, to
believe. This verb, however, contains a lot of variations in the Lingala
language of the Bangala: subordinate oneself to, rest, agree, consent to, confess, admit, accept, convince oneself and to believe.
When the man by the tree uses the word ndima, belief, he does not mean a
religious, absolute belief. It is a kind of belief, but not in a god, and at any
rate not in a single determined god. I perceive the word very comprehensively, like René van Everbroeck does in his Lingala vocabulary.153 Kundima
ought to be translated as an accept of something they, the Mongwande, did
not have any control over. An accept of one half religious phenomenon
through the representation of snake by the tree, and one half sociological
phenomenon, as what the man did, forced the village to reconsider the village's position as to what was socially acceptable. What once was considered as beneficiary forces for the village, was all of a sudden with a simple
manoeuvre being used against them.
The people, however, agreed to the circumstances. It seemed as if they
gave their consent as the whole scheme developed. The people believed in
the snake, in the Tolo and in the traditional medicine. That is the reason
why the means, the substances were powerful. Not in virtue of themself,
but in virtue of the faith of the believers. Whether the Mongwande believed
in their forfathers or in the snake is actually irrelevant. The decisive question is whether they believe or not. And the Mongwande belief under the
existing circumstances was as follows: It is all in the eye of the beholder. Belief,
as a psychological function, is after all a universal human phenomenon.
Nobody would run the risk of losing an arm or getting blind in an effort to
lay hand on another person's property. Viewed in the light of this background, I see no difference between magic and religion. According to my
understanding the Mongwande did not either. If there is any difference
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between magic and religion, it might be that the so-called magical means
could be utilised as personal agencies, and in this context be characterised
as sociological occurrence. Like in the case of the snake fence. But even
though in a constellation like the above, picked from real life, the magic
does not stand out all by itself. That religious leaders are called upon to
bless or to curse is nothing new even within more sophisticated religions.

Photo 42/22. White chalk, mbufu (m) or mpembe (li). Comments see page 139.

Photo 43/23. The red colour, benga (m) or bigwama (m). Comments see page 139.

Photo 44/25. Hook to draw teeth, beli na kulungula mino (li), zamagunga (m). Length 0.25 m.
Monga 1956. Comments see page 161.
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Photo 45/35. Tribunal amulet. Nza (m). Nkisi (li). Ngwanga Nkisi (li). Likiti 1956. Page 167.

Photo 46/36. Amulets. Nza. Nkisi. Likiti 1956. Comments see pages 167-168.

Photo 47/37. Amulets. Nza. Nkisi. Ndangbe 1956. Comments see page 168.
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It was revealed during my research of the matter, that the man had access
to the tree on an equal footing with the other villagers. As that was not
enough for him, he decided to occupy the tree. If he had been given exclusive rights to the tree by the elders of the village, these measures had not
been necessary. He did something unheard of among the Mongwandes. He
occupied a tree in his own name, and on account of that had to face the
consequences. If he had made an analysis of the consequences before he
went to action, he would probably not have done it. However, he attained
what he aimed at. He got the protection of the snake and was able to keep
the oranges for himself. As we see, it was protection of the tree the man
wanted when he put up the snake fence. If somebody laid hands on his
tree, he would run the risk of losing an arm or an eye. The man's action was
therefore not only protective but also destructive. That the man had called
on the snake for protection, would, according to popular etymology, increase his possibilities for a plentiful harvest of fruit. The snake protection
would keep intruders at a respectful distance and even cause death on
those who tried to interfere. We know that, when the Mongwande went out
fishing, they threw dawa makasi (li) into the water and the fish floated up to
the surface, caught in abundance, probably knocked out by the poisonous
medicine (p. 27). Actually, this medicine was no magic or witchcraft, but a
very strong poison, even though Tanghe argues vigorously that this was all
a "spell from the snake." There was, however, no magic potion in substance
around the tree, but the power of the symbols had a tremendous effect on
the believers.
A final question has to be asked. Why wasn't it possible to get rid of the
spell? This kind of spiritual liberation was never tried in the village, as far
as I know. Taking steps to remove the spell, was rare. If that happened a
real sorcerer was consulted, one who had the right connection with the
spirits and the right medicine. He was trusted to chase the evil spirit, likundu (m), out of town. That was not an easy task. First of all, few sorcerers
took on a case like this. Secondly, the risk was too great. Opening up for an
action against the spell could cause trouble and destroy the peace and stability of the village for long time to come. Usually, what was done, was to
sit down and discuss the matter until an agreement was reached. I have
participated more often than not in those kind of deliberations. I was more
than one time astonished over the fantastic art of diplomacy displayed in
these meetings. In the village where the above mentioned happening occurred, the elders agreed to let time pass which is a well known mongwande tactic. As the Mongwande say: Time justifies the action; if fruitful, a
right action; if not, a wrong action; justification is ensured by the higher power.
And that was the end of it. The case was solved when the oranges had
been harvested.
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CHAPTER 10

The master of ceremony in the snake cult

I have in my diagram in Chapter 6 (page 108) made an attempt to give an
account of the disturbance of power balance that takes place when twins
are born. Tanghe, Burssens and Molet point at an intermediary, a man or a
woman.154 Tanghe is quite strongly emphasising the position of the twins
as snakes and chiefs. Close research shows that many are involved in the
power struggle that arises in connection with the birth of the twins. The
father loses his power in the family. Probably because it is assumed that he
can not be the father to these beings. It might be that he disclaims any
knowledge of the twins since twin births are of a supernatural origin. It
could take some time before he reassumes his position as father of the family. This was the reason why the twins were not brought to the ancestral
house for blessing, because they did not have anyone to bring them there.
The chief too lost his power and influence as chief in the village. The twins,
being the children of the snake, had status as chief and in a certain way
dethroned the chief. In other words the village went through a politicaly
unstable period.155
Several persons used this chaotic situation to acquire power. The question
was, however, whether or not they could prove their identity as mediators
between the snake and the family as well as the snake and the municipality. Their identity was established by the messages they produced in the
name of the snake. Nothing was more important than to establish a connection between the snake, the family and the town council in order to obtain
influence in the village. I do not think, however, that they all were powerhungry. At least not the real sorcerers. They were professionals and were
very seldom elected chiefs. They were considered human beings with supernatural power, but were not because of that assumption elected leaders
of the village. In this assumption lies, according to my information about
the life of the Mongwande, a rational and wise thinking. In these turbulent
times, though, we catch a glimpse of a well-known figure in the mong154
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wande society, the medicine man. He appears to be an important person of
the drama, now unfolding before our eyes. As we have observed, the birth
of twins may change both the political and sociological structure of the society, by the fact that this new structure suddenly can get them a new chief
and that new families and clans could hold positions they did not have
before. It is therefore very important that status quo is re-established as
soon as possible. The intermediaries, men or women, may be of help in or
postpone this process.

Photo 48/29. Instrument of divination. Mbeti (m). Length 0.28 m, height 0.18 m, width 0.09
m. E.E. Evans-Pritchard (1963: 362, 364) has a sketching of the mbeti and he calls it "the rubbing board". Ndangbe 1956. Comments see page 164.
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Photo 49/26. Medicine box, Nguku (m). Length 0.21 m, width 0.08 m. and height 0.10 m.
Ndangbe 1956. Comments see page 161.

Photo 50/30. Portable wood pieces for divination 0.07m x 0.03m. Ndangbe 1956. P. 165

Photo 51/31. Fruit of divination. Mbeti (m). Nzeret 1956. Comments see page 165.
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The intermediary
At this time, more than usual, the villagers are influenced by the snake parents, by sudden surprise dreams, riddles and revelations. The snake says
this and the snake says that. All this emanates from dreams popping up
from nowhere by elderly women or other individuals. The one who finally
puts things straight, is the medicine man, the intermediary. He more than
anyone else is the mediator between the snake and the parents. He gives
the order when the twins shall be moved from their small house, when the
name giving ceremony shall take place, when the chief shall be re-instated
and when the father is again acknowledged as father. He is the one who
presides over the procession in connection with the placing of Tolo-ngbò,
the snake rods, at the door of the hut, and the placing of the ta-ngbò, the
snake mother's sticks, outside the village. He dominates the ceremonies in
the twin festivals. He does not appear in his own name, but in the name of
the snake. All his commands are willingly obeyed. He claims to have received his orders from the snake by dreams and revelations. But I have
found here also some sort of limiting liability as the command from the
snake could get the children into trouble, even illness and death. For example, if the snake has given an order to feed the children with a special diet
that notoriously would bring death if they ate it.156 The food was prepared
and served to the twins for them to die. But the woman who told the elders
that the snake had given the order to prepare the food, was not punished.
She had not hit on that idea all by herself. She had only executed the will of
the snake. There was actually in the rites of the snake cult and in the name
of the snake a sort of psychological escapism, a renouncement of responsibility where much could be done through men or women without holding
them personally accountable. The mediator over all in this conglomeration
of inspiratory sources was the medicine man, who we will have a closer
look at.

The Medicine Man
In societies that are in want of a literary language, authoritative persons are
usually the core of respect, the sorcerer being the most prominent. He is not
only in command of the power of this world by his medicine, but is also in
touch with the supernatural forces. When twins are born in a family, he is
the medium between the family, the village and the snake. He appears
with power and authority, when he is consulted in such affairs. His words
are absolute and can ordinarily not be contested. He is a dominant and
powerful person who has to be reckoned with.157 He is next to the chief. He
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is respected and feared. He possesses supernatural abilities which he can
use any time he deems it necessary. I think this was the principal reason
that he never (or very seldom) was elected chief. Evans-Pritchard writes
that he "had expected to find witches not only detestable for the Azandes,
but that a witch, even though he was not killed on account of European
law, was expelled from the community".158 But he concludes: "This was not
the case at all. Actually it was opposite". As an example Evans-Pritchard
tells about one of his friends from the Amozungu Clan, Tupoi. The witch
was not ostracised from the society. "He was a respected father and husband who wished his guests welcome to his house or to festivities. He
could even become a member of the town council, council of elders".159 In
other words, he became a centre in his village. A person who everybody
could look for in time of crises. The medicine man was one of the firm pillars who guaranteed safety and stability for the inhabitants of the village.
In addition to his work as a doctor (the concept monganga (li) was used
only for European doctors) he practised also as psychiatrist in a wider
sense of that word. The Mongwande do not find it possible nor desirable to
draw a sharp distinction between body and soul, as we do. The treatment
of what we call psychosomatic sufferings for instance, showed on many
occasions marvellous results. There was, broadly speaking, only one medicine man in each village in the Monga area. That is why there was no competition among the sorcerers. Competition and disagreement between the
sorcerers was certainly a problem and something that happened in more
heavy populated areas, where several medicine men were fighting each
other over popular favours. There is no doubt that many medicine men had
consciously economical motives. Evans-Pritchard describes such a situation
between his personal servant and an elderly practitioner, Badobo.160 He
also describes a dancing scene in which two sorcerers had a falling out with
each other. In regard to this I have no personal experience. What I can verify is that there was in fact quite a significant feeling of solidarity between
them. One thing was for sure though, that the audience demanded the
truth from the medicine man and only the truth. If two medicine men presented two different truths in one case, that could create serious complications in the society. There is nothing the Mongwande dislike more than
trouble. There were a lot of medicine men who had inherited their position
from their father and been taught by him. In most cases they were professionals. Among the Mongwande, though, there were many who practised
as sorcerers beside their professions as farmers. In fact, the common belief
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was that anybody could "throw spell" on his neighbour. The most usual
was to toss misu mabe, sopo malamu and likundu on an adversary.

Photo 52/32. Snake dance bell, mbao (m) or ngengele (li). The medicine man's outfit. Ndangbe
1956. Comments see page 166.

Photo 53/33. Rattle. Small basket. Comments see page 166.

Photo 54/34. Amulet. Nza (m). Nkisi (li). Ndangbe 1956. Comments see pages 166-167.
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Photo 55/38. Gbenzi (m), a special root, yoro (m), dawa (li). Likiti 1956. See page 168.

Photo 56/39. Medicine, dawa (li), put in small skin bags. Comments see page 169.

Photo 57/40. Bell and dancing spear. Ngbongo na Kondoro ti Kokoro (m). Ngengele mpe Likonga
na motu na dawa (li). Length 1.54 m. Ndangbe 1956. Comments see page 169.
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Misu mabe. The evil eye
Misu (li), the eye, plays an important role in the mongwande fight for life.
Nakata yo (li), "I am going to cut, stab, toss evil on you", are expressions one
hears all the time among the children. The adults more seldom fling out
such threats. But, if they do, it is serious. The threats are pronounced while
the swearer holds his forefinger and thumb close to his eyes. The swearing
is so strong that it is supposed to have an effect in virtue of itself.
One of our workers wife, Zinga, experienced this when her husband took
his second wife. Zinga came running breathlessly to me, telling that the
new wife of her husband had thrown a spell on her: misu mabe (li), the evil
eye. She was scared. At the subsequent trial it was revealed that jealousy
was the main reason for the second wife's action against the first wife. This
kind of adjuration was a "weapon" that everybody could use. It is and was
not reserved for the professionals alone. When I asked about it, the answer
came clearly and distinctly that it was an adjuration that was used when
the adversary had gone too far. Pritchard says that when we are looking at
our mishaps as "bad luck" the Azandes consider their misfortunes as "a
spell". The same opinion is held by the Mongwande. No one is in want of
imaginary or real enemies neither in Azande land nor in Mongwandeland,
who cast "spells" on them. The reasons are plenty: envy, jealousy, anger,
aggression, greed, animosity, sickness or death. When this kind of defence
or revenge is applied, it is done to bring upon your adversary the worst
thinkable misery. If some misfortune should befall "the bewitched" for example poverty, sickness or perhaps death, it bears evidence of the fact that
he or she is guilty as charged. They get what they deserved. So one stares
firmly in the eyes of the supposed enemy and says: Ngai ati misu makasi pua
na yo (li), "I set the evil eye on you". In the mongwande world the belief is
that every unhappy incident is a result of bad people's intentions and dispositions.

Sopo malamu. The good stomach, good feelings
While the eye has a strong protective but also a provocative role in the
mongwande psychology, the stomach plays an equally important role. We
talk about the heart as a center for the emotions. The Mongwande speak of
the stomach as the principal organ for the emotions. It is the rallying point
both for good as well as for bad feelings. When the Mongwande pray to
God and ask for his mercy, they say: Nzambe oti sopo malamu pua na ngai! (li)
“God have mercy upon me!” It is important that this part of the body is
good and is treated in a way that it never falls ill. The way of obtaining a
good stomach is through food. It is of great importance that much and rich
food is produced (see the snake songs no. 1, 7, 8, 12, 19, 21, 23 and 24). If
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someone feels that his or her neighbour means mischief, he better invite
him or her to a good meal.
By doing so, a conciliatory atmosphere might arise between the two and
the earlier presumed enemy gets sopo malamu, a good stomach, good feelings towards the one who has invited. All Mongwande recognize the terms
misu mabe, the evil eye and sopo malamu, the good feelings. In a certain way
every Mongwande is able to bewitch his adversary. The Mongwande believe also that they are under some sort of spell if they have difficulties in
coping with certain situations.

Likundu. The bad stomach
The idea of good and bad stomach appears also in their imagination of the
evil spirit Li. This Li occupies specific regions in the body, but is mostly
known to operate in the abdomen.161 My experience in this field is that Li is
everywhere in the body. For example, it happens more often than not, that
he knocks, stressing hard to get out of the body by the way of the fontanelle
(fonticulus) on the baby’s head. The two halves of the head have still not
grown together and the blood is pressing, seemingly trying to get out
through the two halves and the skin. This is interpreted as being Li that is
knocking and trying to get out. People sometimes help Li to come out by
cutting the thin skin on baby's head with a knife (Photo 38/21, p. 95). Many
children die in the process.
Li is held to be an impersonal evil spirit, actually possessing the whole
body. Since kundu is stomach in Mongwande and Li a particular genius in
the world of genii among the Mongwande, the Likundu (li) idea is well
known. Likundu though, is rather special and only a certain number of people are possessed of it. It is not very much sought for, as it is always defined as an evil spiritual power. But the one who is obsessed by it dominates and bewitch other people. The Mongwande do not want a bad stomach, and not at all Likundu. They wish a good stomach, sopo malamu from
both god and humans. Providing energy, food especially, takes most of the
days work for the Mongwande. Hunting, fishing and cultivation of the
fields are of great importance, because it is through food, especially good
food, that mutual good relations are obtained. The battle against evil
thoughts and bad feelings may then be reduced to a minimum.
The commoner had his own ways of safegarding himself against imaginary or real enemies. However, sometimes situations emerge that he could
not cope with and then he understood that he had to call on the medicine
man.
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Photo 58/41. Broom. Gbenso (m). Nkombo (li). Length 0.69 m. Ndangbe 1956. See page 169.

Photo 59/42. Ceremonial hand-brush. Gbenso. Nkombo. Length 0.45 m. Ndangbe 1956. P. 169.

Photo 60/43. Head dress. Ndangbe 1956. Comments see page 169.

Photo 61/47. Ankle-decoration. Le le e geri fua (m). Lipombo (li). Ndangbe 1956. See page. 171.
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Photo 62/44. Neck decoration. Ngiombo (m). Mayola na kingo (li). Ndangbe 1956. Comments
see page 169.

Photo 63/46. Shoulder band. Bandoleer. Hà (m). Lipombo na mombika (li). Ndangbe 1956.
Comments see page 170.

Photo 64/45. Shoulder band. Hà (m). Lipombo na panzi (li). Ndangbe 1956. See page 170.
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The Medicine Man and Methods of Treatment
My observations of the medicine man made it clear that his equipment of
remedies was quite large. He knew a great deal about natural, herbal medicines, and not all of it was pure magic. The medicines seemed to be relevant
to the sickness they were applied to. The medicine men were mostly autodidacts or taught by other sorcerers. They had acquired considerable knowledge about the nature of men and the human psyche. They seemed to believe that the real cause of illness and death was not physiological, but
rather psychological. Their comprehension of the world of the senses was
just as real to them as it was to me. Wounds and blisters under the feet because of the tuku tuku (li), sand flea, were very perceptible to the senses,
without the intervention of evil spirits. Many elderly Mongwande often
had deformed feet after a whole life's combat with the sand fleas.
The sorcerers had a knowledge of herbs as a rich source of healing substances. Bark and roots were utilised against malaria, a sickness they said
was impossible to heal and get out of the body. Abumbana makasi na nzoto na
yo, kasi akima te (li), "it is hiding in your body and you will never get rid of
it".
They had a special way of covering open wounds. Banana leaves were
mostly used, and they applied a sort of ointment, consisting of different
kinds of ingredients whose recipe only the medicine man knew.
However, the knowledge of poisonous substances was quite widespread
to more than the medicine men and sage femmes. The village doctors utilised quite extensively these remedies. When some one had a headache and
that happened very often, red pepper was applied to the head. The monganga (li), village doctor, made an incision on the sick person's temples and
put red pepper, pili pili (li), in the wound. If pain was felt before, surely after this kind of treatment, pain was inevitable. It appeared to me that the
treatment followed the principle that desperate ills demanded desperate
remedies. As bandage was ordinarily utilised nkekle (li), liane, or leaves of
banana, depending on the wounds. Langa (m) was a medicine that was very
effective, but in a negative way. Langa was a special treated mixture of different kinds of herbs and roots. Patients who were treated with this medicine or drug fell in coma and often they just died.
Abscesses and festering wounds are called mbuma in Mongwande. This
word is also the name for fruit. The abscess was opened and filled with
dried leaves or with chaff and especially pulverised twigs of palm trees. I
have met people out in the forest with their limbs dislocated, but with no
special sign of trying to reset the limbs. Obviously, the local medicine man
had never heard of that kind of treatment.
The monthly menstruation of women was regarded as sickness equal to
other sicknesses, malaria na basi, women' s disease. The women solved this
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situation themselves. They applied tampons, made of a special type of
grass, without any meddling from the medicine man. During the period of
menstruation the women were called "the sitting women". The tradition
had it that during that time the women should take it easy and preferably
be sitting still. During the pregnancy observation was made regarding the
women's hunger after earth. It is possible that the earth contained minerals
the pregnant woman felt need of, and these minerals were not be found in
her traditional food. Earth from the termites mounds was very much
sought for. It was forbidden for women to eat snake meat. It was possible
that the snake body, having a phallic form, could cause an exciting effect on
the woman, which was not favourable during her pregnancy. Neither
could she consume goat meat, as the women might start running after men.
This regulation was a taboo prescription for all women in the Monga area,
not only during the pregnancy, but throughout life.
Hernia were quite common and were treated with herbal medicines without success. Likewise, goitre was very widespread in the Monga district.
The lack of iodine in the nourishment was assumingly the cause. I drew the
conclusion that the medicine men were cautious in taking on healing they
knew from experiences was likely to turn out bad. Heart disease and cancer
were rare, but it happened that these sicknesses occured. There were a few
cases of kwashiorka. Traditional local medicine could not, in most of the
cases mentioned above, brag about big results.
Even though the Mongwandes usually have very good teeth, it happens
that they suffer from toothache. The only person who can help them is the
medicine man. He utilises the iron hook shown on page 146 (Photo 44/25).
He pulls or knocks the tooth out. The toothache is most often regarded as a
result of work from evil spirits.
When the medicine man travelled outside his own office, he brought his
medicines with him in a handy box (Photo 49/26, p. 151). The box had also
another practical function. It served as a kind of pillow for the medicine
man when he wanted to take a nap. In this way his medicine will not get
robbed while he is asleep. Theft from a sorcerer was a serious matter, as
much of his power lay in his drugs. The box is made of a certain sort of
wood and is sown with a thin thread of nkekle, liane. Since the box also
served as a pillow it is called Koli. The concave form is clearly visible on the
lid of the box. It is quite possible that this is the sort of box H. Burssens
means when he writes about a certain “appuis-tête-boîte” type from Uélé.
They are, Burssens says, used by all the river people up to Banzyville. The
content of the box is a knife, utilised to open the fontanelle. Besides, the box
was full of mongwande medicines and remedies that could be applied to
all kind of diseases. The colour balls are such means. These balls are applied to the body of children and adults in order to ward off attacks from
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the bad spirits and chase them away. A method very often used. Furthermore, the colours were in use at the birth of twins. Both the children and
the parents were sprinkled with these colours. The white colour was mostly
used during burials.

The Medicine Man's or the Master of Ceremonie’s paraphernalia
Kebanga, the medicine man, came out of the forest. He put before me all his
paraphernalia, fetishes, medicines, magic means, head dress, neck decoration and shoulder bandoleer. An unforgettable encounter. He refused to be
photographed with all his equipment. No more identification with the "old
heathen " world as he had converted to Christianity. One of my workers
(Lemme) posed volontarily later on for a picture in all the gear of the medicine man. Kebanga agreed though, to display some of his instruments in
order to give me an idea of how the seances were arranged (Photos 39/27
and 40/28, p. 122) and to give me some time for studies. Most of the sorcerers have their own equipment, but I had never seen an outfit as remarkable as this one in the area of Monga. We see in the picture the equipment
of Kebanga. In his left hand Lemme is holding the staff of genealogy and in
his right hand the bell rod.
The seance that Kebanga allowed me to watch, turned out to be an experience of great value. It gave me an exceptionally useful and practical
introduction to a very complex subject. Kebanga was a medicine man, wa
kokoro (m) or motu na dawa (li). But, he was last, but not least a former leader
of the snake ceremonies. The reason for applying the term "master of ceremony" is based on the fact that most of the medicine men eagerly assumed
that position. Beside the medicine men, however, there were many men
and women who claimed to speak on behalf of the snake, coveting the position as master of ceremony, and my experience in Nzeret was that in the
end the medicine man appeared as the spokesman of the snake.162 The term
"master of ceremony" was not used in the village. That term is a conclusion
I arrived at on account of the function of the medicine man after the birth of
twins.
I will not try to interpret Kebanga's operations in this seance. As I probably do not fully understand how the Mongwande perceive the world
around them, I decline to give a complete description. I posed questions,
many questions. I really think he considered some of them irrelevant.
Questions about whether this was real or not. In the rituals the borders fade
between the real and the unreal world. It was no sense in asking why he
had become a medicine man. Or why people had believed in him and had
been seeking his help. These questions were in his eyes irrelevant. The way
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of the world, the capriciousness of rivers and forests caused the people to
ask for help. That is why he became a medicine man. He had knowledge of
good and bad spirits. About trees and herbs applicable as medicine. He
was in control of forces that were out of reach for ordinary humans. His
instruments, amulets and tools were consecrated to give advice and allusion about success and misfortune, good health and illness, hunting and
fishing, protection against sickness and crop failure, message about life and
death. While my interest in his activity was merely theoretical, from Kebanga's viewpoint it was purely practical. Due to my background I saw no
practical value in the rites and had none whatsoever belief in the matter.
But Kebanga had, and therefore he refused to continue. I found, though,
neither that time nor later on and in comparison with other medicine men,
any reason to doubt his explanations. Actually, I discovered within myself
that I was in search of a problem that probably did not exist. Are we creating problems where problems are nonexistant? Perhaps we should permit
mysteries to explain themselves. If they are unintelligible, they are so for
those who do not need them. The Mongwande needed the rituals. I did not.
For me the rites were problematic, but not for the medicine man. Gradually, it became quite clear to me that even though we were talking about the
same thing, I understood it in my way, and he believed it in his. After a
while I gave in, na kuiba kula na ye (li), "to grasp your wisdom of life" and
just sat down listening to him. My hope was to be able to convey the medicine man's knowledge about his profession in a society which was on its
way to disappear, without colouring it too much with my opinion of what I
heard and saw.163
Kebanga squats down with, among other things, the snake iron, Tolo and
the little box filled with mica, mposo na nzanza (li), the hide of the moon. He
is at work with the mbeti (li), fortune stool (pp. 122, 150). We notice that it is
a tripod, a stool with three legs. When his client asks him how his illness
will develop, the sorcerer rubs the top piece against the bottom piece and if
the top piece gets stuck, the answer is positive i e. that he (the client) will
survive. The other items in the picture are furthermore not placed there at
random. They are placed correctly and are present to give the executor
strength.

The instruments of divination
Photo 48/29 on page 150 shows a foot stool, a tripod, mbeti, i. e. a stool with
three legs. It consists of the tripod itself and a handle. This stool is made of
very hard wood, named kpwa. The termites eat all other wood, but not this
kind of wood. Evans-Pritchard has found the same "rubbing board", as he
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calls it, among the Azandes in the northern part of Congo and southern
part of Sudan.164 The mbeti is placed on the ground and the fortune teller
puts his foot on the long, supportive leg of the mbeti. He dips the handle in
water or juice and starts rubbing it against the bottom piece, while he
mumbles the question he has got from his client: "Is he going to die from
the illness he has got?" Usually the question is asked in the third person.
Then the rubbing commences going round and round and if the top piece
stops and gets stuck, the answer is yes, which means the client is going to
die. But, if the handle does not stop and is not stuck, he, the patient, the
questioner, will live. It happens sometimes that the top piece takes on both
functions. It sticks to the bottom piece but it also waltzes round and round
on the bottom piece. If this happens the answer will be that the mbeti, "the
stool of divination" is not sure and is coming up with alternatives.165
We notice that this instrument of divination answers in two different
ways. One when the handle gets stuck. The other answer when the handle
continues to go round and round. When the handle is stuck the answer is
confirmed: Yes! When the handle waltzes round, the answer is negative:
No! That the answers will be both “yes” and “no” in the same seance, is
rather rare. The desired answer is therefore dependant on which way the
question is posed. If I ask: "Isn't Kangabangu going to die soon?" If the
handle replies by sticking to the bottom piece, Kangabangu, is going to die.
But, if I ask: "Isn't Kangabangu going to live?" If then the top piece sticks to
the bottom piece, he will live. In other words the answers depend on the
questions. In this way it looks like the answers are influenced by the intuition of the sorcerer and his way of putting questions to the mbeti.
I asked several questions to the mbeti through Kebanga during the seance.
After some attempts of trial and error, as the answers came rather arbitrary,
I thought I found a reason to believe that I had been caught. We could actually get any answer. It all depended on how the questions were posed,
and the sorcerer's use of his fingers. I got the impression that Kebanga
"read" his client's face. This was, of course, my opinion, and Kebanga did
not share it. He insisted that the mbeti had its own way of response, independent of him. But, he admitted that it was very rare that the fortune tellers pronounced death sentences on clients unless the case was indisputable.
Medicines and drugs were either eaten or swallowed, but not always, in
order to conform with rules of the mbeti.
Mbeti, the three legs stool, had two ways of response: a) stick to the bottom piece and b) swirl around on top of the bottom piece. But, the mbeti
itself, the force that caused the action, was a spirit that spoke through the
movements. Mbeti was a genius that revealed hidden things and answered
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questions of the day. Regarding questions about revelations or the future
it's reply was either yes or no. It seems as if it depended on which way the
questions were asked. Mbeti was in reality a cult all by itself in Monga. It
was consulted in questions of joy or misfortune, marriage, life and death,
hunting, fishing and crop failure (Photos 48/29 and 50/30, pp. 150,151).
Not all of the Mongwandes possessed a mbeti like the one I have presented above. Instead they made their own smaller wood pieces for divination of the same kind of wood seen in photo 50/30 on page 151. The function of these small pieces were exactly the same as the bigger ones. The
mbeti worked by fits and starts. These pieces were quite common in the
forest. They had the advantage and were intentionally made that way, that
they could easily be carried around in the hand or in the pocket. Furthermore they could be consulted at any time and without a mediator.
In photo 51/31 on page 151 we see another kind of mbeti. It consists of a
string threaded through a fruit. Intentionally to create some hindrances, the
string is not only pierced once through the fruit, but two holes are made in
the fruit that lead up the extremity of the fruit and along the edge of the
fruit where the string follows a depression. Somehow the string turns
around itself. Two small wooden pieces or handles are tied to the string.
This is obviously done in order to facilitate the grip of the mbeti by the practitioner which is done in the following manner: He takes one of the
wooden pieces and puts it in between his toes. He holds the other wooden
piece firmly in his hand. Then he pushes the fruit up and down along the
string. The answer with this technique as it was with the other two previously mentioned mbeti, was yes or no. I quote from my diary:
Nzeret 1956. Mbeti: They tie one of the wooden sticks between the toes and the
other stick between the fingers. They move the fruit back and forth and ask:
"Who has thrown this sickness on me?" The name mentioned when the fruit
stops and is stuck on the string, is the culprit.

Evans-Pritchard writes that he does not know this instrument of divination, but quotes a certain vicar, Lagae, who tells about a fruit applied as an
oracular reply.166 According to Pritchard, what the vicar Lagae is narrating,
is not the same as I experienced in Nzeret. Lagae described how a fruit was
tied up with a string and held in the palm of the hand. If it does not swirl
freely around, it is bad sign. But if it turns around freely, it augurs well.
We have been looking at three different types of mbeti or oracular instruments. They have all the same function, helping the client or the seeker to
find the truth in the actual situation. To reveal who or what is the reason
for his or her psychical and physical conditions. These items are not medicines in the normal way. Medicines are usually prepared chemically and
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mechanically to be applied on patients either by mouth or on the skin. I
would instead like to call the mbeti a psychic medium. The tripod and the
other technical items are consecrated to the spirit of Mbeti. "The genius that
reveals the concealed mysteries of the world", a Mongwande popular belief.

Snake dance instruments
The instrument shown in photo 52/32 (p. 154) was very important as part
of the medicine man's equipment. It had a powerful radiation. The medicine man says: "It inspires me to dance. It says that I have to dance." In
short, he perceived the sound of the bell as a divine order to dance. Actually this staff played a decisive role in all types of dances, but especially in
the snake cult. Evans-Pritchard has a sketch of exactly this type of bell and
he calls it "the hand bell of the wizard", "the iron bell" and also "rattle".167
Both the snake bell and the mbeti bear witness of some kind of acculturation.
The small basket, shown in photo 53/33 (p. 154), made of straps of liane
and closed with the same material, contains big, dried nutshells. These nutshells produce a rattling sound resembling the sound of a snake wriggling
through the grass. The bell is used at all the arrangements that have to do
with the twins.

Amulets. Nza. Nkisi.
Photos 54/34, 45/35, 46/36 and 47/37 (pp. 154 and 147) shows amulets
that are not so common in Monga. We know that amulets are natural objects or hand made, which are believed to possess a special power to protect or bring happiness. The amulets were either worn by people or kept at
particular places in order to exercise good or bad influence. A good many
of the amulets are natural in form and size, such as beautiful stones, metals,
teeth, animal claws and plants. The manufactured amulets also vary in
form and size, like small models of animals or utility articles. Medals and
medallions, small skin bags containing formula of incantations are not as
common. However, these amulets are found among people and I show in
photo 54/34 (p. 154) a collection of magic formulas in skin bags.
I prefer to call these amulets manufactured, because these skin bags are
intentionally made by the Arabian merchants for sale. They are sewn together with a fold on top of each of them to tie several bags together. In
Mongwande these are called bisi or nza and in Lingala nkisi. Magic formulas were written on a piece of cardboard and put in the bags. These formulas were so vigorous that they could protect against any kind of illness,
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death or evil of the world. If a family bought many of these bags, they were
safe for a long time to come. The hearsay goes that the Arabian merchants
put pieces of Koran in the bags and sold them throughout Central Africa.
The price though was extremely high, to the extent that acquiring one or
two could be very difficult.
The Moslem augury and medicine has in greater or lesser degree penetrated the mongwande society. (The Mongwande asserted that the circumcision was introduced by the Arabs.) Arabian writing exercised a kind of
influence among the Mongwande and was gradually identified with magic
and healing. A word, an expression or whole stories written down on paper or cardboard, were much coveted, and if the bags contained pieces of
the Koran, they would be a real guarantee against all evil.
In the nkisi, described above and seen in photo 54/34 (p. 154), we catch a
glimpse of cardboard where the bag is worn out. This is a fabricated amulet, made and sold to Mongwande by Arabian or other tradespeople from
western Africa. The main task of this type of amulet is protection.
Photo 45/35 (p. 147) also shows an amulet which was given to me in 1956
in a village named Likiti. We notice that there are three small pins with
holes to put a string through. Inquiries about the pins made it clear that
they were a sort of protection for example if somebody was accused and
had to appear before the court. Saying court, they meant a judicial action
from the authorities. In such a case the accused bound the amulet round his
neck and stepped forward to meet his destiny. With the amulet nothing
could go wrong! Its influence was so strong at court and on the judge that
truth was revealed and the real culprit was sentenced according to his
crimes. The formerly accused was acquitted. He was innocent. All this was,
said the family I got the amulet from, because this amulet helped the innocent. I wondered whether the acquittal was based on the fact that the formerly accused was innocent or if it was based on the amulet's influence in
the case? This was, however, a highly irrelevant question in the minds of
the Mongwande.
The amulets shown in photo 46/36 (p. 147) I likewise got in the village
Likiti. They are a kind of wind-pipes. They all hung round the neck of the
children for protection against bad spirits. Actually, there were two different types of these amulets: One which consisted of four worked wooden
pieces without holes and the other was made of six worked wooden pieces
with holes. These holes are of different size and thickness, which indicate
that they are made to bring about different tunes. The six amulets are in
fact some kind of wind-pipes or whistles. It was explained to me, that the
two types of amulets belonged together. The wooden pieces without holes
had power to protect children from evil forces, while the pipes with holes
in different size, tuned according to a scale, would keep away the bad spir167

its. Since the spirits were many and different, the tunes that could scare
them away, had to vary. In this manner one had the possibility of covering
a broad range of genie i. e. ghosts. Each specific tune chased away each
specific spirit.
The windpipes, amulets shown in photo 47/37 (p. 147) belonged to Kebanga, the medicine man. We notice that these pipes, amulets are of different
sizes, as they were cut in accordance with a fixed scale. The answer to my
inquiries was the same as for the collection of pipes, amulets in photo
46/36 (p. 147), that the spirits could be small or big, and were chased away
according to the sound the holes produced. When blowing powerfully, a
high tune, a big spirit took off and likewise when blowing less powerfully,
a small spirit disappeared. These pipes, amulets were part of the daily life
of the Mongwande and were commonly found in Mongwande among children, men and women. In a certain sense I found that these amulets played
a great role in their musical life. But, they were not in a strict sense of the
word music instruments, even though they were used at dancing festivals
as at the snake dances by the medicine man. They were above all means of
chasing away bad spirits.
A root of a special plant is shown in photo 55/38 (p. 155). It is said by the
people to have magic power when you wish to reveal human beings called
motu na likundu, men or a women who carry and convey one or several evil
spirits (Likundu). It functioned in the following way: If non-invited people
entered and sat down in the house, they felt all of a sudden nauseous and
left the house in a hurry. In this way the owner of the house and the people
of the house were protected before things got worse. When I asked for an
explanation, they had none. Even Yanzere, my closest informant and a
preacher in the church had no special idea about the phenomenon. In spite
of this, none of them doubted the efficacy of the root. The root of the plant
worked whenever it was needed.
As I look at it, after enquiries with my informants, this was more or less a
psychological phenomenon. The general opinion among the Mongwande
was that this plant possessed power to disclose evil thoughts in human
being's. So, when "guests" with bad intentions entered the hut and got sight
of the plant, they were struck by the same idea. An idea they themselves
believed in. In other words, the thought and the knowledge of the plant's
power to reveal secrets had a reverse psychological effect on motu na Likundu, the evil human. In fear of being exposed, they withdraw in a great
hurry without saying goodbye. In doing so, however, they reveal their bad
intentions. If the "guests" do not have anything bad up their sleeves, they
will calmly remain in the house.
Contrary to gbenzi (m), the medicine, dawa (li), shown in photo 56/39 (p.
155), had to be pulverised and put in small skin bags. When people wanted
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to get hold of motu na likundu (li), the bad human, they hung these skin bags
full of medicine powder on their bodies and started hunting the evil spirits.
This action was ordinarily done at night. When they were out hunting, they
consumed some of the drugs. As time went by, their eyes and their minds
were opened, and they were finally able to see their enemies obsessed by
the likundu. The distribution of the root and powder was always done in
deep secrecy.

A ceremonial spear and ceremonial brooms
The bell and dancing spear, Ngbongo na Kondoro ti Kokoro (m), Ngengele mpe
Likonga na motu na dawa (li), shown in photo 57/40 (p. 155) was the ceremonial spear of the medicine man. It was also used by the chief at official
meetings to mark his presence.
The hand-brush, broom, Gbenso (m), Nkombo (li) shown in photo 58/41 (p.
158) was used to sweep and clean the patio where the seances took place in
front of the house. It was regarded as a very important ceremonial tool.
The ceremonial hand-brush (Gbenso, Nkombo) shown in photo 59/42 (p.
158) is very special. It is a ceremonial hand-brush with the purpose of chasing away bad spirits that usually emerge during the seances. It was more
important than the one shown in photo 58/41. It belonged to Kebanga's
ceremonial equipment and was used during the snake dances to clean the
air (ghosts).

Adornments. Fue (m). Lipombo (li).
I call the head dress, shown in photo 60/43 (p. 158), the pride of the medicine man. It is made of buffalo hide. The headband is in one piece prolonged with strips. A piece of the same kind of hide is sewn within the
headband. This is probably done with the intention of enforcing the band.
This head dress is a beautiful piece of work.
A neck decoration Ngiombo (m), Mayola na kingo (li), is shown in photo
62/44 (p. 159). The band was made just for decoration and hung around the
medicine man's neck. It is made of dried nuts that are cut in the middle and
cleansed inside. The shells were then thread on a string. The more nutshells
the better and the wreath was of course more impressive round the neck.
The shoulder band or bandoleer Hà (m), Lipombo na mombika (li), shown in
photo 63/45 (p. 159) belongs to the equipment of the medicine man. The
strap is made of an animal that is called Bongo in Mongwande. People said
about this animal that it lived in the water as well as in the forest. I presume it to be some kind of an otter. The animal was very difficult to catch.
Therefore it was a prestigious prey.
On the pieces of wood hanging around there are chipped signs and
straight lines. It looks like these lines are put together in groups and that
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the composition is different from one to the other. The system seems to be
quite sophisticated and conveys a message of warning and threats to anyone who thinks of launching an attack on the person carrying the shoulder
band. Thus, this shoulder band was not only a decoration but also a safeguard against misfortunes. The medicine man told me that whenever he
danced, the wooden pieces rattled and scared the spirits away.
If that was the whole idea of the wooden pieces, why all these incisions?
Straight lines, fishbone patterns, cross signs, a kind of meander pattern,
countless numbers of corresponding angles, and some pieces that are cut
like a woven plaiting and other marks. Well, in the need of trying to explain away the real meaning, the medicine man was not alone. My knowledge about other medicine men's outfit, did make it clear to me that there
were more in these "markings" than making noise for the ghosts. The
wooden pieces with the "carved runes" were certainly a kind of writing,
understood only by the initiated. No doubt this knowledge put the medicine men far above ordinary men in questions of life and death. A person
who could communicate and demand the genii i. e. ghosts by help of secrete signs, was a powerful man who filled the commoner with awe.
The shoulder band shown in photo 64/46 on page 159 is made of a big
spotted antelope hide. It raised the medicine man to honour and dignity.
According to the description it seems to be the hide of an Okapi. In my time
in Congo a very seldom seen giraffe (Artiodactyla). One of the two skins
attached to the bandoleer is made of cat skin, called in Mongwande Bolongo. The other skin is a kind of rat. This shoulder strap or bandoleer is of
particular importance during the snake dance and cult. The cutoff buffalo
horn is probably just to make further impression on people or it may have
contained drugs.
The small antelope horn hanging on the same bandoleer, served as a cup
for strong medicine, yolo or dawa. This medicine, yolo or dawa, was for sale
to anyone who wished to purchase it.
The shoulder band, Hà (m) or Lipombo na panzi (li), was an integral part of
the medicine man's equipment. He wore it during the snake dances and at
other festivities.
The ankle-decoration in photo 61/47 (p. 158) is of the kind Kebanga had
around his ankles. It is made of buffalo skin and a border runs around it as
a kind of enforcement.
All objects that we have examined one by one, belong to Kebanga's liturgical embellishment. His entire professional equipment was awe-inspiring,
made people pay respect and increased his dignity. This was more than
visible in Nzeret at the name-giving ceremony. The medicine man at
Nzeret did not have all these embellishments that Kebanga had, but I observed the medicine man at Nzeret and noticed his significance in dealing
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with the snake family and their twins. My conclusion was that Kebanga
and other medicine men's appearance during the birth of twins was very
decisive, causing both pleasant and fatale consequences for the well fare of
the village.

Music instruments used at twin and snake feasts.
The small drum shown in photo 25/48 (p. 87) is used at the birth of twins. It is also
called snake drum. With drums beating the birth of the twins take place and villagers honour the twins. Women and the whole twin family use this type of drum.
It is a trunk of a particular tree that is hollowed out in a manner that the left side
and the right side bring out their own specific sounds.
The instrument shown in photo 24/49 (p. 86) is normally used at less important
festivals and in everyday life. It is very much in use though, as when the children
go out fetching water from the river. The oldest child takes the lead and plays the
likembe, a small string instrument, while the brothers and sisters follow. It can be
tuned. Length 0.20 m. Width 0.15 m. Depth 0.04 m.
The drum in photo 23/50 (p. 86) is a small (height 0.47 m. diam. 0.20 m.), oblong
drum. It is hollowed out of a trunk and the top opening is covered with antelope
skin, while the bottom opening is left uncovered. This drum is a copy of a much
larger one that gives a formidable sound, when the person who is beating it is a
real trained drummer.
The horn shown in photo 26/51 (p. 87) served as a music instrument. The small
handle is rubbed against the inner side of the bow. By so doing a light, rasping
sound is heard that is quite exciting.
The small basket shown in photo 27/52 (p. 87) is a home-made product. It always
emerged at the snake dances and twin ceremonies. It was also used as a toy for
children. It is plaited with strips of liane and the opening is tied up with the same
kind of material. The contents are big, dried nutshells that produce a clattering
sound when the dancers shake the basket. Women hold the basket in the palm of
their hands as they dance, moving in a slow and wavy manner.
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CHAPTER 11

Conclusions

In

my introduction I emphasized that Louis Molet and P. Basile Tanghe
have played an important role in the attempts to penetrate the mysticism
that surrounds the snake cult. In closing this work, I shall in short draw the
lines of their conclusions, as I understand them and at last draw my own
conclusions. I will arrange them chronologically and I shall start with P. B.
Tanghe.

P. Basile Tanghe
In his most central work P. B. Tanghe writes about the snake cult:
The Mongwande worship the snake. We have already in the foregoing tried to
prove that this cult surpasses all other cults. The snake is among the Mongwande the greatest of all spirits, and dominates all magic art. […] It is through
the snake cult that the magic ashes Yolo or Dibere, are declared sacred. If Dibere
is consulted, the answers from that source are received wholeheartedly, as being from the chief. But the snake is far above the Dibere. As an example I will
describe the Toronga case: Toronga was the father of the twins Singi and
Pokote. He had not fixed a date for repayment of a debt he had to a certain person, called Gbanda. Gbanda got tired of all the fuss and called upon his Dibere
to take care of Toronga in a special fatal way, if he did not pay his debt. Toronga however, relied on his twins and their protection. He continued to show
even greater deference to them. Some time later Singi dies. This happening
caused a great commotion in the village. But nobody would admit that Dibere
was more to blame than the snake. Officially, a quite different explanation was
given of the case.168

It was difficult for the villagers to agree on which of the two forces was the
strongest one. It seems to me that this was a fifty-fifty decision of the
"gods". The snake protected Toronga, because he did not die. But Singi, one
of his twins died. The village was shaken to the depths of its foundation by
this incident and said that the Snake had protected Toronga, but Dibere
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killed Singi. There was no doubt about the power of Dibere, and nobody
doubted the ability of the snake to protect. Tanghe wants with this illustration to put the snake in the focus as the supreme head of the genii i. e. the
ghosts. He continues with evidences of the snake cult as a real cult object:
In 1921 when the authorities launched heavy attacks on the Kimbangism
movement, a deportation of around thirty members of the movement to Abumombasi was planned. (Some of these deportees arrived in the Territory of
Bondo. My remark.) The rumours were, if Simon Kimbangu should arrive and
if anybody was against him, then he has no reason to fear. The Mongwande
panicked and burnt in the courtyard everything that might be suspected to
have anything to do with traditional cultic acts. Even Dibere was thrown on the
fire of consumption. The strange thing happened though, that the hut of the
soul, the hut of the ancestors and everything that belonged to the snake cult
was kept intact. Yabwa, the mother of the twins, Gindo and Nzinzera, heard of
it and said: "The snake is the Supreme Spirit, worshipped and honoured by the
Mongwande. Mbanza and Ngbungbu are honouring Ngakola. The Mbanziri
people has its hippopotamus. But we the Mongwande haven't got any other
than Tolo, the spirit of the forefathers". In the village of Kanza in the neighbourhood of Banzyville, council member Gaso pointed at our small church,
when he was asked about the snake, and replied: "God is in the church. The
snake is for us what God is for you".

Tanghe goes on saying that in connection with the magic ashes Yolo or Dibere
[…] the rain must not get into the blood of the twins. Under certain circumstances Dibere can bring about rain. The Dibere oracle is regarded as one with
judicial authority i. e. its decisions are absolute and indisputable. The same goes
for the snake. The snake is considered as superior in relation to Dibere and is
worshipped with a greater devotion. We will therefore in accordance with the
way of thinking among the Mongwande, say that their big Chief is the snake.
And this snake is a two-pieces animal: a physical animal and a big spirit. […]
The theories we are here dealing with, is the reason why the Mongwande do
not worship the triplets or the quadruplets as snakes. They are called teke,
meaning small children. The numbers 3 and 4 have no connection with a chief
and his dignity. When a woman brings two children to the world, that evokes
the idea of dualism as seen in the chieftain through his juridical power on one
side and his spiritual power inherited from his forefathers on the other. And I
would like to add: Because they are two in one birth. The premises are given
and the conclusions are: Twins are chiefs! Snakes are chiefs! Voila! Twins are
snakes!169

Even though this passage ends up in an elementary mathematical formula
which says that if a equals to b and b equals to c then a must equal to c, I
have no difficulty in following Tanghe. But when he in "De Ngbandi naar
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het leven geschetst" claims that the Mongwande got to know of the snake
from the jews in the story of the bible, I don't think he is on firm historical
ground.170 He maintains that jewish settlements were scattered over a great
part of middle and northern Africa. He insists on having historical evidences of his assertion. As the jews moved forward, the Mongwande fled
from the easterly Sudan and brought the story about the snake in the garden of Eden with them.
His assertions that the snake is the first created animal, and that's why it
is both twin, snake and chief in one organism, and that all this originated in
the biblical garden of Eden, is of course his own personal opinion. I
brought it up here in my deliberations on the snake cult, because it tells
something of the urge to find out the origins of the snake cult among the
Ngbandi, Mongwande.

Louis Molet's scientific committee (1970)
The urge to further penetrate the snake cult resulted in a scientific committee led by Dr. Louis Molet 1959-1970. The idea was to study and produce a
more thorough analysis of the phenomenon. This was done and Louis
Molet presented the book "Aspects de l'organisation du monde des
Ngbandi".171 About its work the committee states:
There might be objections to our presentation of the ngbo, twin question. The
thing is, that you have to organise the collected material and by so doing an
opinion is made based on the material, but also dependent on the person who
has done the research and the observations. Was perhaps the reality completely
different? We surely make the claim that our explanations are scientifically
grounded; from which we do not avert. Even though our objects are pieces and
fragments, our observations give us reason to believe that we are dealing with
facts. It might be possible that our system is built on an occidental way of thinking and thereby arrives at conclusions that are different from an African way of
understanding. Our goal has not been to show that things are good or bad. But
they have an intrinsic coherence that gives an acceptable explanation of many
phases of life. This is what we have been told and what we have been shown,
but not given any proper explanation.172

And the committee continues:
“We have penetrated into the Mongwande way of thinking bit by bit, but never
completely. We believe though, that our systematical study has not been done
before and we permit ourselves to start with a legend we have collected: The
first human beings populating this area, came from the range of hills. They were "fruitful and multiplied" the earth. They asked other groups, living in the woods, to join
Brugge 1929:246-7.
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them. They crossed the river in the north and then they populated the riverbanks on
both sides of the river.
We have not here before us a cosmogony, indicating how the world was created, how the humans were formed or who set the stars in the firmament. There
is a distance between these half historical fragments and mythological stories.
Actually we do not know if such stories exist. Although it is not improbable.
We are therefore forced to use our own certified documents. Even though these
documents seem poor, they provide a lot of information, having its own intrinsic value.”

Let us look into some of the arguments the committee presents as conclusions regarding the question of the ngbo cult. In Chapter 4 (p. 51) that deals
with the ngbò notion I refer to a song which Molet quotes as evidence for
his view on the ambiguity of the songs. In order to get a total view in this
work I recapitulate the song:
Mbi du ma ngbò
I have brought forth twins
Mbi no ye ma ele
I can not any longer go to the field
E we ngbò
let us go out scolding the snakes
Ngbò aga siolo
twins bring unhappiness
Ngbò aga tapere
twins bring annoyances
Ngbò aga nzolo
twins bring joy
Ngbò aga pasa
twins bring fortune

Molet writes:
The ambivalence of the feelings in regard to the twins is obvious in the birth
rituals and in the song texts that Tanghe quotes, which are very similar to those
we ourselves have collected.173 The ambiguity is clear. The praising is mixed
with the scolding. Jointly with the compliments of having brought children to
the world, the parents suffer under the taunts and jeers of the mob, crying out
their contempt to the parents, bringing such monsters to the village.
We can in most of the cases interpret the word ngbò either as a snake or a human, a twin. We can not follow P. B. Tanghe in his systematically translation of
ngbo as snake.174 Whenever offering is made, libation is poured or animals are
sacrificed to Tolo, ngbò, all religious ceremonies that are consecrated to the
power of the twins. Why is there no sacrifice to the snake when twins die? The
twins themselves give offerings to the snake when they go out hunting or fishing. We think Tanghe himself has some proof to the contrary. He narrates about
173
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a specific rite that is observed against the snake a couple of days before going
out fishing in a small African lake. This rite is closed not by a twin or by objects
that naturally would be connected with a pair of twins, but by a man who has
got one of his parents killed by a snake.175 While the fishermen dance, they sing
a verse or two of a text where the snake, ngbò is the center. The object serving as
a symbol of the curse on the snake, is a piece of wood found on the bottom of
the lake. The chalk lines drawn on the fishermen's forehead are not double
marked. This leads us to think that the question here is to pray a river spirit for
help. A river spirit that is in command of the snakes, but not a snake cult.
We can not go along completely with Tanghe176 that this power of ngbò that
the Mongwande combine with the banana trees, ashes of different plants, parts
of poisonous substances like Yolo, Dibere or kokoro medicine, are the facts and
the crown itself in the total magical world of the Mongwande. We believe that
we are more in accordance with the reality, when we maintain that the imaginary world of the Mongwande correspond more with the power that dominate
the forest. It is this power that organises the forest and dictates it's laws. It is
also this power that is induced in the snakes and from time to time take the risk
to emerge as twins in the human world.177
Twins are not born human beings. They belong to the forest and we have two
pieces of evidences in this regard: The one is the placenta that instead of being
thrown into the river or been buried in the village and thereby acknowledged
as citizen, is carried outside the village and in this way expelled from the human circle; the other is the twins that like animals are placed outside the house
and not inside the house, but put up in a shelter. If the twins die young or new
born, they are buried without mourning. They are in fact an embodiment of
danger hidden in the forest and the savanne, surrounding the village and spying on the human world, i. e. the village.
Since the snakes have found it appropriate to appear in the disguise of humans, the villagers can not chase them away or otherwise subdue them. The
community has to tolerate their presence. But they, the snakes, are treated as
aliens. The parents, the reason in a sense for the arrival of the snakes, got to
change their behaviour too. They have to humble themselves and they do that
by putting on symbols from the forests, such as belts of lianes, leaves and grass
skirts. This they have to do without disturbing the inhabitants (animals) of the
forest with noise or foreign smells. A solid range of taboos has also to be observed.178
It can on the other hand in spite of all this unpleasantness, be advantageous
for the twins and the parents. For example being out hunting, they do not need
to worry because they know in a sense that they are "related" to the forest.
That's why the forest will not hurt them. On the contrary, yield more of its richness of termites, game and fish to them than to others.179
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If one of the twins dies, there is no more mourning over him or her than over
other animals. The deceased is not laid in a grave like other people. There is neither joy nor grief. […] In the same way as ta-ngbo is placed outside the village,
the dead body is placed between the roots of a big tree, ndúrú. What happens is
that both the twin's body and his/her placenta have been placed outside the village between it and the forest. In other words the twin is back where he/she
came from and left alone. Nothing of this gives us right to speak of a snake cult.
However, it might help us to express more precisely how the world is organised and built in the way the Mongwande understand it.180

The committee, according to Molet's presentations, concludes that the
world of the Mongwande consists of three sections: water, earth and forest.
The fact that affirms our view on the Mongwandes' tripartite world, stems
from what the soothsayers refer to when they work on their predictions. Their
principal elements are water, earth and pieces of wood. We can therefore not
accept Tanghe's version when he consequently translates the word ngbo as
snake. We base our claims on the ambivalence that appears in the snake songs.
Neither can we accept the snake phenomenon as a cult in the strict sense of that
word i. e. that the snake as an animal is object of religious worship. As we see it,
the whole complex must be combined with the perception of the spirits, genii,
ginaro in the nature.181 Colours are here playing a vital role as a link between
human beings and the forest, nature and culture: White stands for water spirits
and red for forest spirits.182
We can certainly not confirm our view from the results we have obtained. Our
approach to the problem can not be anything else than guesswork (notre rapprochement reste conjuctural), as we haven't had any medicine man or soothsayer
who could give us anything but sporadic glimpses into the cosmogony of the
Mongwandes. That is why the title of this work remains rather modest. We
should have been very happy to delve into the Ngbandi cosmology because the
real character of the cosmology has not, as yet, been revealed. The comology
should be object for further studies and research. We hope that this work could
be a very good base on which to start.”183

My own conclusion
My own conclusion is that we do not have here before us an either / or, but
rather a both / and situation. The value of the snake cult lies in the entity of
it i. e. the ambivalent characteristics are the identity stamp of the snake
phenomenon. The best example I can apply is a piece of coin. If we cut the
coin into two equal halves, we get only half of the accepted value. (In reality the two halves are of no value, but I would like to stick to this picture of
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explanation). Each piece is half the truth, not the whole truth, as it was before we cut it. We are here dealing with an either/or concept, either snake
or twins. But, the snake cult is not an either/or constellation. It embraces
the two sides of the ngbo, both snake and twins. If we, contrary to an atomistic view point look at the mongwande culture from a holistic angle, I
think we will grasp the very core of this culture as a comprehensive and
accepting society including both good and bad. My opinion is as follows.
As a coin can not be cut into two pieces without losing its value, so the
snake cult can not be divided into snake or twin without losing its value.
The total identity of the snake is to be found in its combination with both
the snake and the twins. Two sides of the same coin. Somehow, I am placing myself in between P. B. Tanghe and L. Molet, trying to connect the two
ideas together.
It might be useful to study further the mythological world of the Mongwande, trying to find out more about the mysteries that surround the roots
of the snake cult – its duplicity. We must then, first of all, acknowledge the
fact that the Mongwande have their own mythology and that they even
have their own mythological monsters that appear in the sky like the rainbow for instance.
The rainbow was a big, red and black dragon (Ref. Midgaard's dragon,
Nordic Mythology). The Mongwande had observed that the rainbow reposed on the top of the big trees in the jungle. Then he disappeared, gliding
slowly like a serpent down, between the branches. We should perhaps
think of this phenomenon as a mythological phantom as a cause of the
double status of the twins. For instance the Mongwande women should not
eat plants and herbs whose fruit had grown together, as twin bananas i. e.
two bananas within the same skin. The Mongwande mythology has it that
the banana had been fertilised by the rainbow and if women eat this double
fruit they unfortunately could give birth to twins. Jean Leyder writes:
The notion about the snake, twin, rainbow is relatively well known among the
Mongwande. It is a complex but important issue. The snake is in this concept an
object of a veritable official cult.184

I want to point at Yanzere's outburst as to the rainbow that disappeared
like a snake through the branches (pages 37-38). An association with the
rainbow snake's two colours and the snake's forked tongue, might be the
origin of the mongwandes mythological ideas. The closest they got in their
comparison with these forces was the double human beings, the twins,
could be a highly plausible suggestion. We know that all mythological material consists of a core of realities, before it is rewritten. The mythological
double coloured, red and black dragoon, rainbow and snake, found itself
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mirrored in the twins, the double human who was adored and religiously
worshipped through the snake cult. This belief was a common creed that
was not to be divided into an either/or religion. It was an entirety. To write
off the snake phenomenon as a non-cult, is in my opinion the same as to
reject the ability to believe. Which in itself would be an absurdity. A cult or
a cultic performance is always a question of worship and reverence for a
higher authority and that the snake was prayed to and venerated as one of
several gods and spirits among the Mongwande, is beyond doubt. The evidences are numerous: In addition to the feasts in Lundu and Nzeret (Chapters 5 and 6), we have snake songs (Chapter 5), snake rods and placenta
sticks (chapter 6), direct snake faith and reverence (Chapter 6), the passage
of gazoroma and the big trial (Chapter 8) and finally faith in the snake's
protection, the snake fence (Chapter 9). The actual facts speak for themselves. Besides, the question can be asked: Which woman would call her
children snake children if it wasn't demanded by the village? I suppose that
the western disgust for the snakes was not that accentuated in the African
environment. But it was not more popular than other animals, of that I am
sure.
How shall we understand the snake cult? Is it a physical or metaphysical
phenomenon? It is both! The snake god is an example of that. Zoolatry is
not adoration of the physical animal, but worship of the qualities assigned
to the animal. The virtues of the snake we do not know for sure and the
Mongwande didn't know them either. However, we do not lack in attempts
to interpret the snake cult. The cult was inherited and its reason was lost in
the fog of the past. Both Tanghe and Molet agree that the Mongwande assimilated the twins with the snakes.185 Both produce the same evidence:
enclosure, placement of the placenta, attire, but they split in their view of
the twins status. Both also agree in regard to the ambiguity of the snake
phenomenon i. e. the ambivalent character of the twin birth. But while
Tanghe is consistent in his interpretation of Ngbò as snake, Molet is equally
consistent in his interpretation of the word Ngbò as twins. Though, this
dualism of ngbò and twin reflects, as I see it – parity. Following the entrance
of the twins into the village, the order of social rank's are torn down. The
twins are, according to popular belief, equal with the chief, and that is the
reason for people's fear of what may come, namely a change of power. It is
probably this anxiety that appears in the snake songs as condescending
shouts. The twins do not play the role as feminine and masculine opponents. They are not two halves. Each of them is an entity coming out of one
substance.
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L. Holy & M. Stuchlik have emphasised the participant’s observations.186
The expression, "I was there, I heard and saw", ought to be a guarantee for
truth and exactness. I agree to that. I have tried to describe my obeservations as realistically as possible, but when I try to explain what happened
and the meaning of it, I have to confide in my informants, the performers,
the spectators and the sorcerers. I must therefore acknowledge that to
watch the rituals performed is one thing, but to explain them is quite another. Since the possibility for wrong interpretation is always there, the
idea of collecting as much anthropological material as possible, will be imperative. Then what might have been misconceived or misunderstood
could be corrected by a later and more thorough scientific research. This
must be done before the snake cult has disappeared among the Mogwande.
P. B. Tanghe’s, L. Molet’s and my own field studies are perhaps the last
ones in this particular expression of the religious and cultural life of the
fascinating Mongwande people.
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APPENDIX
Artifacts from a vanishing way of life
Photo 8/53. Page 42. Monga 1961. Stool. Mbara, Kiti. Length 0.26 m. Width 0.23
m. Hieght 0.15 m. This is a neat piece of work. Looks like one piece, but it might be
that the legs are made separately. I do not know. My judgement is that it is one
whole piece. On the list of H. Burssens head rests, stools and chairs, I do not find
this type of stool.187
Photo 9/54. Page 42. Monga 1961. Stool. Mbara, Kiti. Diam. 0. 34 m. Height 0.20
m. This type of stool, tripod, is utilised daily in the villages. It is made of strips
from lianes.
Photo 10/55. Page 43. Monga 1957. Pitcher. Gbu, Monungu. Diam. 0.20 m. Depth
0.15 m. This pitcher was made in Monga. Usually the women were employed in
the pottery industry. In Monga this kind of home industry was very old. The procedure of making pottery: no potter's wheel, only the hands, sitting, turning and
twining the clay round in circles until the appropriate size is obtained. You can do
nothing but admire this work of art and the pattern.
Photo 28/56. Page 90. Monga 1957. Pitcher. Gbu, Monungu. Height 0.30 m. Diam.
0.18 m. This is a pitcher that originates somewhere else. But it bears evidence of the
same culture and work of art. Everything is made by hand. We notice the same
coiled pottery. According to what people say the coiled pattern is very old.
Photo 29/57. Page 91. Monga 1957. Pitcher. Gbu, Monungu. Height 0.15 m. Diam.
0.13 m. We find here the same coiled pottery. It seems obvious that this work is
marked by the same cultural pattern, even though it is not from the same village in
the Monga area.
Photo 11/58. Page 46. Lundu 1961. Spears. Kondoro, Likonga. Length 1.42 m. Two
spears used in parade arrangements. Especially decorated with ornamentation.
Photo 12/59. Page 46. Faka 1959. Handcuff. Nkanga. Length 0.57 m. This handcuff was used to tie up the women, if they got the idea to run away.
Photo 15/60. Page 47. Yakoma 1961. Jungle knife. Ba, Masetti. Length 0.48 m. The
maximum width of the knife's blade 0. 06 m. This is a very old type of jungle knife.
It was probably this type of knives that made it possible for the Mongwandes to
penetrate the rain forest and clear the terrain for cropland and villages.
Photo 14/61 Page 47. Monga 1959. Cast knife. Zama, Mbeli. Length 0.44 m. This
knife is special because it is made for throwing towards an enemy. It is also called
multi point knife. It is beautifully decorated. It is probably based on an even older
model (Photo 36/19, p. 95). It has two cutting heads at the tip. Their profiles are
different. The handle is small and neat. A string is tied to the knife and round the
wrist of the warrior. The knife is thrown towards an enemy, but comes back with a
jerk after having hit the enemy, cutting his neck and throat. (Information from the
donor).
Photo 16/62. Page 47. Monga 1957. Bow & Arrow. Tálè na Mbanza, Danga mpe
Gwanza. The Mongwande have at least three types of bows. A) A small bow made
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of resilient twig and buckled with liane or bamboo strips. B) A somewhat bigger
bow that is buckled with an extra string of palm creeper plant. C) A bow that is
enforced with a piece of wood that is perforated so the arrows can pass through in
a straight line. The arrows are also different. Most of them are made of bamboo
with an arrowhead of iron. Some arrows are made of thick reed and smeared with
poison – yolo. Those in the picture are of that kind.
Photo 13/63. Page 46. Monga 1956. Universal knife. Goyo, Mbeli. Length 0.30 m.
This knife is an all-of-work knife, even in the field.
Photo 17/64. Page 82. Ngoma 1959. Calabash. Mbenda, Ekutu. When working
out in the field, the calabash was used to carry water. The flesh was removed and
the calabash became very suitable as a kind of water container or thermos bottle.
Photo 18/65. Page 82. Monga 1957. Barkcloth. Nguba, Kpande, Kangatumba. Length
0.78 m. Width 0.72 m. The original clothing of the Mongwande was the barkcloth.
Nowadays that particular clothing is almost gone. The bark is removed from a
special tree and is worked on with a specific technique. Some of this technique
was to beat the bark until it got the desired softness. The women dressed in barkcloth and banana leaves. Especially during the snake ceremonies.
Photo 19/66. Page 83. Ndangbe 1956. Grass skirt. Nguba, Kangatumba. The little
girls dressed in grass skirts as did people living deep in the rain forest. It was also
occasionally worn by the sorcerers, especially during the seances. Kebanga, the
medicine man from Ndangbe, from whom I received much of his outfit, used the
bast skirt during his performances. The grass skirt consisted of grass put together
and plaited with a straw string.
Photo 20/67. Page 83. Ndangbe 1956. Comb. Sua, Motonga. Length 0,10 m. Width
0.0.5 m. Washing, bathing and care of the hair was almost a ritual process. Especially when the washing was done in the morning. The Mongwande made some
real neat combs. Husband and wife shared the comb. When finished, they stuck it
in the hair for later use.
Photo 21/68. Page 83. Yakoma 1957. Horn of an antelope. Nza Li, Banga. Length
0.34 m. This horn of an antelope is plugged in the lower end in order to use it as a
pipe and a hole is made in the curved part to get in air.
Photo 22/69. Page 83. Ndangbe 1956. Leopard skin. Poro te Ze, Mposo na koi. The
paws of a leopard with claws. These are the gloves of the leopard man. The strings
that were used to tie the skin to the leopard man's hands are still visible. (Kebanga).
My collection consisting of 55 objects was on the 27th of January 2002 donated to
The Ethnographical Museum at The University of Oslo. I gave, in accordance with
the presentation ceremony, a lecture on "The snake cult among the Mongwande in
the Upper Congo". The major parts of these artifacts, as described in this mono gra ph, are relics, reliquaries, cultural outfits, tools, instruments and apparels, used
directly in the snake cult. Some of them are more than 100 years old. A smaller
number belong, in my opinion, to a vanishing way of Mongwande cultural life.
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148;61,
Ndeti
culture
andmakasi
oral tradition
99;
na
dawa
Dawa 162,
169
belief
in 144;
ToloMotu
and na
European
culture
Death
98. 14, 39, 40, 56, 58, 60, 66, 75, 78, 79,
97, 110,
111,Yolo
115,poisonous
123, 124, ashes
125, 127,
Dawa,
dibere,
38,
128,
138, 182
140, 148,
55-58,129,
772,131,
135,133,
170, 135,
172, 173,
152,55,
156,
160,
163,
164,
165,
167, 170
Dawa
143,
155,
168;
Yolo
Dawa
38, 55,
Death
Yoyo 16,
39, 4027, 144, 148; Ndeti
170;ofDawa
makasi
Dibere,
Yolo144;
daba,
poisonous
38,
na dawa
Motu
na Dawa ashes
162, 169
55-58,
135,56,
170,
18278, 79,
Death
14, 772,
39, 40,
58,172,
60, 173,
66, 75,
Dream,
-s 69,111,
77, 78,
107,124,
109, 125,
111, 114,
97, 110,
115,81,123,
127,
115,
128, 116,
129, 152
131, 133, 135, 138, 140, 148,
Dualism
173,160,
179 163, 164, 165, 167, 170
152, 156,
Ebola,
River
13,16,
2139, 40
Death of
Yoyo
Ebola,
Dibere,virus
Yolo143
daba, poisonous ashes 38,
Eggshells
96, 98,
108,
113,
127,
137
55-58, 772,
135,
170,
172,
173,
182
Egypt
Dream,14-s 69, 77, 78, 81, 107, 109, 111, 114,
Faith
16,116,
17,152
39-41, 55, 58-59, 70, 93, 97,
115,
101-102,
179
Dualism
173,143-145,
179
Fakula,
chief13,
52,21
101, 102
Ebola, River
Fish,
15, 27, 36, 37, 56, 62, 64, 68,
Ebola,fishing
virus 143
69, 70,96,
77,98,
80,108,
92,113,
103,127,
104,
Eggshells
137105, 112,
114,14118, 126, 148, 157, 163, 165, 170,
Egypt
175,
Faith
16,176
17, 39-41, 55, 58-59, 70, 93, 97,
Game,
hunting
27, 56,179
59, 72, 76, 105, 176
101-102,
143-145,
Gazoroma
Yenda,
snake
Fakula, chief
52, 101,
102 god, 17, 34, 36,
41,fishing
44, 91, 15,
94 27, 36, 37, 56, 62, 64, 68,
Fish,
Geru,
9, 36,
59,104,
107 105, 112,
69,Pierre
70, 77,
80, 54,
92,56,
103,
House,
16, 126,
24-26,
133;157,
of Bela
114, -s118,
148,
163, 16,
165,30-33;
170,
social
structure of 29-32, 37, 56, 100,
175, 176
103;hunting
keeper27,
of,56,Mboli
of souls
Game,
59, 72, 33;
76, 105,
176
(Tolo), Yenda,
ancestors,
forefathers
Gazoroma
snake
god, 17, 37,
34, 50,
36,
64,
41, 100-101,
44, 91, 94103-107, 109, 121, 126, 149;
of Pierre
chief, Ngbò
49;56,
of 59,
twins
Geru,
9, 36, 54,
10730, 76, 93,
96, 98,
99,24-26,
119, 152,
of snake
97;
House,
-s 16,
133; 176;
of Bela
16, 30-33;
and
snake
sticks of
98; 29-32,
and spirits
168.100,
social
structure
37, 56,
Hunting
15, 23, 27,
64, 72,
104,
103; keeper
of, 37,
Mboli
33;75,of97,souls
112,
114,ancestors,
115, 118, forefathers
157, 163, 169,
(Tolo),
37, 175,
50,
176
64, 100-101, 103-107, 109, 121, 126, 149;
Illegitimate
of chief, children
Ngbò 49;104
of twins 30, 76, 93,
Incest
96, 103
98, 99, 119, 152, 176; of snake 97;
Initiation
145; sticks
of twins
45, spirits
49, 50,168.
58; of
and snake
98; and
ashes 15,
58; 23,
of a27,
new
100;
cirHunting
37, wife
64, 72,
75,rites,
97, 104,
cumcision
124,118,
128. 157, 163, 169, 175,
112, 114, 115,
Iron,
production 28; and Tolo 135.
176
Kaina,
godschildren
of the forest
Illegitimate
104 17, 36, 41, 44,
118,103
135-137
Incest
Kebanga
162-164,
168-171,
Initiation 54,
145;
of twins
45, 49,182
50, 58; of
Kembi,
tattoos
ashes
58; of129
a new wife 100; rites, cirKembi,
pastor 124,
140 128.
cumcision
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Kilima,
River god28;17,
36,Tolo
41, 44,
Iron,
production
and
135.118, 135,
136 gods of the forest 17, 36, 41, 44,
Kaina,
Kimbangism
173
118, 135-137
Kimbangu
173
Kebanga
54,54,
162-164,
168-171, 182
Kitiwalatattoos
54
Kembi,
129
Knife, zama
knife; ba jungle
Kembi,
pastor throwing
140
knife.
Kilima,
River god 17, 36, 41, 44, 118, 135,
Kodoro,
136 a snake species 24
Kodoro, village
Kimbangism
173in Mo
Kokoro, roots
Kimbangu
54, for
173production of medicine
34, 176;
Kitiwala
54 dancing spear 155, 169; wa
kokoro,
man
162 ba jungle
Knife,
zamamedicine
throwing
knife;
Konga,
name of a snake 49
knife.
Konga, name
a twin2477-78, see also
Kodoro,
a snakeofspecies
Mongbete
Kodoro,
village in Mo
Koran, The
67 for production of medicine
Kokoro,
roots
Kózò
first born
of 155,
twins169;
50. See
34,Ngbò,
176; the
dancing
spear
wa
also Ngambi
Ngbòman 162
kokoro,
medicine
Kundima,
believe
145 49
Konga,
name
of a snake
Kundu, 98,
107,of157
Konga,
name
a twin 77-78, see also
Langa,
medicine, 160
Mongbete
Likundu,
Koran,
Thebad
67 stomach, 36, 56, 95, 139,
148,
154, 157,
168-169
Kózò
Ngbò,
the first
born of twins 50. See
Marriage,
14, 16, Ngbò
31, 32, 112, 127, 165
also Ngambi
Mbanziri, people,
Kundima,
believe 173
145
Mbao, bell,
54, 114,
Kundu,
98, 107,
157 154
Mbara, medicine,
stool 42, 181
Langa,
160
Mbesa andbad
Funga,
snakes36,
71 56, 95, 139,
Likundu,
stomach,
Mbeti,
of divination 150-151,
148,instrument
154, 157, 168-169
163-16614, 16, 31, 32, 112, 127, 165
Marriage,
Mbili, riverpeople,
45, 113,173
139
Mbanziri,
Mbio, bell,
red colour
113-115, 138Mbao,
54, 114, 110-111,
154
140 stool 42, 181
Mbara,
Mbito, and
name
of snake
24, 49
Mbesa
Funga,
snakes
71
Mboka,instrument
village (Li) of
24,divination
25, 27, 118 150-151,
Mbeti,
Mboli,
wife, keeper of the house 33;
163-166
azande
36; village
Mbili,
rivergod
45, 113,
139 of God 36.
Mbomu,
river
24, 37,
113
Mbio,
red
colour
110-111,
113-115, 138Mbongo,
140 a spirit 36-37, 69-70
Medicine
man
16, 18,24,
34,4936, 56, 72, 93,
Mbito,
name
of snake
121-122,
129,
138,
145,
Mboka,
village
(Li)
24, 143,
25, 27,
118150, 152154, 157,
Mboli,
wife,160-171,
keeper177,
of 182
the house 33;
Misu
mabe,god
the36;
evil
eye 56,
98, 154,
azande
village
of God
36. 156157 river 24, 37, 113
Mbomu,
Mobaye, avillage
in Central
Mbongo,
spirit 36-37,
69-70 African Republic man
13, 15,16,
21,18,
67, 34,
11436, 56, 72, 93,
Medicine
Mobay-Mbongo,
113145, 150, 152121-122, 129, district
138, 143,
Molimo,
soul160-171,
of ancestors
(Li) 24, 30, 39,
154, 157,
177, 182
100mabe, the evil eye 56, 98, 154, 156Misu
Monga,
157 region of 9, 13-15, 17, 19, 21, 25,
27-28, village
30-31, 33,
40, 42-48,
53-55,
Mobaye,
in36-37,
Central
African
Re74, 82, 13,
86-87,
90-91,
93, 96, 101, 104,
public
15, 21,
67, 114

107, 112-114, district
118, 123,
Mobay-Mbongo,
113125, 127, 129130, 136,
143,(Li)
146,24,
153,
Molimo,
soul140-1411,1
of ancestors
30,16139,
162, 165-166, 181-182
100
Monganga
doctor
160 17, 19, 21, 25,
Monga,
region
of 153,
9, 13-15,
Mongbete,
name33,
of36-37,
a twin40,
77-78,
see
also
27-28, 30-31,
42-48,
53-55,
Konga
74,
82, 86-87, 90-91, 93, 96, 101, 104,
Monungu,
urn/pot
34,123,
43, 90-91,
181 129107, 112-114,
118,
125, 127,
Moon
14, 17, 143,
58; full
58;
130,139
136,new
140-1411,1
146, 53-55,
153, 161waning
58; skin
of 38, 54-55, 57, 137,
162,
165-166,
181-182
163; dances
and
festivals
Monganga
doctor
153,
160 54, 56, 58-59,
92; moon
beams
55; also
and
Mongbete,
name
of a like
twinsnakes
77-78, see
snake 58, 137.
Konga
Mosoporo 78
Monungu,
urn/pot 34, 43, 90-91, 181
Motonga,
Moon
139 comb
new 83,
14, 182
17, 58; full 53-55, 58;
Mpembe
white
chalkof139,
waning
58; skin
38,145
54-55, 57, 137,
Name
15, 17,
52,
163;giving
dancesceremony
and festivals
54, 45,
56, 50,
58-59,
92-94,
116, beams
119, 120-121,
123, 138,
92;
moon
like snakes
55;152
and
Ndako,
24, 26, 29, 30
snakehouse
58, 137.
Ngambi Ngbò,
Mosoporo
78 the second b orn of twins
48, 51, comb
52. Se83,
also
Kózò Ngbò
Motonga,
182
Ngbandi,white
people
13, 139,
14, 16,
Mpembe
chalk
14521-22, 49, 59,
61, giving
63, 69, 112,
130, 138,
174,50,
17752,
Name
ceremony
15,173,
17, 45,
Ngbo,
ngbò,
of 123,
16, 17,
92-94,
116,conception
119, 120-121,
138,48,
15252,
the word
49-50,
Ndako,
housengbo
24, 26,
29, 30capita Ngbo 16,
20, 45,
46, 48,
the schoolboy
Ngbo
Ngambi
Ngbò,
the50,
second
b orn of twins
45, 51,
46, 52.
48,Se
50,also
92, Kózò
a total
idea of inter48,
Ngbò
pretingpeople
the world
13, 16, 21-22, 49, 59,
Ngbandi,
13, 14,
Ngbò,
chief
61, 63,
69,53112, 130, 138, 173, 174, 177
Ngbò, ngbò,
cult 16,
52, 93, 109-110,
Ngbo,
conception
of 16, 17,113-114,
48, 52,
120,word
175 ngbo 49-50, capita Ngbo 16,
the
Ngbò,
cultic
powerful
sphere,
20, 45,
46, word,
48, 50,athe
schoolboy
Ngboa
monster
clovenb
45,
46, 48,of50,disorder,
92, a total
idea oftongue
inter49, 52 the world 13,
preting
Ngbó, chief
family
Ngbò,
5348
Ngbò,
Gére,
feet52,
of the
65, 66,
81
Ngbò, cult 16,
93, snake
109-110,
113-114,
Ngbò,
120,knife
175 102
Ngbò, Kósò,
firsta born
of twins
48, 51,
Ngbò,
cultic the
word,
powerful
sphere,
a
52
monster
of disorder, clovenb tongue
Ngbò,
Lala, young snake 48
49, 52
Ngbò, family
mbongo
Ngbó,
48lord of the snake 70
Ngbò, Gére,
Ngambi,
second
of 81
twins
Ngbò,
feet the
of the
snakeborn
65, 66,
48, knife
51, 52102
Ngbò,
Ngbò, Kósò,
Nvú, the
firstfirst
born
after
the birth
of
Ngbò,
born
of twins
48, 51,
twins 112
52
Ngbò, Lala,
nyongo,
snake
spirit
Ngbò,
young
snake
48 70
Ngbò, mbongo
Nzama 48
Ngbò,
lord of the snake 70
Ngbò, Ngambi,
Poso, empty
48 of twins
Ngbò,
the snake
secondskin
born
Ngbò,
red52
colour 49
48, 51,
Ngbò, Nvú,
snake first
13-16,
19, after
24, 48,the
49,birth
51, 56Ngbò,
born
of
63, 65-75,
twins
112 79-82, 84, 88-89, 96, 102, 106,
108-109,
137,snake
175, 176,
Ngbò,
nyongo,
spirit179
70
Ngbò, Nzama
tolo, snake
Ngbò,
48 soul 70

Ngbò, Poso,
twinsempty
48, 49,snake
50, 51,
52,4866, 72, 73,
Ngbò,
skin
88, red
89, 108,
109,
Ngbò,
colour
49116, 137, 174, 175, 176,
179snake 13-16, 19, 24, 48, 49, 51, 56Ngbò,
Ngonda,
people
67, 84,
68; 88-89,
village96,
68,102,
70, 189
63, 65-75,
79-82,
106,
Ngonda,
Zamba,
forest
117
108-109,
137, 175,
176,
179
Nguba,tolo,
barkcloth
82, 83,
Ngbò,
snake soul
70182
Nwanga,
trial48,
13249, 50, 51, 52, 66, 72, 73,
Ngbò,
twins
Ngwanga,
nkisi109,
147116, 137, 174, 175, 176,
88, 89, 108,
Nkanga,
179 handcuffs 46, 181
Nkisi, amulet
147,
Ngonda,
people
67,166-167
68; village 68, 70, 189
Nvu, the Zamba,
first child
after117
twins 67, 68
Ngonda,
forest
Nza, amulet
83, 87,
Nguba,
barkcloth
82,96,
83,147,
182 154, 166, 173,
182 trial 132
Nwanga,
Nzakara, people
22, 129
Ngwanga,
nkisi 147
Nzake, rattle
54, 87,46,
96,181
114
Nkanga,
handcuffs
Nzambe,
supreme
being/god 17, 35, 40,
Nkisi,
amulet
147, 166-167
59,the
156
Nvu,
first child after twins 67, 68
Nzapa,
Mongwande
supre
17,
Nza,
amulet
83, 87, 96,
147,being/god
154, 166, 173,
35, 36, 55, 111
182
Nyoka, snake
(li)22,
24,129
33, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52,
Nzakara,
people
94, 98,
99,54,
106,87,
143
Nzake,
rattle
96, 114
Placenta 15,
93, 96, 99,
115, 118, 17,
176,35,
17740,
Nzambe,
supreme
being/god
Placenta
59, 156sticks 15, 76, 96, 108, 113, 119,
120, Mongwande
137, 179
Nzapa,
supre being/god 17,
Polygamy
29,111
30
35, 36, 55,
Rainbow
36, 37,
178;45,
snake
and
Nyoka,
snake
(li) 38,
24, 33,
46, 48,
50,dra52,
gon98,
37,99,
178.
94,
106, 143
Rain forest
13, 96,
26,99,
37,
67,118,
116-119,
136,
Placenta
15, 93,
115,
176, 177
139, 181,
18215, 76, 96, 108, 113, 119,
Placenta
sticks
Revenge
39, 179
40, 79, 111, 134, 156
120, 137,
Rites 11, 14,
Polygamy
29,38,
3050, 52, 61. 78, 97, 108, 109
Rites of passage
140 draRainbow
36, 37, 15,
38,121,
178;123-131,
snake and
Sango,
gon people
37, 178.22, 67, 73, 76, 81, 85, 87, 88
Siri, name
snake
Rain
forestof13,
26, 24,
37,4967, 116-119, 136,
Snake
dance
31,
53,
154,
166, 168-171
139, 181, 182
Snake god
Gazoroma,
Revenge
39,,Yenda
40, 79, 111,
134, 15617, 34, 36,
41,11,
44,14,
91,38,
9450, 52, 61. 78, 97, 108, 109
Rites
Snakeoffather,
to 15,
ngbò
61,123-131,
63-64, 73,
Rites
passage
121,
14075, 88,
92 people 22, 67, 73, 76, 81, 85, 87, 88
Sango,
Snake
mother,
ta ngbò
61-64, 68-73, 79-80,
Siri,
name
of snake
24, 49
84-85,
88,31,
92,53,
94,154,
96, 166,
99, 107,
116, 119,
Snake
dance
168-171
128,god
152,Yenda Gazoroma, 17, 34, 36,
Snake
Snake
mother
41, 44,
91, 94sticks, to ngbò 94, 99, 116,
119father, to ngbò 61, 63-64, 73, 75, 88,
Snake
Snake
92 sticks, tolo ngbò 15, 17, 94, 97-99,
107,
113, 115-116,
Snake
mother,
ta ngbò119-120
61-64, 68-73, 79-80,
Soul,
meaning
of 94,
97, 96,
100,99,
153;
souls
the
84-85,
88, 92,
107,
116,of119,
dead152
97; forefathers soul 101.
128,
Spirit, mother
-s of Banga
tolo94,(Mo)
and
Snake
sticks,17,to69;
ngbò
99, 116,
molimo (Li) 24, 100, 102, 104; ances119
torssticks,
30, 102,
103,
104,15,
105,
genSnake
tolo
ngbò
17,173;
94,in97-99,
eral 113,
35, 35ff,
41, 79,
97, 133, 135, 168;
107,
115-116,
119-120
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evil
and good
55, souls
56, 97,
98,
Soul,
meaning
of 97,spirits
100, 153;
of the
104, 148,
157, 157 (the
dead
97; forefathers
soulevil
101.spirit Li),
160,-s 161,
162, 163,
167,tolo
169,
170;and
of
Spirit,
of Banga
17, 69;
(Mo)
snake 69,(Li)
70, 172,
179; 102,
of rivers,
molimo
24, 100,
104; water,
ancesforest
(Kilima),
138,
tors
30,(nature)
102, 103,104,
104,136
105,
173; in gen176, 35,
177;35ff,
and41,
the79,
sorcerer
eral
97, 133,148;
135,mbeti
168;
164, 166.
evil
and good spirits 55, 56, 97, 98,
Symbol,
-s 11,
50,157
58, (the
101, evil
116, spirit
119, 120,
104, 148,
157,
Li),
124, 125,
160,
161, 127,
162, 130,
163, 131,
167,133,
169,135,
170;136of
141, 148,
snake
69,176
70, 172, 179; of rivers, water,
Symbolism
58, 137 104, 136 (Kilima), 138,
forest (nature)
Taboo,
11, 104,
161, 176
176,-s177;
and 128-129,
the sorcerer
148; mbeti
Ta 164,
ngbò,
166.snake mother 94. See snake
mother.
Symbol,
-s 11, 50, 58, 101, 116, 119, 120,
To ngbò,
see snake
mother
124, 125,
127, 130,
131, sticks
133, 135, 136Tolo141,
(soul),
soul 15, 17, 24, 30,
148, ancestors
176
37ff., 41,58,
44,137
50, 68, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101,
Symbolism
102,-s103,
104, 128-129,
105, 106,161,
107,
108, 109,
Taboo,
11, 104,
176
135, mother
136, 144,94.
145,See
163,snake
173,
Ta 111,
ngbò,126,
snake
175; da tolo, ancestral altars 37, 107,
mother.
121; Ngbò
Tolo,mother
Soul ofsticks
the snake 69,
To ngbò,
see snake
91, 94,ancestors
95, 97, 98,soul
101,15,
107,
Tolo70,(soul),
17,108,
24,113,
30,
114, 116,
119ff.,
152,97,
175;
Akotara
37ff.,
41, 44,
50, 68,
98,Tolo
99, 100,
101,
95, 97,
98, 104,
101, 105,
107, 116.
102,
103,
106, 107, 108, 109,
Tongue,
cloven
17,136,
52, 106,
111, 126,
135,
144, 110
145, 163, 173,
Triplets
quadriplets
52,altars
173 37, 107,
175; and
da tolo,
ancestral
Uélé,
Bas-Uélé,
district
19, 69,
21,
121;
Ngbò Tolo,
Soul11,
of 14,
the15,
snake
22, 91,
24, 27,
70,
94, 161
95, 97, 98, 101, 107, 108, 113,
Uélé,
river
37, 113
114,
116,19,
119ff.,
152, 175; Tolo Akotara
Village
72,116.
84; Fakula 101;
95, 97,of98,Dondo
101, 107,
Kanza
173; 17,
Kumbu
81;110
Kundima 54;
Tongue,
cloven
52, 106,
Likitiand
167;quadriplets
Lundu 31, 52,
46,173
53-58, 79, 88Triplets
89;Bas-Uélé,
Mboli 36;
Motende
63-64;
Uélé,
district
11, 14,Giri
15, 19,
21,
Ndangbe
22,
24, 27, 34,
16137, 54, 83, 87, 95, 96, 132,
135-137,
Uélé,
river 19,147,
37, 150,
113 151, 154, 155, 158,
159, 182;
Ndawere
79Village
of Dondo
72,77;84;Ngbasa
Fakula66,101;
80; Ngoma
82, 94,81;
182;Kundima
Ngonda 54;
68;
Kanza
173; 34,
Kumbu
Nyaka167;
74;Lundu
Nzama
38, 48,
Likiti
31, 19,
46, 53-58,
79,139;
88Nzeret
93-97;
76-77.Giri 63-64;
89;
Mboli
36;Ziamba
Motende
Wanyo
78
Ndangbe
34, 37, 54, 83, 87, 95, 96, 132,
Worship
ancestor
17, 37ff,
97,155,
106, 158,
135,
135-137,
147, 150,
151,50,
154,
144, 145;
15, 17,
50, 101,
159,
182; snake
Ndawere
77; 45,
Ngbasa
66,102,
79172,Ngoma
173, 177,
179;94,animals
17, 39ff,
80;
34, 82,
182; Ngonda
68;
135; other
136. 19, 38, 48, 139;
Nyaka
74;131,
Nzama
Zamba
/ Ngonda,
forest 117
Nzeret
93-97; Ziamba
76-77.
Worship78of soul, ancestor tolo 15, 17, 24,
Wanyo
37, 50,ancestor
97ff, 98,17,
107,
108,50,
135;
15,
Worship
37ff,
97,snake
106, 135,
69, 70,
94,snake
97ff, 15,
98, 17,
101,45,
107,
144,
145;
50,135;
101,soul102,
172, 173, 177, 179; animals 17, 39ff,
135; other 131, 136.
Zamba / Ngonda, forest 117

houseof37,
50, ancestor
100, 173 tolo
(hut15,
of 17,
soul);
Worship
soul,
24,
chiefs
37,
50, soul,
97ff, elders
98, 107,soul
108,39.
135; snake 15,
Woyolo,
65 107, 135; soul69, 70,mothersnake,
94, 97ff, 98, 101,
Yaba,
a woman,
house
37, 50,110
100, 173 (hut of soul);
Yabwa,
a mother
of twins,
173
chiefs
soul, elders
soul 39.
Yakoma mothersnake,
47, 50, 83, 136,65181, 182; district
Woyolo,
15,a27,
30, 48;110
group 22; region 28, 96;
Yaba,
woman,
territory
59, 68,
Yabwa,
a mother
of112-114.
twins, 173
Yangba, a47,
vengeful
36 182; district
Yakoma
50, 83, spirit
136, 181,
Yanzere,
9, group
36, 38, 22;
49, region
54, 56, 28,
59, 96;
93,
15, 27,Ernst
30, 48;
107, 109, 59,
140,68,
168,
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Moen's work is one in a succession of recent studies of African traditions of
knowledge, facing today's process of modernisation. The Mongwande snake cult is
an example of how such traditions have survived intense influence from the modern schools and Christian mission. In the problematic situation of today it seems
that these traditions are going through a revitalisation. The snake cult of the
Mongwande is not a vanishing tradition, everything indicates that it has preserved
its vitality and is continuing to be an important part of their belief, along with new
Christian ideas and practises. Sveinung J. Moen's Monograph is a valuable contribution to the ethnography of the Congo.
Axel Sommerfelt, Professor Emeritus, University of Oslo

When Sveinung J. Moen looked for the core of African culture among the Mongwande people in the northern Congo (Kinshasa) he scientifically made an interesting choice. The snake cult became the starting point of a broad analysis of society.
The local Christian Church was confronted with the demands of customary rights.
A pastor wanted to swear by the Bible, when he declared himself innocent of adultery. But he was forced to touch the snake skin lightly with his fingers. An exceptionally beautiful example of cultural encounter.
Sigbert Axelson, Ph.D, Uppsala University

This work gives a remarkable mission perspective on a deeply interesting local cult
and makes an excellent and rational interpretation of the snake cult phenomenon
with deep respect for the culture harbouring these expressions of faith.
Aasulv Lande, Professor, University of Lund

Sveinung Johnson Moen was born in Oslo, Norway in 1924. Theological Seminary
1945-49. Language School, Brussels, 1952. Business School 1963-64 and Government School in Administration 1981-84. Missionary in Congo Kinshasa 195362; Director of US/Scandinavian Social Welfare Organisation 1964-69; Director
of the Pearl S Buck Foundation Centre, Korea, 1969-75; European Secretary for
Food for Hungary, USA, 1978-79.
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